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New Members! New Steering Rule

DANIEL G. BELIEFF, 204 Cedar Lane, Rockville, Md. 20851 The October CIAM meeting revised the balloon steering
ROBERT J. DUNHAM, 4730 8. Yorktown Ave., Tulsa, Okla. rule to read as follows: —

ROBERT J. DUNHAM II (Family Member) T4105
LARS GIERTZ, 11703 N. Willow Cir., Houston, Tex. 77071 To prevent a model from colliding with the structure
ALEX GODA, 329 East 83rd St., New York, N. Y. of the building or with other models, a balloon, its line
JIM KUTKUHN, 517 Georgetown Rd., Wallingford,Pa. 19086 or a stick, two to eight meters long, may be used for
ROGER SCHROEDER, 4111 W. 98 St., Overland, Park, Kansas three fifteen second periods during any one flight. The
JOHN A. THORNHILL, 3334 Buchanan St. Apt. 103, fifteen sécond period shall commence when the steering

"

"Mt. Ranier, Md. 20822 device first contacts the model, and the contestant may
oO

7 continue steering for the full fifteen second period
'

Back Issues? regardless of the number of intermittent contacts between
ee se se the steering mechanism and the model. The steering tactic

The recent postal rate increase raises the costof 1sintended to change the model's direction of flight only.
mailing the current crop of back issues to 75¢. NIMAS ee LEO cere Ea Sea ae er antenna

members who wish a set. of back issues (approx. 25 issues) It 18 the responsibility of the time-keepera to observe
can send the 75¢ (stamps preferred) and receive most of if the use of the balloon, or its line, or a stick by
the issues from 1966 and 1967, plus 8 from 1965. another competitor 1s likely to foul the model which they

are timing, and to warn the user of the balloonor stick
' NIMAS Awards accordingly. If, however, a model is fouled by another

ne competitor, the fouled competitor has the choice of
Silver Cat.IHLG Award ~ 0:26.5, Jim Clem . another flight.

GoldCat.I HLG Award - 0:30.8, Dick Ganslen.
_, , Thesourcefor theabove was theDecember '67 Officer/o~. So °

Co , Club mailing, and the revised FAT Rule Bookwill ‘beavail~
; *Gold Cat. II HLG Award- 0:58.4, Dick Ganslen able some time this year from AMA HQ.

A study of contest results listed in INAV yielded a INDOOR RULES
list of over 15 NIMAS members whohad qualified for one or
More NIMAS Awards, but had not applied for them. And then

|

On page 46 of the Feb. '68 AMERICAN AIRCRAFT MODELER
there are those who have applied and not received their magazine there is an article which shouldbereadby all
Award - sorry about that! There simply has not been time indoor fliers. Entitled "New IndoorRules?", it details
to make up the most recentones - Ihope toget to it in the only two proposals now pending before the FFCB which
a few weeks. affect indoor rules. You should read thisarticleand

then contact the FFCB member from your AMA District. The |
NIMASAces address will be found on p. 50 of the same magazine. One

error was found in the presentation:The sentence Just
Last month's announcement of Hal Crane's AceAward above the bold face heading “Proposal FF-67-A-1" should

contained two mistakes: Hal Blubaugh won three Awards, read, “Proposal FF-67-A-2 would orient the rules toward
_

|

i but one was for glider. Also, Hewitt Phillips became a
_

FAI practice without adopting FAI scoring and model steer-
Cat. I Rubber Ace in April, 1967. ing. Whether you approve or disapprove of this proposal,

.

be sure to express those views to your FFCB representative |
,

SPREAD THE WORD!
|

as soon as possible. If you fail to express your views,
. oo. please fail to express your disapproval of the outcome!
The Allegheny Model Aeronautics Council (Pittsburgh,

Pa. area) held a Delta Dart contest recently. This was a
/

: RECORDS? MAYBE!
brand new concept ~ contestants were childrenwho visited =

a local shopping center which had a mall for flying. The CAT. I RECORD TRIALS, St. Ed's High School, Dec. 10, 1967
entry fee was 25¢ (this gave them a one-day membership in Lakewood, Ohio 35' ceiling.
AMA - a special deal where kids are covered for that day *Jr. AMA Cat. I FAI - 5:28, Linda Randolph
by AMA insurance for any event except those powered by eer, C Stick - 7:58.6, Linda Randolph
engines larger than .049) and they were given a delta Dart CAT. I RECORD TRIALS, Texas Women's Univ. Dec. 23, 1967
kit. Members of the Council conducted building classes Denton, Texas 31' Ceiling (AMA); 26' ceiling (FAI)
to help the kids get airborne, and gave flying demonstra- *Jr. AMA Cat. I FAI - 8:01, Kristi Tenny
tions before the contest. Needless to say, this got a bit *¥Jr., C Stick ~ 8:57, Kristi Tenny
of publicity for the Council (they already are very active Jr. D Stick - 9:45.4, Kristi Tenny
publicity~wise, since TV and radio stations let them make INDOOR CONTEST, Willis School, Jan. 7, 1968
special demonstrations), and acquainted many more kids ‘Hampton, Va. Cat. I 20' ceiling.
with modeling. A good idea! ' Open C Stick ~- 15:30.2, Hal Crane

CONTEST CALENDAR * & ** Linda's two records were set on Dec. 10, Kristi's
-

,

followed on Dec. 23, Presumably both will be allowed,
MARYLAND - Wheaton. D. C. Maxecutors sessions at Kennedy with the later records standing.

High School - 7 pm to 11 pm, Jan. 26, 1968. Tom Vallee,~~ 444 Henryton So., Laurel, Md. 20810 Phone 498-0790. -

‘NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD I
_ NEW JERSEY - Union. Indoor sessions, Franklin High School, nia uO * ;Union, N. J. 7 pm to 10 pm. Feb. 15, March 21. Ernie HUNGARY "

Kopecky, 38 Fawn Lane, Watchung, N. J. 07060 On Sept. 9 the Hungarian Aero Club held a Cat. II R.T. |
PENNSYLVANIA- Philadelphia. Profile indoor scale session, in a 14.9 m site in Budapest. The previous FAI record.

: Jan. 22, 1968. Bill Lindsay, 590 Byrn Mawr Ave., Byrn (Hungarian National record) waa held by Zoltan Oscody at
Mawr, Pa. 19010 18:48, AndrasReemade19:07, but Geza Varszegi's best

TEXAS - Denton/Dallas/Ft. Worth. Cat. I Record Trials on flight was 20:00 for the new record. A planned Cat. I
Jan. 20, 10 am to 5 pm. Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richard- session was called off because of strong drift in a small =
son, Tex. 75080 Phone 235-4035. site, 7

7
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STATE OF THE ARTARIS
EteARS

t probably the most common way to cover props is shown
tt it n Fig. 1 below. The entire blade except the s is

Micro-Bi :

cep par
Micro-Bird by Fred Weitzel moistened ao water or saliva (saliva sticks better and

;

4
dries slower) and the blade trailing edge 1 tuck t

Carl Goldberg's 4:05 record was the challenge. It had G edge is stuck to
¥

wens

, . lack film on a hoop. The film next to the traili age
stood for 26 years; and emed 8 P railing eag

y seemed unattainable. ia then trimmed loose to permit the rest of the outline
d ribs to touch the film. This takes a light touch to

However, we had a new, light model, which had ¢1
an

.
akes

wht
tor

on
four minute flight at the previous session, 80 things ° avoid stressing the blade and a steady hand to ayold pull- ~

looked promising. At that time the model had a very wide ing the blade loose while trimming the film. To repeat:

flapping arc, which pave a slow rate~of-flap that looked immediately place the wet blade back on the block to dry

impressive. However, subsequent tests indicated that a
thoroughly before covering the other half of the prop.

a fl 1 gt igh :

narrow apping uumle might be more effective overall. Fig. 2 shows a prop covering frame, When building it,
e gs .

spread the ends at "A" while attaching the silkspan atrip
o the narrow fiapping angle was used 2

.

results were even aA ee chan expected with 1a 8 feet This permits the silkspan to slacken when the frame relax-  ‘.

ing on the first full wind-up. Fortunately this was an rightes roeer ine frame, squeeze the “handles’ ("B") to

official flight, tecause on the next launch a spar snapped oe 41 i When pate use mubber cement adhesive and aged
and the model shook itself to pleces in typical ornithop- relax a 1 ke “we ete to cut loose, the frame wil

ter fashion. (You Just don't have minor accidents with ax ana siacken whe m to make covering easier.

- a 'these birds! and you don't get second chances either.) Fig. 3 details a prop covering fixture designed by

Basically the design is the same as "Birdnik" (Nov Harry Lerman. The drawing and text is self-explanatory,

'65 INAV). The main difference 1s lighter construction, covered withvery loose ath as tong as the fixture is

with mike wing and tail and more extensive bracing.
°

.

Fig. 4 shows a modification to Harry's fixture which

gg ebghuatty1 Leastyle type tyepeinge tusre4, greatly eases the problem of slackening, the fila. Instead

not sensitive to power and can climb at a steep angie” +8 .., of covering the fixture on the bottom, install two strips | “

without stalling. So, the proper ad Justment can be found
of heavy silkspan across the top of the fixture, and cover

quickly; after that 1t ts simply a matter of "wind to the
fey ee ee eer emer ae ee sat thement hend

hilt and launch."
vmpny _ ©. helix is twisted in (step 3, Fig. 3), twist the right hand

. dowel counterclockwise to slacken the film (Fig. 5)
t OF couree nee are Comp. tae goatly or ‘ cone A special vote of thanks to Harry Keshishian for mak-

structionai nature. ese are pretty we etailed on the, ing the photographic positiv e .

plan. Dacron wing braces from the wing tips to the metor
6 P Srap P e used in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

stick (fore and aft) were used but are not shown on the
plan. —_

INDOOR PROPS-PRACTICE
. L.E.

Teeee Te. — Trim

part III_- Covering “Prem

One of the more difficult tasks in building good props” 1. Peace Moist Te 2. TRIM Ficm

is covering the finished framework. It is quite easy to OM FIem.
/

So €.E, Wtet

distort a well-built prop while covering it, so the blades 7 TOUCH Fiem,
should be covered one at a time and then placed back on.

. ¢ oe —,

the building jig to dry thoroughly. Some builders then see Fie.1
use heat to tighten the film on each blade before removing _

it, further insuring an undistorted blade. As usual when
Cl2t ata - ee ee

heat-tightening film, you should use considerablecareto cece cunee

— =

avoid over-tightening. oo. cee eects
.
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INDOORPROPS-THEORY 4" station, 32" pitch at 3" and 28" at 2" radius; then the
cme oe composite characteristic might follow the desired curve,Part Il -TheoreticalConsiderations It certainly 18 worth a try =

so practice recording flight
1

Part i and the clarification above dealt with the profiles and try it!
"ideal" prop; that is, with a prop having constant pitch

/from hub to tip. The props we fly actually have the blade
area beginning some distance out from the hub for practi- ew.

cal and structural reasons, The discussions to follow at" ,deal with deliberate deviations from normal practice in a 5
. :

search for higher efficiency. - al
a 30” PitcH c‘

.

; 2- _#2-------2
2 1The following prop design discussion comes from Larry 2 7

_—
7
— ~

==.
Renger (graduate of MIT in aero engineering). In Fig. 3, aa ae
-he shows a blade element located at radius r from the hub. - ==7 B
The legends on the force vectors are; D = Drag, T = Thrust i S| ‘A’ TwreecePT Bs(thrust output of prop), L = Lift (of the blade element), /

V = velocity of the blade element and T = Torque. : 10 / | .

L | / 43 B INTERCEPT 1%| | 34 PiTcH
TO

L . '
7 V /

,

7

' 5 Ry !
+

ran fire O57 > | VARIATION OF Yr Witn Pircy
a @= 2Trr !

.

Tr << || Fie. 3 '
D ' l

.

\

ot
! PRop Raoius IN [wenes

(1) (f (CPhrust) - Lift(cos @- D/1t. Sin @) Oo
(2) T(Vorque) =r x Lift(I/1,cos @ + sin 6 ° : z > + rie 4 7 6 q 10

:

‘ (3) TO r(D/1.cos 8 4 sin 4)
.

Toot LD/1. tan 6 :

,

(+) > (D/ 1. t tan@) 1S ee
mt nr ree He LL

In the mathematical discussion above, equations 1 & 2 ° ae 34 PITCH -

(derived from Fig. 3) are combined to yield eq. 3. It can yo D/fu =f
be shown that (35 ean be simplified to yield (4). D/L is

yy
estimated to be about .2 for normal indoor props. Using .2 /

-
as a value for D/L, a plot of T/T can be computed using / 349 PITCH
Eq. 4. Fig. 4 shows T/y> for a 34" pitch prop (solid line) y Di, = 2

|

_
and a 30" pitch prop (dashed line).

10
/ <—

.

: /
The ratio T/7 expresses directly the efficiency of 1

the blade element, so Fig. 4 shows that prop efficiency 1
gets better with lower pitch. It also shows that elements

'
near the hub contribute little to thrust; in Fig. 3, if 6

\
increases to a very large angle, Thrust as expressed in

|

bt!
eq. 1 actually becomes negative - effeetively it is pure

: ee | 1, D/drag for the model. This means that the prop will be more Os | VARIATION OF T WITH L,
efficientif the hub section is left off.

i

Meanwhile, prop efficiency can be increased by lower- !

ing the value of D/L. Larry estimates that D/L might go I
as low as -.1; Fig. 5 shows the variation of T/7 for a 34" !
pitch prop as D/L chages from .2 (solid line) to .1 (dash- i Prop Raoius In INCHESed line). Larry feels that a D/L of .1 might be achieved
by covering both sides of the prop. Once again, I have O

| 2 3 4. Ss C 7 8 9 10
heard of double covered props being tried, but flight pro- o
files were not taken. Since reduction of D/L results in Fis. 5
higher efficiency of the propeller (as shown in Fig. 5),
the prop will do the same work at lower torque input. So,

—_——

a smaller rubber cross section will do the same job and +:

you gain two ways - more turns possible and lower wing 1s
— S26" PITCH

loading of the model. That's the theory - try it out! . a
Larry's design procedure calls for a horizontal inter- Lf “77 R30" PircHcept with the T/T plot to determine prop diameter and blade -~ rElength as shown with line "A" in Fig. 4. Line "a" would 27 ycomePosit

yield a prop with diameter 17" and a stubby blade segment [owpoe ” pTeH
. only 3%" long. Quite possibly this would give a prop with ,

X34 Pt
insufficient blade area. Line "B" would give a 19" dia, oprop with a 5" blade segment - considerably more area, Of f

/
course you can use a tilted intercept such as line "Cc"; /
the whole point of this exercise has been to minimize the | / /
high-loss blade area near the hub. f

/

Fig. 6 illustrates the theoretical effect of reducing ’

blade angle near the hub. (This concept, plus the idea of b / ‘

eliminating blade area near the hub, was discussed in the OF e '

July '63 INAV. No really exacting test of eitherconcept !
—has been made, but Stan Chilton, Hardy Broderaen and others !

flew props with the modified pitch distribution{n the FAI 1team selection program just recently finished.) The three
1curves in Fig. 6 represent successively lower pitches - 34"

(solid Line); 30" (short dashes); 26" (long dashes). The ! Prop Rapius In InwcHes
curve for 34" pitch breaks downward beginning at 4" radius, |
while the other curves break closer, The dashed horizon- o

! 2 3 — + xtal line represents a T/7 characteristic that would be Oo
nice to have; the x's represent the vertical coordinates fig.6
necessary at 3" and 2" radius. It might be logical to
assume that if the prop were 34" piteh from the tip to the
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####NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###%—

.
AMERICAN AIRCRAFT MODELER for detailsofthese proposals,

__
“ An error in text appears on ps 50: The sentence just

New Members! oe above the. bold face heading "Proposal FF-67-A-1" should
.

-

read, "Proposal FF-67-A-1 would orienttherulestoward /
JAMES H. BENNETT, 324 Helfenstein Ave., Webster Groves, FAI practice without adopting FAI scoring and model steer-

' Mo. 63119 ing." This proposal, if passed, will have a direct effect
MICHAEL D. COULSON, 1752 Hobson Rd., Ft. Wayne, Ind. 46805 on your indoor activity. Contact your FFCB representative
GUY EAVES, JR., 3232 Leslie Lane, NE, Atlanta, Ga. 30329 and express your approval or disapproval of these propos- =

FRANK LITTLETON, 1832 Bimini, Seabrook. Tex. 77586 als as soon as possible.Ifyou fail to make your views
TOM MURRAY, 365 Bay St., Room 800, Toronto 1, Ont. Canada §§ known, you have no complaint since you offered no guid- =

A. E. SORTWELL, 1036 Maple, Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007 ance to the FFCB member. ee

.

I
°

JIM TEMPLETON, 1 Gemini Rd., Willowdale, Ontario, Canada NIMAS POSTAL MEET —_
¢Thank You,Good Friends — Favorable comments on the rules for the Annual NIMAS

sort of flimsy excuse (I should havebeen suspicious the following setup: -

since no excuse is needed for modelersto visit here) to
'

:

drop in for a visit. After a certain amount of nervous Easy B event - Rules for model p. 78, '68 Rule Book.

suspense, they produced a pretty little speech and three a ,

packages. These mysterious packages contained a dial HLG event ~ AMA Rules except two ceiling classes: Cat.
indicator caliper, an engraved Guinard stopwatch and a IA - 18° to 25'; Cat. IB ~ 25' to 35'.
Hamilton Beach blender. The inscription‘on the watch told : oo

:

the tale: "In Appreciation - Ralph Tenny - Indoor Model Rubber Event - AMA Rules except for ceiling measure. ’
Builders The World Over." The blender was a reward for All model sizes combined.

—

.Jody's outstanding patience and help (it is quite wearing a

,

'to be the wife of a newsletter editor) over the past years General Rules: Enter (postmark) before March 31, '68.
Ce we oo Entry fee 15¢ per event, stamps preferred. Separate events

f™ hank you, each one of you. Dickand Jim were afraid may be flown at different sessions, 411 flights for any ~

at one of you might have dropped a hint - it was a total Single event must be made same session, Special events
.

surprise and a very humbling moment = and will be remen- for Juniors, all other ages combined. NIMAS Certificates .

bered as long as I live. Special thanks are due to Jim
—

through Srd place each event, special award for Juniors
and Dick and their wives for their planning and organiz- and high placing Seniors.

ing this moment, and thanks again to all of you. ceiling measure: HLG - AMA (Sec. 8.21,Pe 14, 168Rule Book). Easy B and Rubber - FAI measure (p. 56,
Hats

Dep
_reeces .

Nats Heip Needed
o Rule Book. Include celling measure with each entry.

Increased commitments to the Vietnam conflict are
causing the U. S. Navy to request additional help from Scoring: All results corrected to highest ceiling
AMA to run the Nats. The National Free Flight Society and via NIMAS Fudge Factor: ratio of ceiling height for HLG,
NIMAS have been asked to hostFree Flight and Indoor Square root of ratio of ceiling height for Rubber and

~

events. Pending approval by HQ, we have directors for Easy B events. me

Indoor Rubber and Indoor HLG. Help is needed in all FF
events (indoor and outdoor) as processors, recorders, and Send entry and result sheet signed by AMA member or

many other necessary tasks unknown to the average entrant. AMA CD to: Bob Putman, 507 Darlene, Arlington, Tex. 76012
Any NIMAS member who plans to attend the Nats should con- cS
sider helping on one or more days. All those who can help POSTAL CHALLENGERS
send NIMAS your name and indicate events where you feel

. ,
.

qualified to help. The entire programwill be coordinated Bill Gibbs, 5005 Halifax, Cypress, Cal. 90630, would
through NFFS, for best management of manpower. It is not like to challenge other Juniors in Cat. I HLG, Indoor
necessary to hold a CD license to help, even as event dir- Stick and Cabin. Haschoice of 25' (AMA) and 28' (AMA)
ectors. Incidentally, it is likely that, the Nats will be sites. ‘
during the week of Aug. 5-10. Thenumberof days allotted -

.. .. CONTEST CALENDAR
will be decided sometime this month. Info on the Indoor 7

, 7
—

site should also be available for the March issue. COLORADO, Denver. Magnificent Mountain Men Indoor Con-
iar

- test. Feb. 11, 1968 ,
Aurora Central High Gym, Aurora,

NIMAS Awards— De ”

_, Colorado. Stick, Paper Stick, HLG, Scale, Easy B and
a

,

: Delta Dart (Jrs. only). Ed Collins, 4318 E. Utah Pl.
Silver Cat. I Rubber Award - 11:59, Bob Champine Denver, Colo, 80222

.

~ GEORGIA, Atlanta area. Easy B contest. Walt Rozelle,Junior NIMAS Awards 1403 Midlawn Drive, Decatur, Ga. 30032 (Feb. 11, 1968)
2 NEW JERSEY, Union. Indoor sessions,FranklinHigh SchoolSilver Cat. I Rubber Award - 8:57, Kristi Tenny Union, N, J. 7 pm to 10 pm. Feb. 15, March Sh. Ernie’

a

Kopecky, 38 Fawn Lane, Watchung, N. J. 07060
Gold Cat. I. Rubber Award- 9:45.4, Kristi Tenny PENNSYLVANIA, Pittsburgh. 4th Annual Allegheny Indoor Air

Meet, March 31, 1968. Delta Dart, HLG, Prefab, Easy B,
oom - NIMAS Aces -

Indoor Stick/Paper Stick, Scale, Originality & Perfor-
.

:
7

_ mance, 5 age groups. Ron Ganser, 2500 Mission St.,After two goofed-up attempts to name the present NIMAS Pittsburgh, Pa. 15203
,

:

Aces, perhaps this will be correct and complete: Hal Crane TENNESSEE, Tullahoma. Coffee AirfoilersClass AA Indoor ~
Hewitt Phillips, Bob Randolph and Bud Romak. ‘Meet, Cat. I. Feb. 18, 1968. HLG, Paper Stick, Seale,

a

Indoor Stick. Separate classes for Juniors. J. H.
INDOOR RULES Perdue, 603 Crestwood Dr., Tullahoma, Tenn. 37388

- a
TEXAS, Dallas/Denton/Ft. Worthow, Cliff Model Club Annual

Indoor fliers are reminded that final vote will soon ‘Indoor Contest. Cat. I (31) HLG, Scale, Paper Stick
be taken on FF-67-A-1 and FF-67-A-2, proposals which will Indoor Stick (all ages combined); Jetco ROG (Jr, only)effect reasonably large changes in the structure of the Bill Chenault, 5906 N. Jim Miller, Dallas, Tex.
indoor rules if they pass. Refer to p. 46 of the Feb. '68

a
%,

~
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OKLAHOMA - Tulsa. Tulsa Glue Dobbers Monthly Indoor Con~- that many experimenters have used a deeper fence than is
—

test. Feb. 25, 1968. Air Guard Hangar at Tulsa Int'l optimum - my present guess is that between .05" and .07"
Airport (56' AMA, 42' FAI). HLG, Easy B, Indoor Stick is about right formost gliders. The only other hint I
and Scale. Practice begins 9 am, official flying at - canoffer is that thetail boom shouldbestiff- because
noon. Oo a

a
no glider with a limber boom has everflown well for me,

First Annual Tulsa Glue Dobbers Indoor Meet « (Mar 10, if a fencewasused also.
J1968. Site pending - Air Guard Hangar hope Ore — ——— —

Contact Bob Hanford, 3838 South 88th E, Ave., Tulsa, —— SSas
_4

,
Q

Oklahoma 74145, 918-627-6932 TYPICAL FENCE /NSTALLATION fos

INTERNATIONAL CONTESTS
as

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
ROMANIA - International Indoor Contest, Salt Mine site. - So ae " aa

Organizer: Ion Bobocel, Aleea Titus no. 6, Raton Ne OHIO = Cleveland. A severe snow storm made travel rough
Balcescu, Bucuresti, RS Romauia. April 4-5, 1968 for entrants. Conditions were the usual - turbulent and

CZECHOSLOVAKIA, Brno. International Indoor Contest. drafty. Winners: :Paper Stick; Jr. “- 7:32, Ronny Ganser,
July 6-7, 1968. Info came from Rudolf Cerny, Sumavska Sr. - 8:55, Mike Thompson, Open - 11:44, Bill Hulbert.
22, Praha 2-Vinohrady, Czechoslovakia. Indoor Stick; Jr. - 11333, Linda Randolph, ere 5 7:18,

26:

Bill Schubert, Open - 12:15, Ron Ganser. G; Jr. - 18

|

INDOOR ELSEWHERE oO Do Ronny Ganser, Sr. - 1157.9, Bill Schubert, Open - 1:54,”
Looe, oO on Ca

Czechoslovakia has chosen their 1968 Indoor Teamwith | ee ety pe unes
a series of three competitions, The final score was the TEXAS - Houston. Indoor activity is under way in Houston
total of the results (two flight total) from the best two with sessions in a gym at Rice University. The group is

out of three. The results:
, oo active and enthusiastic, and should soon be turning very

,

;

g00 mes. ,
.

1. Jiri Kalina 52350 44345
-

97335
_

2. Eduard Chlubny (48:45 40345 89:30 (cont - Dallas/Denton/Pt. Worth. With two record trials

3. Juraj Sitar 48:00 39:11  BT311 contest on the side) to break in the excellent site at

4. Karol Rybeck 47357°° 36:18 84215 Texas Woman's Univ. in Denton, the fliers are getting the

5. Dagmar ehlahos (47358= =33251 81349 range in HLG. Mike Fedor has led the pack in HLG, with

6. Rudolf Cerny 47:25 30:48 78:13 0429.5 a8 best offictal to date. Brian Ganslen ts leading
n Junior, w 2226 or his best. Rubber events have

Kalina, Chlubny and Sitar will be the team, and 0 been marred by drift due to temperature changes, and an

Rybecky is alternate. The final session (all meets held early flight of 8204.7 by Kristi Tenny won the January
in the big hall in Brno) was held Nov. 11 with temperature event = the air "went south’ immediately after. Tom Peadon
at 9° C,. and high humidity. Turbulenceand drafts plagued won second with his first indoor model, beating out Dick
most of the rounds, ruining many models, The results: Mathis' 3348 7 Wild Dick tet Tom build at his house

7 again? Tune in next month!
1. Rudolf Cerny 23:30 23:55 — 47:25 ‘

2. Jiri Kalina 19320 25325 4A 345
3. Juraj Sitar”

— 18358 20317 29:1) RECORDS? MAYBE!
4. TT. Weigert 16:40 19:5 3633
5. Karol Rybecky 18308 17250 36:18 GREAT LAKES INDOOR AIR MEET ~ Jan, 13-14, 1968 Cat. II
6. Stefan Kekely 15:48 19308 34357 Cleveland, Ohio. Public Hall, 80' ceiling.
7. Dagmar Chlubna 19345 13309 32254 Open 3 Rog Loi27 93+ Bop Randolph a

pen Ornithopter - 3:15.0, Ken Johnson

A total of 17 contestants entered the competitions, CAT. I RECORD TRIALS, Texas Woman's Univ. Jan, 20, 1968 -

The very poor weather has caused plans to begin the next Denton, Texas. 31' ceiling (AMA) 26' ceiling (FAI)y Y
team selection series in July. The Czech state of the Sr. AMA Cat. I FAI - 6:53, Mike Fedor

art ie edvancing rapidly, wish Light models (about 125 mINTS AND KINGS
|

STATE OF THE ART
|

Wire O-Rings

-

The Mar. '67 INAV hinted that a rubber O-ring slippedThe model of the month is the one which placed Eduard
onto the motor before tying the knot would simplify hook-

Chlubny on the Czech Indoor Team for the 1968 Indoor World ing and unhooking the motor, besides permitting hook-upChampionship. Not many details are available except those .

; without losing turns. Fred Weitzel suggests that small
on the plans, but average conditions in the hall in Brno wire can be formed into similar fixtures. The sketch be-
dictates that the models must have good gust stability. low shows how: f 1 with 11 ho kK th hook

test results of this designe oO ow: form an oval w sma ooks, en hooSee above for some con the hooks and squeeze them shut. Relative weights: rubber

THE LAB O-ring - .002 oz., wire (010" wire) - .00045 oz., (.008"
ats AS wire)- .00035 oz. Very small plastic sleeving 1/4" long

slipped on the ring adds .0002 oz; I doubt it helps much,The Blubaugh Fence
_ but it makes me feel better!

The Feb. '66 INAV contained a flight test report on a . Oo O-Rme (I.
|

modification for IHLG - Hal Blubsaugh's trailing edge fence iN 3, (TYP)
which was mentioned by Bill Gieskieng in the '64-65 Zaic

.

008 wiRE 8

Yearbook (p. 164). <A follow-up report in the April '66
.

bk
INAV gave some added info, and showed the fence having an “

A
'

B
8% edge over the same glider without the fence.

‘

Teflon Socket Ji

Since those reports, other fliers have tried the fence.
(see sketch below for example) withvarying results. Ned

Dick Ganslen suggests that tissue sockets can be made
|

: a aa the “g: : by rolling them on small diameter teflon tubing. Insert
Smith has had both goed and bad flights, for an inconclus-~

, i ,
music wire or other wire inside the tubing to stiffen it,ive fesult. Hank Nixon, flying in a 24° site, was getting +1675 roll the socket as usual except let it dry in placebetween 0:24.5 and 0:26 with one of his gliders; with a The glue won't stick to the teflon, so the finished socket

fence added his flights ranged between .3 and .8 seconds will slide off later
a

: higher. °

,

-

.
Save Microfilm Solution!

Bob Clemens gave a fairly detailed report of his test, ae
which used Larry Renger's "Boxy" (Sept. '65 INAV), built

|
Tom Vallee suggests that you save a lot of microfilm

the size-shown (2/3 full size). His best time in the 23 solution if you use a small tank when pouring small hoops.
site he regularly uses was 0325.2. He then added a fence This is an excellent approach; if you don't have a small

~~which tapered from .05° at the wing root to zero at the tank and can pour large uniform sheets, several small ’ ,

tips. Average of the next 10 flights was 0325.5, with the hoops can be put on one large pour.
pest flight 0:26.2. His comment on the test: "These times mes a

were achieved with very little if any increase in launch . 7 LAST MINUTE BULLETIN
altitude, but with much smoother transition and definitely ee

better sinking speed." co AMA HQ has announced that the Nats will run Aug. 3

After flying the fence for some time, it 1s apparent thru Aug. 8, with Navy airshow Aug. 3 & 4 and flying to
er fiying the tence

tor
some time

.
1 h

that gliders juet fly differently with the fence, and it begin Aug. 5. Extra flying hours each day are planned.

seems that the fence has a definite advantage. I believe
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INDOOR PROPS-THEORY -

Hardy Brodersen. The graph is drawn to scale: line AB =

Effective Pitch (Recap - Part 1, Dec. '67 INAV) = dis-Rebuttal fo PartIf ‘tance travelled by model during one revolution of prop.
Several people wrote in with comments on Part II. I Line BC = 5.14 x prop diameter, and the other segments of

an now surethat the series isbeingread attentivelyana BC,Tepresent 3.14 xdianeter, ofeach ripstation, | Thewith appreciation ~ thank you for all the comments.
pitch angle for each blade station. A prop built to thir”

Roger Schroeder, Bob Platt and Larry Renger all wrote design would have zero angle of attack, so line BC isin to explainthat parta of FartIIvere inerror, Each”  Q7a¥m with angle C= desired angieof attack fer thebleu.arrived at the same conclusion by a different route - if
Qz - - 0 ot should be noted that this we] not resaitanyone is interested in the derivation, write for a copy. iD a prop building jig with helical pitch distribution

The first and major error is that T/7 does not express except in special cases. ae
propeller efficiency directly. The correct expression is: The example discussed above was for a helical pitch

- jig. The dotted lines to A' and A" show the type of pitch
‘Prop Efficiency = z r Tan 9 layout experimented with by Stan Chilton. Hardy Brodersen

T also reduces the angle of attack at the tip (washout) by
the same method. :

The general shape of the efficiency curve is similar .

to that for T/, with the same x-axis intercept. The Next month - another graphical method and some argu-
slope of the rising part of the curve is steeper, and the ments for prop gearing.
curve rises to a maximum at @ = 45°, INDOOR PROPS - PRACTICENDO P =

Efficiency is not much different for pitches from 20" -
to 35", differing by about 24% at 6" radius. Bob Platt's - Part IV - Prop Jigs

fee gown to 1o}8 a aur foabout Y30for by 10 going nom
“Part I (Nove ‘67 INAV) dealt with conventional propown to and up to abou or = el. or °

D/L = .2 the limits are 20° and 60°, approximately.
,

“ blocks, design and construction. Carved prop blocks have
,

several disadvantages, They are difficult to carve with
Paragraph 5 (part II) is correct. Par. 5 is incorrect, ordinary tools, the block for a big prop is expensive, and

in light of Platt's comments above. In the light of other you need so many if you build many different sizes of
comments all theory presented to date does not support the models. If vee wish to experiment with non-helical pitch
concept outlined in par. 7 and Fig. 6. Continued good- distribution (the THEORY series has implied that a prop
results with props of this type are the only reason for which has a constant angie of attack will have a non-hel-
including this approach. In effect: "Hang the theory - {eal pitch distribution), it is difficult or impossible to
it works!" earve a block to suit.

Other criticisms include objections by Walter Erbach. ‘The prop jie below was submitted by Hardy Brodersen;
He points out that graphs in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 used fixed he did not claim origin and I don't know who built this
prop pitch (pitch of the prop block), which is correct. type of jig first. Nonetheless, this type of jig can be
Either T/y or Efficiency curves must use effective pitch. used to build props of any type of pitch distribution, and
The built-in angle of attack changes the pitch required in it can be quickly modified to produce a prop with differ-
the block to a higher value. Walter also claims that D/L ent pitch at only one or two stations.
= .2 is too low to be realized in practice, and has made

: ;

measurements supporting this stand. Regardless of what The design of this jig is done graphically - see the
value of D/L is obtainable, it is important to reduce this graph in THEORY (above). Each triangle in the Jig below
parameter to as low a level as possible to increase prop corresponds to a triangle in the sketch above, with lik
efficiency. me

_

gtations numbered alike.
,

In summary, the study of T/y was not wasted, because Cut the station triangles carefully to insure accura-
it underscores the undesirable effect of high blade angle cy. Measure their locations carefully on the baseplate.
near the hub. Some of the supporting material for this Glue @, and 6g in place and pin a piece of 1/16" music.
rebuttal will be presented at the end of the series. wire or tubingtothose two stations in the position shown

by the centerline on the sketch. If you then glue the
An afterthought: Is someone willing to make a theo- other stations in place just touching thewire, the whole

retical study of prop efficiency as applied to indoor jig will have proper alignment. Block “A” 1s located at
models? That is, everything presented has been, or has the center of prop spar, to give a vertical reference for

followed the lines of standard propeller theory. T/Thas the prop hook. Two sheet metal pieces can be inserted in
been shown to vary drastically with change in pitch; info

|

A" to give a better reference (see sketch A). Each rib
is available on the torque/‘turns variation of pirell4 as Beat eee eeee eee anecorta the roe goer auringyou change cross section size o e rubber. a s more BKEUC ° e

¢

efficient: A short loop of big rubber turninga high pitch construction, and the other two define the blade outline.
prop slowly or a long loop of thin rubber (same weight of

_

Yubber) turning a low pitch prop at some higher RPM? Or,
_ —~

somewhere in between, as we now operate? Just as a truck we XK
or car is geared to match the torque curve of the engine.

, , Za §

and the type of service, is it possible that some combina~ oo ;
.

Te ZS SPAR
of design RPM (and effective pitch) will result in a more pe K re ( fo
efficient energy transfer than we now obtain? oo,

. Y
| io

-

Part III - Graphical Design Se SPar |, : .

81
The method below has been suggested by Ned Smith and :

Charlie Sotich, and is the basis for the method used by - . 1 B
, —UPNUIN
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. BAR. DiNEWSand VIEWS: ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas- 75081

:

$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL
-

#*4*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#### cuntor NIMASAwards
'

The July '67 INAV announced the availability of NIMASNewMembers! Awards for Juniors, with the following qualifying tiies;
HERBERT G. BAUGHMAN, 2345 13th St.SW, Akron, 0. 44314 Indoor Stick (Any cl door mode le flight«JAMES HANST, RD #2, "Box 421, Valencia, Pa. 16059 " Moor Stick (Any class indoor model, single flight)
CLYDE HARE, 2879 Anderson Dr., Allison Park, Pa. 15101 AWARD Cat. I Cat. II

'

Gat, riz ,

PAUL KASTORY, 132 Bronx Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15229 Silver 7230 15300 21300JOHN H. KRICKEL, 1612 Springbrook Ct., Decatur, Ga. 30033 Gold 9:30 18:45 26330JAMES H. PERDUE, 603 Crestwood Dr., Tullahoma, Tenn. 37388 Diamond 11315 22330 31330JIM STEVENSON, 4936 South 86th E. Ave., Tulsa, Okla 74145 °

CHESTER WRZOS, 184 Oak St., E. Orange, New Jersey 07018 Indoor HLG (Best single flight of nine)
.

FamilyMemberships AWARD Cat. I ‘Cat. II Cate tir
JOHNNY KRICKEL, 1612 Springbrook Ct., Decatur, Ga. 30033. = 84},veF Oi38.5 Orne ortCHARLES KRICKEL, 1612 Springbrook Ct., Decatur, Ga. 30033 © Diamond 0:27 03:49 :

0:56
ChangeofAddress These awards, like the regular NIMAS Awards, are for

—

a NIMAS members only. Further details on the Award programPlease note this change of address for Lew Gitlow and can beobtained upon request.MicroDyne: P. 0. Box 2338, Leucadia, Cal. 92024.
;NIMAS Awards ,

The Indoor Nats!
LSilver Cat. I Rubber Award - 10:25, Bob Platt ~~ ,

The Planning Meeting for the 1968 Nats was held at
. one aeOlathe NAS, Olathe, Kansas during the week of Feb. 25,

_

Silver Cat. I HLG Award ~ 0:29.4, Ed Veselsky1968. The following details about the Indoor Nats come
—

oo, a .from Pete Sotich. Silver Cat. I HLG Award - 0:29.8, John Orrell
~” , ,

.

on The site will be the Kansas City Municipal Auditorium, GoldCat.IHLGAward - 0:32.2, John Orrell -

which has floor area (inside the bleachers) of 125'x 200
.

. awith maximum ceiling of 96'. There are some obstructions NIMAS POSTAL MEET ~

which may or may not be movable, and their exact effect is cyte
eu Meo a, heteethard to access from info presently available. Those who A reminder to those who wish to enter the NIMAS Postalflew at Will Rogers Coliseum in 1964 can probably expect Meet: Your entry must be postmarked on or before Mar, 31,similar conditions; while the ceiling should be slightly 1968, Check Feb, '68 INAV for nit-picking details; Easy B,better than the '66 Nats at the International Amphitheatre HLG (2 classes), Indoor Rubber. Ceiling height corrected' in Chicago. by NIMAS Fudge Factors.

Because of an attenuated schedule for the '68 Nats, Special note: Easy B to be paper covered only! SomeIndoor will be flown on Sunday, Aug. 4, 1968, and will be of you have inquired; sorryI omitted that detail! \staffed entirely by AMA personnel (timers and all). While
;

.
ep I

every effort will be made to assuresufficient personnel,
/ _

GONTEST CALENDAR
it is possible that a system of time-a-flight-fly-a-flight so

oo. .may be necessary. This can be minimizedifrubberfliers ALABAMA, Huntsville. Class AA Indoor Meet at Madison Co.will time HLG fliers (the usual time sharing schedule will Coliseum on March 31, 1968. Indoor Stick, Paper Stick,be in effect) and visa-versa, Bud Tenny will CD the HLG Cabin, Scale, Easy B. Cat.I Site. “CDE. Minter,session and Tem Johnson will CD the rubber session. Both 2317 Calumet Ave. S.E., Decatur, Ala. 35601of them will certainly appreciate all volunteer help that © MICHIGAN, Detroit. Annual Indoor State Meet; May 5 or
can be made available; pleasevolunteer by sending your. May 12, 1968 at Michigan State Fair Coliseum. Firm
name to: Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas 75080. date in April '68 INAV. Novice events: HLG, ROG and

7 Cabin; twoage classes forNovice,AMA‘events: HLG,It is anticipated that Indoor Scale will be held in
__ IndoorStick, Paper Stick, Indoor Seale. For entrysimilar fashion to last year, and will be CD'd by Jim Root, blank or more info contact: Walter Hartung, 14759 ‘

3412 Norton, Independence, Missouri.
—

Kilbourn Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48213 ~

MISSOURI, St. Louls. March 15, 1968; Indoor Symposium
Dick Black Memorials - by Kirkwood Thermaleers, Program by Lew Merlotti, .Te Bob Hotze, Richard Hardcastle and Ed Capogreco. Held

Jim Hanst recently made some color slides staged by at Crestwood Bowl at 7:30 pm.
Ron Ganser as the firat contribution (finished artwork) to

\ ;the Dick Black Memorial series. These particular slides— March 24, 1968 - Glass AA Indoor Meet at East St.
are on the subjects of cutting spars and ribs, and pouring Louis Armory, 2931 State St.; 11 am to 5 pm. HLG,microfilm; they cover these two subjects well. After the Easy B, Indoor Stick. Richard Hardcastle, 7319 Wise
slides are organized and the tape lecture made, these will

— Ave., St.Louis,Mo.63117 ceobe the first of the Memorial series, NEW JERSEY, Irvington. Indoor flying sessions; Madison
__

: Ave. Elementary School Gym every Tuesday 7 pm to 10 pm,
To review what is planned, slide/tape lectures (com- Chester Wrzos, 184 Oak St., E. Orange, N. J. 97018,bined with other audio-visual techniques where advisable) phe 6735-79510will be made available to clubsand individualsforin-_ NEW JERSEY, Union. Indoor sessions, Franklin High School, |

Structional purposes. The following is a partial list of Union, N. J. 7pm to 10 pm. March 21, 1968, Ernieplanned topics: Model winding, covering (paper and micro- Kopecky, 38 FawnLane, Watchung, N. J. 07060
|we, film), model steering, model construction techniques, wire PENNSYLVANIA, Pittsburgh. 4th Annual Allegheny Indoor Air

' bending, rubber stripping and wood selection, Anyone who Meet, March 31, 1968, Delta Dart, HLG, Prefab, Easy B,wishes to help with this project may contributefinished Indoor Stick/Paper Stick, Scale, Originality and Per-
slides or suggestions for other topics. a formance.5agegroups. RonGanser, 2500 Mission St.,7

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15203
/



TEXAS, Dallas/Ft. Worth/Denton. Class A Indoor contest, PIRELLI PARAMETERS .

Mar, 24, 1968. Indoor Stick, Paper Stick, HLG, Scale, _ oo -Sub.-Jr. Rubber (Delta Dart), Sub.-Jr. HLG. First
|

The chart below was furnished by Jim Richmond and the
place trophies plus NIMAS Certificates. Bud Tenny, info presented in it was a joint effort by Jim and Charlie

.

Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080, ph. 235-4035, Sottene
neem ete oo,

VIRGINIA - Hampton. Brainbusters Annual Spring Indoor
_ —

.

Meet at Willis School on April 14, 1968. Indoor Stick, Pirelli is known as a highly variable substance, 80
HLG, Easy B. Cat. I site = 20' ceiling. Don Orr, 320-D none of the numbers below can be considered as absolute.

“—*

73rd St., Newport News, Va. 23607. However, the presentation gives maximum safe turns and rel-
— ' ative torque as a function of strip width for the standardRECORD?MAYBE. strip thickness.

ec sane a |
-

SRA aie scheot to0 eetling ~ March 10, 1968 An example on how to use the chart: if you substitute

Open FAI Cat. I FAI - 17:29, Hewitt Phillips e055 rubber for .050 (same length loops), the weight will

Open C Stick - 19:30.2, Hewitt Phillips change by .055/.050 ~ an inerease of 10%. Relative torque
of p will increase by 3.5/3 or 17%, and the maximum turns will

INTERNATIONAL CONTESTS decrease by 126/132 or 4.5%. Since these are two standard
rs rubber sizes, it is obvious that fine control of power has

ROMANIA - International Indoor Contest, Saltmine site. to be a matter of winding technique!
Organizer: Ion Bobocel, Aleea Titus no. 6,

Raion N.
Balcescu, Bucuresti, RS Romania. April 4-5, 1968 -Prrect!PaRaMETERS

HUNGARY - Indoor Team Selection - Round 1, May 1, 1968 $ 10S"
Hungarian Championship & Round 2, May 26, 1968; both °
these meets to be in Debrecen, Team selection, Round
3, June 9, 1968, in Budapest, 108

CZECHOSLOVAKIA ~- Brno. International Indoor Contest, July °

6-7, 1968. Rudolf Cerny, Sumavska 22, Praha 2-Vino- 3 12

hrady, Czechoslovakia, . °

NEWSFROMAROUNDTHEWORLD ue

°

COLORADO - Denver. TheDeltaDartportion of the Feb. 11 3 at

Magnificent Mountain Men contest was a smashing success. a
One hundred youngsters entered the meet and “zillions of

w
|j7- am - Tro Tr Tm? 126 Turns/IN. -airplanes crowded the sky witha blanket of humanity Zo ;

cheering them on." (Reported by Bill Gieskieng) This is Yo ~~ ~~~ — -)32 One Looe
one example of how successfully youngsters can be intro- z0 ,

f '

duced to the concept of indoor flying; an easy next step ’ 140!is HLG and then Easy B. a, ' I

TEXAS ~- Dallas/Ft. Worth/Denton. The Cliff Model Club vy ‘48 | |

Annual Indoor Contest was 38 entrants strong - one of the BS I {

largest entries ever for this meet. The real battle - HIG 158 1 |
- had been building up at previous flying sessions. Dick “Oo : '

;
Mathis and Mike Fedor tied with 1:03.4 - a whopping 5.5 Qn 171

|
second increase over previous sessions, John Orrell was ° '

3rd with 1:02. Brian Gansien won Jr. HLG with0:26, fol- = |

lowed by Jimmy Clem (0:24.2) and Dennis Johnson (0:14.2). ° 188 | |
. Other winners:

. 2N \
.

Paper Stick IndoorStick ° ai \
—e

Dick Ganslen 8332.0 Bud Tenny 11:27.0 .

l |
Bob Wilder 7:44.8 Mike Fedor 10319.0 242 |
Mark Valerius 6302.0 Kristi Tenny 103:14.4

3
|

Indoor Scale Junior Jetco 3 296 \ |

Bob Wilder 111.4 Steve Valerius 1320.0 , i
Gene Simpson 94.0 Jimmy Clem 0:53.24 |

|Mike Fedor "88.6 Louise Sturgill 0:46.0 | d
'

STATE OF THE ART ° § 2 3 + & o 7

oo.
ne a RELATIVE TORQUE

Two of the top Easy B designs in the U. 8S. share the .
. a ~

:

spotlight this month. The Kokomo Bomberby Jim Richmond .

and Al Rohrbaugh's Easy B are quite similar in design ex- QUESTIONSANDANSWERS
. cept for the rudder, and both models have rivalled times ‘

of Paper Stick models, even with all balsa props. Details ‘41+ What is the best way to cover a prop with condenser
are given on both built up and all balsa props, since the paper? ,

contests in the Midwest allow built up props on Easy B.
: :

. The same problem ofpaper shrinkage exists for props
Jim explains certain design details of the Kokomo as it does for other parts of a paper stick model, so the

Bomber: "The stab 1s made without a center rib, but the same precautions in that area apply. However, the real

paper is supported by means of a small balsa piece cement- Problem of prop covering is that the surface of the prop
ead to the boom. The wing rib layout adds strength to the is a compound curve. It 1s near enough to a simple curve

wing by acting as a crooked spar. The fenceon the stab to use a single piece of paper; my method is this: Cuta

trailing edge seems to reduce stall tendencies at the piece of condenser paper about 1/4" larger all around than

start. The extra wingoffsetwas added for the same
the blade outline. Fasten it to the spar at the hub end

reason,' of the blade (microfilm solution makes an excellent glue
.

: for condenser paper), and pull it smoothly out to the tip.
Al comments: "Although the light weight is an impor- Glue it to the tip and wait for both places to dry before

tant factor for good duration, the prop is, as usual, proceeding. Now use a fine brush and brush glue on the
somewhat critical. Due to the light wing, both tips will paper where the outline will touch it; start at the center
wash out under full power unless prop flare is enough to of the blade outline on both the leading edge and trailing
hold air speed low enough to prevent washout. The trick edge and work toward both the tip and hub. Glue a short
is to get maximum climb angle while keeping air speed just Pit at a time, working it as smooth as possible as you go.
under stall. The wing is adjusted perfectly flat and the It is important to make the paper the same shape as the

.

front wing post should flex sufficiently to permit the blade; this aids the paper in curving around the blade.
left wing leading edge to lift enough to give effective After the glue has dried, trim carefully with a very sharp
washin. When done properly, this method gives vartable razor blade.

torque control while maintaining minimum washin. The
|

rudder has approximately equal: area above and below the Various methods of pre-shrinking paper have been men-

boom to prevent rudder offset from twisting the boom. It tioned, any oneof them will usually help prevent warps of

might seem questionable to go to all this trouble, but it condenser paper covered surfaces. Try this also: work in-
—~,

4s a case of what the extra time is worth." Side a large deep box turnedon the side, Place a heating :

. . pad ene ae tne box: turned to low heat, and place the prop
S pRA ATTO oe

'

. @nd paper inside for a couple of hours. This will dry out
: ,

INDOORPROPS = PRACTICE : the paper and the air in the box; you can then proceed as

The continuation of Part IV which was scheduled for outlined above.
this issue will appear next month due to space limitations. .
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shift (knots in motor bunch up to one end of the stick)Part IV

=VelocityFocusing will have a much lower effect on prop efficiency when the ‘

~
RPM is high. In the opposite case, where model velocity !

a1
The following discussion is the brain-child of Bill

t aeureases’a slow RPM prop (Fig. 33 will already have most
.

| eskieng, who first aired the subject in the MAGNIFICEN
of the blade near the critical angle As velocity drops \

MOUNTAIN MEN Newsletter (a very entertaining sheet edited
ooeh of the blade can otal] and ne tribute te 2 hodel PB, ;

by Bill with the by-line "Official source of enthusiastic weenie Guite soseibly this 1g one cause of the "square )
free flight propogands ), Bill's topic then was FAI Fower turn" exhibited by some models in less than ideal air ~

prop improvement; I inquired about applications to Indoor
Almost always, this ma ver gets the model into trouble!and got the following material. mo ys, maneu &

nt .

Velocity foeusing 18 the process of adjusting all prop Next month: a report of the material offered in rebut-

blade station angles to approximately the same angle of tal to the errors in Part II.

attack at a given RPM and model velocity. Thus, Bill's F Edesign method begins with model velocity (there is not any Dp
shortcut to prop design - you gotta know velocity and you wa
may as well make a flight profile while you're at it) the
same as all other methods.

. t

The most accurate method to handle velocity focusing :

combines trigonometric computation with graphical con=-
- +

struction to deaign a prop construction 4s such as was nN

presented in PRACTICE - Part IV (Feb. '68 INAV). Fig. 1
{llustrates the first step; the example presented will be
for 60 RPM and velocity = 24"/sec. Line AC is 3.14 x prop

4
.

diameter (16") and line CD is the distance travelled by 50.24

the model in one prop revolution. . This construction can Lien abe to scale, but keep the drawing large enough to retain :

reasonable accuracy. . A LZ fig.1
cB

Line AD represents the blade angle at the tip of a toe

\

prop of 24" pitch, while AE is the angle at 5" diameter. E' D
A prop of 24" pitch would have zero angle of attack at
24"/sec. velocity and would give essentially zero thrust.
To create useful thrust the blade needs an angle of attack,
This series has used 7~ as a convenient number, but no
definitive work has proved 7° is any better than 5°, or & /| D
any other angle. /, Fn

Trigonometric computation of the angles in Fig. 1 gave
25.5° and 56.9°. Add 7° to each station (Fig. 2) to yield
lines AD' and AE'. (This can be done graphically, but it

.

is more accurate to compute E'B and D'C by trig.’ The new sw
pitch at station C is 32" and at B it is 31.8". For this

|

"
case of velocity. and RPM, velocity focusing yields helical
pitch. It is well to note that for each different RPM
only one velocity will satisfy the condition of uniform

©

gangle of attack across the prop blade, This is true for
any prop with pitch distribution related to velocity; but
the chances are slim that helical pitch is suitable for ~~.
most common cases of velocity and RPM. [A

60 RPM is faster than most serious fliers use. Using
A

B
¢

24""/sec. velocity, let's design a 16" dia. prop for 45
,RPM. For those familiar with Bill's terminology, the E

basic rectangle (ACDF ) represents the unloading factor
(velocity where prop "unloads" or quits developing useful — / Dp’

.thrust.) The unloading factor is computed by dividing BLAvdE
the velocity in inenes/sec. py rev./sec. In our example, ANGLES
this is 24"/sec. divided by .75 RPS = 32"/revolution.

Fig. 3 is the graph for this example. Note that pitch
must increase toward the hub if the prop is to have con- F :

D
stant angle of attack across the blade. It was mentioned a :
in the Feb. '68 issue that pitch limits for best efficien-
cy would range from 20° to 60°; the example in Fig. 3 has
74° at 2k" radius and 40° at the tip. Clearly, much of
the proposed blade will be operating in a very inefficient
manner, (The supporting material for assuming that 20° to
60° is most efficient will be presented in the April INAV.)

:

Fig. 4 shows an example for 90 RPM and 24"/sec. veloc- °
ity. Note that the slope of line D'E' is reversed from
Fig. 3; blade angle ranges from 52° at 2k" to 35° at the
tip. This prop is theoretically very efficient, but what
good is a 90 RPM prop?

;
/

Bill suggests that indoor props be geared up at least |2:1 to take advantage of the higher theoretical efficiency /
inherent in higher RPM configurations. For the example of MhFig. 4, 2:1 gearing would give 90 RPM on the prop, but the

4motor would be unwinding at 45 RPM. The obvious disadvan- WAtages of gearing are: an approximate 10% weight penalty A " Ccdue to the weight of the gears, and gear friction will ab- 8
sorb about 10% of the energy of the rubber.

, .

Theoretically, several gains should offset the losses:
—

the geared prop will absorb less torque; possibly lesa /
than half as much. This permits lower cross section and ?

lower rubber weight to yield similar total turns input to GF
prop system. Lower torque reaction (resulting from higher NT/7f ratio) means less torque counteracting adjustments i

; such as washin/washout and higher model efficiency. Also, : Ow —

changes in model velocity have lower effect on blade angle NS
of attack. That is, a change of velocity to 26"/sec. will J LZ”|reduce the angle of attack in Fig. 3 by nearly 3°, while Ve” 50.29
the angle of attack in Fig. 4 changes about 1°. Thus, a V7 |change ijn velocity due to gusts, upset, poor trim, CG nn fis.4
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NEWSand VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas: 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL |

#eeHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL ATRPLANE SOCIETY*## ©

New Members Silver Cat. I Rubber Award - 11:50.2, Jim Clem

DR. EDGAR M. BOLLIN, 4829 Revlon Dr., La Canada, Cal. 91011
nn

beat

WAYNE 0. BYAL, RRs#1, Mingo, Ia. 50168 GoldCat.7RubberAward - 13:03.8, Jim Clem

WILLIAM CCLDITZ, 116 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222 .

JIM DAVIDSON, 1815 Melbourne Ave., N.E., Huntsvilte, Ala. DiamondCat.IRubberAward - 15:17, Bud Tenny

35501 .

MIKE FEDOR, 1926 Ballaway, Grand Prairie, Tex. 75050 DiamondCat.IRubberAward - 15:25.4, Stan Chilton

ROGER M. LANG, 34-21 80th Ste, Jackson Htso, NeY. 11372
DICK MATHIS, 2841 University Dr., Dallas, Tex. 75205 NIMAS POSTALMEET
JAMES H. PERDUE, 603 Crestwood Dr., Tullahoma, Tenn. 37388
PAUL TRYON, 3128 Glenwood Ct., St. Ann, Moo. 63074 Junior entry in all events was disappointing; those

, Juniors who entered will receive a reprint of the Bilgri
The Indoor Nats indoor series (1960 MAN) and a small plastic slide rule

oO
a

in addition to NIMAS Certificates, The results were com-

As noted last month, the Indoor Nats will be neld in puted by standard NIMAS FudgeFactors, correcting to the

Kansas City Municipal Auditorium, which has 96' ceiling and highest ceiling flown in each event:
clear floor area of 125 x 200'. The event will be held on

Sunday, Auge 4, 19 and will be staffed entirely by AMA Entrant Ceiling Time Fudge Score

personnel for all official duties including timing. At the
a = = anne _

last count, only two NIMAS members have volunteered to help Junior HLG - Cat. IA (18'-25' ceiling)
with timing - many more are needed! Inthe event that too Bill Gibbs 21.0! 0:51.27 1.0 0:51.27
few volunteers are available, a time-a-flight-then-fly-a- Kenneth Fitch 19.0! Or44.4 tel 0:48 20

flight policy will be necessary.
Open HLG-- Cat. TA

Nats entry blanks will be made available again this Ken Fitch, Sr. 19.0! 0249.0 1216 02567
year by request. Send a stamped, self-addressed envelope Nat Antonioli 22.0! 0:48.7 1.0 0:48.7

pv (not necessary, just helpful) to AMA HQ with your request. Clarence Mather 22.0! 0:47.61 1.0 024761

Indoor Scale At Nats
,

Open HLG-CateIB (25'-35' ceiling) :

: ;

:
oo

:

,

‘

,

Bud Tenny 31 00! 0:34.3% 1 0 0334 i)
-.* Indoor scale will be held at the Nats again this year, John Thornhill 30.08 O322.0% 1.13 032267 os

sponsored by various groups within NFFS. For more info,
write Jim Root, 3412 Norton, Independence, Missouri. Junior Easy B ;

4 a Robert Dunham 55.0! 6346.6 1.0 6346 6

Trophy Plates?|
Open Easy B

Below are reproduced a view of special trcphy plates Bob Platt 20.9! 8:42 = 1.62 14312
which were used for anindoor contest recently, The plate Clarence Mather 22,.3' 9:57 1.57 13:36
is produced by a special photographic process on brushed Richard Hardcastle 34.5' 9:58.66 1626 12:34.6
aluminum and protected by an almost impervious coating. Fudo Takagi 24.5! 7332 105 11316.8

Anything which can be printed photographically (including Hal Crane 20.9! 6255 1.62 11312

half'+tone photos) can be used, and the cost is less than Mike Fedor 26.0! 6:11 1.45 9300

most regular engraving processes without the airplane Bud Tenny 26,0! 5325 1.45 735202

image. At least one club has expressed an interest inthe Bob Dunham 550! 7339 1.0 7339 o

plates; write Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas for
— Bob Putman

—

26.0! 4324 145 6327.6
details if you are interested. John Thornhill 30.0' 2:47 1.42 3357 .,

This process was used to reproduce charts from INAV Thanks to all who entered; those who didn't enter, you

for my tool box, which certainly reduces wear and tear on missed a fun session at the least! os
the back issues! If enough interest is shown in these 7

-

*

metal charts, they will be made available at cost, These CONTEST CALENDAR
charts have been set up for reproduction so far: — _

- . MARYLAND - Baltimore. Baltimore Aero-Craftsmen Annual on

Feb. '67 INAV - Arc Thickness Nomogram April 28, 1968 at 5th Regiment Armory, Bolton and

May '67 INAV - C. G. Location Chart Hoffman Streets, Cat. II, Max ceiling 75', lights at

Mar. '68 INAV - Pirelli Characteristics 35', Contact Bob Sifleet, 61 Straw Hat Rd., Owings
- aE aea age saF Mills, Md. 21117 Ph. 301-356-4421.

,

< fit eo Sg eles MICHIGAN - Detroit. Annual Indoor State Meet on May 5,
am ai y ei a CeHe BETS 1968 at Michigan State Fair Coliseum. Novice events:
Lee a> ak - HLG, ROG and Cabin; two novice age classes. AMA

SOPWITH TABLOID a, ae” ma, events: HLG, Indoor Stick, Paper Stick, Indoor Scale,
' Wk, wee Fe Walter Hartung, 14759 Kilbourne Ave., Detroit , Mich.

Pe ee 48213 Ph. LA 7-7620

FIRST PLACE : ee NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst. Cat. II - April 21, May 19, June

INDOOR SCALE ‘SECOND’ PLAGE 9, 1968. C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, N. J.
INDOOR STICK:. O7066 Ph. 382-0371.

;
- ae . OHIO ~ Akron. Record Trials in 90' Goodyear hangar, April

“om, ss*NIMAS Awards Oe ' 28, May 12, June 23, 1968. You must give advance

.

- notice of attendance to Bob Randolph, 5785 Forest

Silver Cat. I HLG Award - 0:27.2, Mike Fedor
. Ridge Dro, N. Olmsted, O. 44070, in order to obtain

. . .
clearance for entry.

Gold Cat. I HLG Award - 0:33.2, Mike Fedor
a TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth/Denton. At least one all-HLG

ae ee a ‘meet and regular Cat. I RT's (no formal competition)
Gold Cate I HLG Award - 0:34.3, Bud Tenny

_ _ planned - contact Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex.
75080 if you wish to be notified. oo,

Silver Cat. I Rubber Award ~ 11:06, Mike Fedor VIRGINIA - Hampton. Sanctioned meet or RT at Willis
oO School, April 21, 1968. Hal Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr,

Silver Cat. I Rubber Award ~ 10:00, Dick Ganslen Hampton, Vae 25369 '



INDOOR PROPS + PRACTICE put into the center block. Note that a music wire peg is
used to align the spar during construction, then the prop

Part IV - Prop Jigs shaft is installed after construction.

The prop jig below was designed and built by Ed Cenk- Since the drawing was made, Ed has added a pitch scale&
ner for Wakefield props. The blade angle at each station to the end stations. The pitch is then set at each end,
is adjustable according to whatever design scheme you pre- and a string stretched between them. For helical pitch,
fer. To build indoor props on the same Jig, an insert is each intermediate station is set tangent to the string. <>.
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STATE OFTHEART The North Texas meet was also a hard-fought battle,
with some of the same players from Tulsa. Stan Chilton

fhe model of the month is long overdue - Harry Lerman's and Bud Tenny battled it out with the same models, identi-
FAI. The model set the Cat. II FAI record at 17:46 early cal down to the same motors - looks like Bud would learn!

in the team selection program last year. The record didn't
last long after qualification trials were held in higher Open HLG Indoor Scale
sites, but the flight stands as a site record for the MIT Bud Tenny 1307.3 Tom Peadon itArmory and is excellent time for the ceiling. The model John Orrell 1305.7 Mike Fedor 115
uses a long motor stick and long inboard wing, typical of Mike Fedor 1304.1
other. models currently winning in FAI. Possibly this

design pre-dated current winners; at least it is contem- IndoorStick Paper Stick

porary to models flown by Richmond and Rohrbaugh. A full Stan Chilton 15325 Dick Ganslen 10:00

size prop outline is furnished on the plan and full size Bud Tenny 15317 Mike Fedor 6311

wing and tail outlines are available on request. Jim Clem 1303.8 Dick Mathis 5234.2

Junior HLG Sub-Jr Rubber .

NEWS AROUN ¥ Robert Langenberg 0:32 Jimmy Clem 2312
Jimmy Olem 0330.4 Paul Brown 1317

OKLAHOMA - TULSA : :

The first Tulsa Glue Dobber's Annual was an excellent Paul Brown 0:30 Robert Langenberg 1:09.8

contest, in the usual TGD tradition. Poor weather outside MISSOURI ~ ST. LOUIS
threatened the lighter models at times, but conditions The UgDemiell-Douglas meet drew fliers from Chicago -

averaged out to quite good. Most events were fought down
as usual, and the major highlights of the meet came from

to the wire - really top competition. Probably the most
the Chicago contingent. Rumor has it that this was the

notable was the close race between Tom Peadon's Vickers fi 4 HLG ? Ch. nla Sotich a Jim Richmond ‘
V-22 and Mike Fedor's Druine Turbulent. Tom had a very >

rs
Sti k be od ith, nt ° t » an m Aecomon 168 a

good scale model which made only short flights, while Mike ToRUy "vie restite: th his "Kokomo Bomber" (March
made a flight of 1:32.6 to compensate for lack of scale INAV). e results:

detail. The results: Junior HLG Oven HLG
8. Veselsk 0:50.25 J. Gremel 1206.3oe y e e e e e

cee oe is 122767 Junker LG= .
D. Veselsky 0:48 .2 Bob Hotze 1201.0

tere y Hanford Vet ul Hotze 0:23.44 Charlie Sotich 1:00
Mike Fedor 1326.8 Bobby Dunham 1307.0 . e560 rlie Sotic 00.5

Bob Hanford 1324.0 Mark Hawkins 0341.8 Oven Easy B Indoor stickYpen 28572 indoor
Stick

gim Richmond 123:49.0 Jim Richmond 11254.6
ren ote 713940 ECE grSSo 6146.6 Richard Hardcastle  9:58.6 Charlie Sotich  10:42.4

Mark Valerius 7318.5 Steve Valerius 62215 Charlie Sotich 9317.0 Richard Hardcastle 9:22.0

Bud Tenny 6:46.8 Bobby Hanford 4349.5 INDOOR - SOUTHEAST

OpenScale JuniorScale Those who read CONTEST CALENDAR regularly will have =~»
Tom Peadon ie Bobby Hanford 98 noted contests listed in three cities in the Southeast -

Mike Fedor 121 Greg Hibblen 74s Tullahoma, Tennessee; Atlanta, Georgia and Huntsville,
Jim Stephenson 113 Alabama. These contests are very important to Indoor in

a couple of ways. First, they are either the first meet

indoor Stick 6:56
in the immediate area in many years, or the first indoor

Stan Chilton 4 08 meet for the state, ever. More important, these meets
Bud Tenny 1230 3 were billed as "First Annual" - indicating a healthy look
Bob Dunham 11340. to the future. Further, correspondence with fliers from

, these areas indicate eager anticipation of future meets
and sessions.
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INDOOR PROPS - THEORY
.

THE LAB

Part V_- Correction of Part II
_

With continuing emphasis on flight profiles and close
,

. checking of model performance, a request was made for some
Part II of this series presented some information sort of chart to give RPM directly. The result is the

that related prop efficiency to Thrust/Torque ratio. Two chart below, which graphs RPM vs. time in seconds for tenweeks later, three people had written to point out that revolutions of the prop. Simply time ten revolutions of ~

prop efficiency was really proportional to T/7r Tan 6. the prop and read RPM directly opposite this time.
.

Yeatiypr
. -

. : bee gtabee bio I itd pirdere ryt eee frre pegrc ge.Actually, each person made different trig substitu~_ 20
re ph fils a Piet hit: poe dita d:

tions and each got a different answer; it is possible to i Pheg papas 14 Tl Pyitp tdi eeidgag: pede
show that the answers are equivalent: \ fa Te a ran Hy | bo ies tia

ff: ab | : .

44 ep dy. i ple. fy hs
.

Larry Renger - Eff. = 1/Tr Tan 0 “ENT, Tt TT nT Py pyaqbifaddeg it Plata Poredadia de o
1 - D/L Tan © 100 N na f Li

aa ya | iy pied bid feel | :

Roger Schroeder - Eff. = Tan 9 |———————_—- “4 \i 4-[- Teepe y pines Lifter yaiy.D/L + Tan © J; h th. i Aided Vit rid. bigqgdio ile90 Ht
bf N ae bd | fab. fd df. ft dite ebiad ed:

1 - D/L Tan © Peer ANE TERLEEET TE TT ETTYBob Platt - Eff. = ————————-_- 1 CECE: PN ~} SEPT EEE EEE EEE Paty me
| 1 + D/L Cot @ eokttettt PN EEE REEEE ELE ia

oper

y

bbe til: Pipi pee cs
Copies of the derivations for the above are available s Fe CHEN ly fil | | PPLE Ep Be

upon request. The fact that three independent calculations aq 70
Seer PN ere tilt phi pie

arrived at equivalent conclusions is reasonable verifica- x 4p RHA need GREER pire fe os.'

‘tion of the validity of the two graphs below. Schroeder's
a

an ceann ‘ yh aur LH ij itdgraph presents Efficiency as a function radius and clearly ‘co Peetterk ASS otf Beane heidy a
indicates rapid loss of efficiency near the hub. Platt's H fep- +H | [ ST | ee pape ET pe uss
graph presents efficiency as a function of blade angle, iCTT: FI PAT LEN LEEPER | Wy }_which enables a designer to locate blade area according to sol Rip eh debe pt Pr PREP EERE dr gan det

the most efficient angles. FEEL + | FEEEEEH - Ect + Lr ! i | Pak |re . |
SLE LPL: TREEPLET UT CPE LEP

- Both graphs strongly illustrate the effect of blade wht cep
LT EERE _ rc p if chee PRR

- L/D on efficiency. No one has really proven just how bad
~ A - EET PEPEP ior good our props are in terms of L/D; Larry Renger esti- Te : cee Lr LEP cep pk Er

_

mates that current practice may reach L/D of 5, while Li a ae a 4 othe chee ete eek dae
Walter Erbach has measured prop L/D as low as 2. s 6 7 8 9 10 i 12, 13 /4

; - - TIME IN SECONDS - TEN REVOLUTIONSNext months more on velocity focusing (deseribed in
an

.
March '68 INAV), which has become my personal favorite of

RECORDS? MA |

all the methods of prop design mentioned. Questions or RECORDS?MAYBE m,

further rebuttal of material presented is welcomed, plus
.| ,

Suggestions about prop topics which may have been ignored. see eee TOMOPOR MEET Desten oxocat I 31" cedlinges 9 «

Sr. AMA Cat. I FAI ~ 11:06, Mike Fedor
L/o= 10 Sr. C Stick - 12:54, Mike Fedor

—:Open FAI Cat. I FAI - 15:25, Stan Chilton o

8 McDONNELL DOUGLAS INDOOR MEET ~ March 24, 1968
East St. Louis Armory, Cat. I ceiling
Open Paper Stick = 12:49, Jim Richmond
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NEWS and VIEWS itor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081
|

,
a 5 :

-$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL ae .

.

| «HHHANATIONAL INDOOR MODEL ATRELANE‘SOCIETYHWee 7 / -NewFilm"Now Ready” ©
|

New Members! Joe Poloso has made another film of activity in Hangar
#2 at Lakehurst- this one in color. It will be available

WARREN G. LAWRENCE, 2210 Tilson Cir., Decatur, Ga. 30032 for loan as soon a8 your editor gets to view it ~ perhaps
REX B. POWELL, 408 Glencoe Rd. SE, Huntsville, Ala. 35802 in about two weeks. Get your name on the list!

Oe Sorry 'Bout Dat! OS Bilgri Reprints Available

‘Last month,Jodywasout of townduringthetime when __—s- By special arrangement with Model Airplane News, the
the newsletter needed to be proofread. Thus, the April three articles on indoor building by Joe Bilgri, which o,
issue ‘came out as the March issue (no, this was. not a appeared in M.A,N. in 1960, have been made available at to,

dodge to avoid Loof Lirpa's annual letter as was suggested cost. This cost is 60¢ (which includes postage), and the
m,

by someone; Loof Lirpa hasn't written lately). money should be sent tc Harry Keshishian, 7 Sagamore Rd., “
. a,

.

.

: ca ,
Arlington, Mass. 02174, or Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, aE

. Besides the above, severalerrors crept into the Texas 75080. (Price listed covers all three articles) aed
_ results of the NIMAS Postal. First, all the results from

, ~
Indoor Stick were omitted; these are listed below under Help Wanted! -

2

POSTAL CONTESTS. Next, the asterisk (*) by the times of :

:
.

,

;
oe

Bee
Bud Tenny and John Thornhill in Cat. IB HLG was supposed All fliers who plan to attend the Nats are reminded .
to tell you that these times were single flights. Finally that timing help will likely be very short. Anyone who
there was an error in theceiling height for times from plans to attend should make plans to help time at the

_

.

Hampton, V, in Easy B. The correct ceiling was 19.8', the Indoor Nats, since Navy timers will not be available. A
fudge factor changes to 1.66, Bob Platt's time changed to few of you have already volunteered, but many more will be

es14:36 (mo change in place) and Hal Crane's time changed to needed. Please notify Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, ;11:30 (4th place instead of 5th).
.

Texas 75080 if you can help, and whether you can help with
HLG or rubber or both.

- Move on to page 4: Roger Schroeder's graph of prop
efficiency should have contained the notation that the 7 FFCB_ Chairman Resigns =

orm curve was for 30" pitch. However, it was stated in the ~
|Feb. yO8 INAV that efficiency varies only about 24% at I have deemed it advisable to resign as Chairman of jthe 6° station, from 20" pitch to 35" pitch. the Free Flight Contest Board. I took this action because

- of a total lackofresponse by the AMA President to myIMAS awards official memos. I the hope that the president will name
a Chairman he will communicate with. Certain FFCB busi-

.:Effective immediately, 1t 1s permissible to use FAI ness requires action by the president, so the FFCB is
ceiling measureto define the ceiling height of your site

| stalled until this action is taken.
in applying for NIMAS Awards. Please note that FAI mea~
sure was used when you fill out the application form, and : POSTAL CONTESTS!
read your Rule Book!” The rule states that measure is made ee

te anThen structure OOnperebeatles or nae Goes wnet in- Recently Bill Gibbs issued a postal challenge to any
LUde 5, 68 tO Supp uu oO ni takers-members of the D. C. Maxecutors :

other auxiliary stuff which messes up the flying.
,

—

.

are took him up

Te
caste

Name Site Stick apThe general effect of the above wili be to give a’more
= “~~ _— Benes Paper HLG

realistic assessment of ceiling category, while retaining ~~

gonn Thornhill 20,5! - 3223.5 0:36.0
the same three AMA ceiling categories. Dan Belterr 2045! - 623125. O:47.2

I wi ht
|

logize to ma y NIMAS members who have had
TonVallee 2005! 10136 46 h :

wis © apologize to many. Bill Gibbs. 210 8:10.4 46.2 3
Awards coming for some time, I finally caught up with the 3346 0352.4

.
packlog this month, and all the undelivered awards have NIMAS Postal Meet
been distributed except local ones that will be given out ean
in person. If I have missed anyone whose award was listed = Entrant

-

Ceiling Time Fudge
anytime before this issue, please let me know. i

——
0

SSeS eee mCES Score
:

.
Sn, bat . gunior Indoor Stick : :

Silver Cat, I Rubber Award - 10:13, Dan Belieff =; . Baill Gibbs’ 25" 8123.2 1,02 8133.0
: < Kristi Tenn, 26! 237.4 1.0 237.

Silver Cat. I Rubber Award - 11:54.6, Jim Richmond “
y 7237 7337.4

eae! - .
Open Indoor Stick

a,

Gold Cat. I Rubber Awafa - 12:45.4, Bob Platt a
Hewitt Phillips  19.8'. 1933062 1.14 22315

Sn, . Hal Crane 19.8! 15:20 1.14 17330
Gold Cat, I Rubber Award - 12:49, Jim Richmond - Bud Tenny 26! 15317 1.0 15217

. .

. , .
Clarence Mather 24,5' 14:09 1.03 14235.4

Diamond Cat. I Rubber Award - 15:15, Tom Vallee Jim Clen
| 26.0 14304 1.0 14204

: Lot : . Brian Down 22,.35' 11:07 1.08 1230061
NIMASCharts : Fudo Takagi

_

22,3' 10245 1.08 112372

Considerable response was made to the announcement of CONTEST CALENDAR
a@ new process ftior producing trophy plates and charts from a ae

INAV on specially coated aluminum plate. The charts have = oro ~ akron. Record Trials in 90' Goodyear hangar, May
scaled down slightly from the size they are in INAV - to 12, June 23, 1968. You must give advance notice of

— 3"wide from 3.7" wide. The first two that will be made attendance to Bob Randolph, 5785 Forest Ridge Dr.,
f . available are the RPM/Time chart in the April 68 (Mar. N. Olmsted, 0. 44070 in order to obtain clearance for

#21) and the Pirelli Parameters chart from Mar. '68 #1 entry to site.
INAV. The Pirelli chart has been modified to include the

. NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst. cat. II RT or contest - May 19,
weight/inch figures for Pirelli. Prices are based strict- June 9, 1968. C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, New

.

ly on the amount of metal used: RPM/Time ~ 85¢; Pirelli Jersey 07066 ph. 382-0871.
Parameters-$1; CG Location ~ piste (May '67 INAV) and TEXAS -. Dallas/Ft. Worth/Denton. Cat. I RT May 18-19, 1968
Arc Thickness Nomogram ~ $1.20 (Feb. ‘67 INAV). with HLG onlyonMay 18 and Rubber only on May 19.

Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080 231-4035

. a seating aatiatten ttggta ein dh Sb 23 pls a odoe ats AU abi eSale ot eta sob acaea tie Oh cane gh Se ey aero eae
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7 RECORDS? MAYBE! A few notes on the construction of the pitchmeter:

AKRON RECORD TRIALS - March, 1968 90' ceiling - Gat. II 1. The axes of the chart must intersect at the center of
. Goodyear Hangar, Akron, Ohio the disk for accurate readings. Draw sharp lines on the

Open Paper Stick - 20244 «4, Bob Randolph . plywood to mare une edges of the chart before cutting the .

i opening for © Bk. oan

STATE OF THE ART ; :

|

we 2. Lay out the chart with radius increments of 1/28
This month's presentation is also late ~- not due to spaced 1/4" apart. Lay out the pitch scale inincrements

any delay by Al Rohrbaugh - but to my own delay in sending Of 1 pitch,| Determine the spacing of the pitch scale by
it out to be drawn up. The model holds the Cat. II B dividing 3.5° into parts so each part = 1° of pitch.-
Cabin record, and set the mark during the FAI Semi at The ¢ ~ te: line. \f theVe . wht ay hola the naft mustDetroit last year. It is typical of Al's careful workman- 23 elied to the © the Lh wale th, h ete u ne
ene? andy ent wereingye the time 18 excellent for the stratent ‘piece ofwire inthe Vees,andfileon ‘theVeés
site (on ceiling). on the Very 6 until the wire is parallel to the chart lines.

INDOOR PROPS ~ PRACTICE 4, Lay out the prop radius scale on the base after assen-
’ ply, using a ruler to measure from the face of the disk to

A Direct Reading Pitchmeter the conteixe pointers and place marks on the base at

py Charlie Sotich THELAB ,

With the device shown, it ispossible to measure prop
pitch directly at any point along the blade (starting

.

Altitude Control and Duration Prediction
=

about 14" from the hub). This makes it possible to com- This is a preliminary report of a promising flightvie props diroctiy instead of assuming each js. exactly analysis method developed by Jim Clem. One of Jim's toy
e the bloc was bu 0} n us determine why °

different flight results are achieved with props that are caine hie tomiuemeter te Linitmodel bowie at lowieltssupposed to be identical. The pitchmeter is easy to use: The accuracy of this technique is astounding - he repeat-
1. Remove the carriage from the base and mount the prop, eaty th: maxiun altitude ppd. rarely touches more than
using @ small rubber band to lightly pull the prop shaft wo or three times per ENbeo

into the bottom of the Vees.
' The next step was to obtain an RPM profile of a good

flight. This information was used to reconstruct a torquethe eitoftheaiseRotete vee lek toain e tip in
profile of the flight. This was accomplishedby winding

Gye the ia

give clearance
h ted motor in the same manner, then un-for the blade as you move the carriage to the desired- the thoroughly rested motor in the same manner, then un~ ~

radius for measurement, and stop the disk so the bottom of a Q
the slot is parallel to the bottom of the prop blade, oO

‘of
.

: , ¢
,

3. Read the blade radius from the scale under the oar ef
riage. Read down the chart along the line corresponding to ~ 4

/ 8
this radius until you reach the top edge of the pointer. 1,’ ! \

Now move horizontally to the side of the chart and read t
1

the pitch. .
|

io
:

.
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winding slowly and taking torque readings at three signif~ al
'

.
oose end remains with regard to VF prop desi -

dantPounse: toraue at launch (for reference), level how do you designate the pitch? How about..1.6/50/6 for a -

& orque and torque at touchdown. The graph below prop built from Fig. 2 above? (1.6 FPS velocity, 50 RPM
shows how these figures are used. and 6° angle of attack)

° Vs

We ee eee ee oot leas than theavailable. This presentation completes the series of prop theory.
* ceiling; it is reached by winding the motor past the re- Rebuttal and other minor considerations will be presented

—*

quired torque level and backing off turns until the torque ore then. ane whole subjectof flaring ooonenhae -

is correct. Therefore, some new motor is treated in the been purposefully left out, since no theory acplies to ad
same fashion and a plot of torque vs. turns is generated non-rigid props directly; if ou have helpful comments

.
by unwinding the motor and recording torque at suitable lease air them

yi y Pp ommen

intervals as shown in the graph below. p °

It is reasonably accurate to assume that a similar
THELAB

motor will give similar RPM profiles with the same prop A Rubb
and model, so time ;° a function of RPM (turns left after ARubberTestingMethod
X minutes of flight) is marked on the torque curve. The It 4s a matter of

.

great interest to all serious fliers
three torque levels are marked on the graph, and flight to find reliable, non-destructive methods to test Pirelli.
times for end of climb and touchdown are then approximated he real problem of testing rubber is that if you find out '

from the graph as shown on the upper curve. the ultimate energy storage potential of a piece of rubber
by some test, you have just “used up the piece you used

The lower curve on the graph was generated by using & for the test. Quality control on rubber strip seems to be
different winding technique from the other curve. It is difficult, because the quality seems to vary along the
strong evidence that winding technique is critical, since jength of even short pieces of rubber. Thus, you can test
this curve was taken Just before the higher energy curves completely one piece of a batch and get a pad motor right

. INDOOR PROPS.— THEORY . next to that section.

. Charlie Sotich has developed a test for rubber which
MoreOn

Velocity FocusingMore On Velocit Focus
. is show ing promise. The basic test goes thus: A sample

hed, then arranged in clamps that hold the ends
After several sessions using velocity focusing (March 8 we & , Pp °

'68 INAV), I have become convinced it is the most flexible tapour G0" long) te etrotohed fae eases tne noteethin
design method. In particular, velocity Focussne designs six equal steps. The elongation of the marked segment and
etree tne prep atest tomodify,and seens te he ecoior the stretch force is recorded at each step. The rubber is

eeeork teh durin ro constreation then relaxed in the same six steps and the force and elon-
‘4ng prop ° gation recorded at each step. This process gives the rub-

per some permanent “set’ and some of the resulting slack
Two characteristics of velocity focusing were not cov-

ered before. First, the design concept of a certain RPM
will eventually come out as the rubber recovers.

coupled with a given model velocity tends to leave the im- This .

. property of failing to return exactly to the same

preseion that theprop isgoodony for tne iM we yelocity/ length is called hysteresis. A graph of the stretch force
#0ONe NOL 80% Ge | snows how varies Ww as recorded on both stretch and relax cycles will give an

velocity for the prop designed in Fig. 2. Design condi- idea of the quality of the rubber
tions for this prop were 1.6'/sec. and 50 RPM, which gives

°

an “unloading factor" of 23". Other combinations of RPM
and velocity with the same unloading factor are shown on =, thie vertical (¥) axis of the graphs below is figured
the graph, which permits forecasting of RPM under other ° 8 formula:

conditions of velocity. . Force/Strand
,

.

Yeetereinen
,

—e

The second unmentioned characteristic of velocity
. focusing is that the ideal (assumedbythemethod) of con- Weight/length
stant angle of attack across the blade is not linear as o :

,

: assumed in the preliminary discussion. That is, line D'E! curven te the pee aenown below plotted ae jou elongation,
is curved slightly in the ares of interest (the blade is the area under the curve, the total energy input to the
to extend from 5 radius to 9" radius). As shown in the rubber has the bounds of the upper part of the curveand
dotted portion of D'E', the line rises steeply nearer the the X axis, while the usable energy lies between the lower
hub. This is of little concern as long as the blade area part of the curve and the X axig The area between the
does not extend close to the hub, and so long as extreme

upper and lower parts of the curve is lost due to hyster-
combinations of low RPM and high velocity are not used. esis and "set" in the rubber. Two sample curves are shown

¥ 22 from different batches of rubber. Therelative difference
Ng

of quality can be expressed by a ratio of usableenergy of

2 the two samples, ‘

+ 2.0 .

»

& 1o
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cS GEORGIA - ATLANTA
Enthusiastic indoor fliers in Atlanta arranged a last-

minute indoor session as an official part of the Georgia
State Championships, with plans to make Indoor an annual

event there. Not only is this the first Class AAA meet to

hold Indoor in years, inclement weather 4ncreased specta-
tor attendance and "exposed" over 100 fliers from three o~—

yp states to indoor flying - many built gliders on the spot..
a Guy Eaves won Easy B with 3300, followed by Johnny Krickel

A
: , (2340.5, Sr.) and Charles Krickel (Jr. Easy B - 1355-6)0

6.280 BOF OR BER TIE BTU 4B. e265" Coen HLG - 0:35.1, Ben Cleveland, Sr. HLG - 0:30.8, Steve

Ravivs >} 2 3 +" s 6 7 8 9 Perryman; Jr. HLG - 0:28.7, Charles Krickvi. 20' ceiling!
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NEWSand VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545+ Richardson, Texas: 75081.
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/YR ADDITIONAL -

ce : eet hae

###HNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*###% —

Junior NIMAS Awards

New Members! Silver Cat. II HLG Award ~ 0:34.0, Bobby Dunham

LEONARD GOSS, 401 Norman Rd., Camp Hill, Pa. 17011 Silver Cat. II HLG Award ~ 0:38.2, Bobby Hanford
TOM PEADON, 2907 Hawthorne, Apt. 206, Dallas, Texas 75219
BILL SAUNDERS, 11613 LeBaron Terrace, Bilver Springs Md. NIMASAces

During the recent, record trials at Denton, Texas, both
Another Goof .

.

Stan Chilton and Bud Tenny made Cat. I Gold Rubber flights
to complete their three Award filghts to become NIMAS Aces.

After my listing ofmistakes found in the April (Mareh_ Chilton's 14:49 and Bud's 13:46 were flights in their sep-
#2) issue, three people wrote to point out that 1.57 x 9:57 erate efforts to set a World Record. Elsewhere in this
(Clarence Mather's Easy B time) was not 13:36 but 15:36. issue is given an account of Stan's success.
So, a belated and shamefaced congratulationsto Clarence -

-

who has received a new certificate proclaiming his winning Plans are being made to provide a special plaque for
1st place in the 1968 Easy B Postal. One friendconsoled NIMASAces, since no award exists at this time. It willbe
me by pointing out that the mistakes wouldn't have been a while coming, as usual with all NIMAS projects!
found if the paper wasn't read - thanks for reading it!

NFFS Symposium
The Indoor Nats!

/ oe /
.

: The first major technical effort of the National Free
The site for the. '68 Indoor Nats will be Kansas City Flight Society 1s scheduled for Monday evening, Aug. 5,

Municipal Auditorium, with 125' x 200' floor area and 96' 1968, in the Base Theatre of Olathe Naval Air Station. It‘
ceiling. All officiating and timing will be done by volun- is shaping up to a very good show, with the list of contrib-
teers, with the time-a-flight, fly-a-flight policy as a utors reading like a Who's Who of American FF. The titles
backup in case too few helpers show up. As usual with a of the papers sound like a summary of all the best from
site having a small floor area, HLG and rubber events will ZaicYearbooks, and every effort is being made to make the
be flown at separate times: HLG from 9 am to 2:30 pmand papers technically correct.
Rubber from 2:30 pm to 9 pm. If you possibly can help at

.

oo any time during Sunday, Aug. 4, 1968, please notify Bud The papers will be printed in one volume and will be
j Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas 75080, available for the price of $3.50. Plan now to get one!

In fact, plan now to attend the Symposium! ,

Recent Publications
.

RECORDS? MAYBE! °C

Bob Randolph's "Top Cat Iv", the story of his "B" model
.

Oo
design which held 5 records at the time of writing, breaks NORTH TEXAS RECORD TRIALS- May 18-19, 1968 30' 6" ceiling
the long drouth of indoor articles. It appears in the June .. Ballroom at Texas Woman's Univ., Denton Texas. Cat, I
‘68 M.A.N. with full size plans available as ably drawn by Open B Stick - 17:03.8, Stan Chilton

,

Tom Vallee, The wealth of détail on the plans, coupled |
Open FAI Cat. I FAI - 17:52,8, Stan Chilton

with many good hints in the article and detailed building
instructions available from Bob make this an outstanding Possible World Record an

indoor package. Good work! ne cf
Stan Chilton's FAI flight (above) was established under 3

New Materials! proper conditions for it to qualify as a World Record. All ‘
.

factors such as watch accuracy, site dimensions and other
Krylon, Inc., the spray paint people, have produced a required items have been verified and the flight has been

new product which may become almost indispensible around submitted to CIAM. Pending final approval, it is assumedindoor modeler: s snopes Tt ts Pressure SensitiveSpray that this flight will be recognized as a World Record.—
esive, catalog . greatly resembles rubber ce~ oa es eg 2

ment, and becomes increasingly useful the longer you have
that the tee ae ne Came Closete eneequate so late ;

it around. Erwin Rodemsky regularly uses it as stickum to Jon J the site isn’t lighted. Stan was ashi ° she Li at :
cover with microfilm, at some slight weight penalty. Ina ”

& °, > Pushing the iim

test where I covered three 25 sq. in. stabs with test film, onhis rubber re eo" oe turs/torque required h he said
the average weightof 8010 was .0005oz./stab. This would /

He broke Most o @ motors he brought!
become an intolerable extra weight used on a competitive f

OUND “THE

WORLD”
——

weight model, but almost unnoticed on a paper ship. This NEWSFROM ARCUND THE WORLD

material enabled me to cover two props in one hour flat <- CZECHOSLOVAKIA
©

‘ .

25% of the time normally required. It is the only material A 12 meter site in Ostrava, Czechoslovakia was the
I know of which would make it easy to double-cover a prop. scene of one segment of the Czech national championships.Erwin strongly suggests that the material be used outside, of the eleven entrants, the top five places were:where the sticky mist can drift harmlessly away. Also, if
you cover a prop, you should mask off the spar with bits of ©

Jiri Kalina 16317 19350 36:07jap tissue. T. Weigert 13353 143445 28337K. Rybeck 23 153
,

283
Micro-X, 5200 Seven Pines Dr., Lorain, 0. 44053, found Rudowt Cerny 1p ios 13s 35138

a new covering he calls MicroLite, It is polycarbonate Eduard Chlubny 42327
= - 12348 25315plastic film, 80 microinches thick, and it weighs about

half as much 4s condenser paper, It isn't legal for paper HUNGARY
wo

stick, but for demonstration models, ornithopters, indoor
.

Gezs Varszegi has been chosen for first slot in the '68
Scale and possibly some outdoor uses it should be ideal. I Hungarian Indoor Team, andfiveother fliers (Biro, Ocsody,will report more on this when I have tested it further. Ree, Buzady and Egri) are fiercely competing for the two

. -remaining team positions. Two roundsof team selection|mm. RubberStripperAvailable have been held in Debrecen,withverypoor air for Round I.
Two more rounds remain, and final calculation will be madeBob Dunham, 4730 8, Yorktown Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74105, by taking the total of scores from the four rounds and add-is set up to make versions of the Bilgri type stripper from ing each flier's four best starts from all other starts,plexiglas. These will be complete except for spacers and ROUND I wee

blade, for $5 each. Those who have constructed one realize Geza Varszegi 25:40 - 27:00 52:40this is barely a break-even price, and Bob makes this offer Gy. Buzady 15321 24:55 40316
as a service to indoor fliers. Antal Egri 19240. 20:26 40306



Andras Ree 17:22 19215 36337 Pouring test - purely subjective evaluation of the|
Karoly Biro 13347 11323 25310 water handling characteristics. Basic objectiveis to get
Zoltan Ocsody 10:08 4340 14:48 uniform gold colored film during good pouring conditions »

ROUND II
/

, t one e silver film was the standa1 ut pure silver
Geza Varszegi 25329 27:35 i 53304 film can range 2:1 in thickness for the game color - the
Karoly Biro 26313 24358 51311 thinnest bit ofsilver film is very fragile and subject to om,

Zoltan Ocsody 24307 26300 50307 shattering - and you can't reliably tell it from good sil-
Andras Ree 20257 26327 AT324 ver film.

.

,

Gy. Buzady 17:13 23345 40:58
. Static test - a small triangular flap of film is cut

MARYLAND «- BALTIMORE loose with the hoop supported stationary in a horizontal
The annual indoor meet held by the Baltimore Aero- position. Normal air currents in the room will cause the

Craftsmen on April 28, 1968. Times were quite good, con=- flap of film to wave gently. Film with high static effect
sidering the lights and rafters. The results:| will almost immediately {tuck up Sccondian-pieat fashion,while static free mw wave for over a minute before
Junior HLG Open HLG the motion eventually builds up a small static charge. In
Kenny Dunn 0:47.6 John Thornhill 1:23,8 the latter case, the flap generally folds over flat against
Francis Fisher 0325.0 Dan Belieff 1317.5 the rest of the film.

B Stick Easy B Sticky test - this is also highly subjective, since the
Dan Belieff 10332 Rudy Aukschun 8314 flap from the test above is grasped with tweezers and gent~
Tom Vallee 9235 Dan Belieff 7313 ly pulled loose 1f possible. Film which is absolutely non-
Chester Wrzos 9:28 Chester Wrzos© 6:06 sticky will pull loose without damage even in cases where

the static charge is very high. (It is extremely unusual to
Junior Easy B Indoor Seale find zero stick with high static.) Film with a very highRaymond Crum 4355 Nevin Eintline 128 pts. degree of stickiness will rupture instead of separate - soFrancis Fisher 2:22 Rudy Aukschun 118

| the only ratings I assign are usually very low, low, medium
._

We We Bell 84 and high stickiness.

MICHIGAN - DETROIT Stability test - a 94" x 3" stab is covered Bileri~86 entries made the annual Michigan State Indoor Meet style with the test film, mounted on a piece of 1/4" square
one of the larger indoor meets this year. Top winners: peso and store in a closed box. The samples are checked

at ree month intervals for warps, and samples rated on
Junior HLG Open HLG the basis of how soon serious warps occur. ryote that somequeries Kowalski 1327-0 pee bLonenstein 135560 film samples willpull out most of the wrinkles, but won't

304. s . ave enou uu © warp even fai h .Bob Mihora 1:01.0 Phil Klintworth  1:03.3 oP P miy light surfaces

Elevated temperature test - samples like the stabilitJunior Paper Stick Open Paper Stick test panels are mounted in an electronically controlled
7

Charles Kowalski 6330.4 Bob Randolph 17:46 oven and raised to some high temperature for 24 hours, thenDavid Wyoych
~ 21290 Ed Stoll

_

1730961 allowed to cool, Only one sample has had the full course,Warren Wells| 1316.5 Jim Richmond 14348.0 and it survived to 160° F. with only minimum warping. With
Lo ve no esta she story on various types of film, 160° FIndoor Stick

a
Open Scale has little real meaning, b :

’ °

Ed Stoll 21:41.4 Walter Hartung 14507 pts.
caning, but it sounds impressive!

Hardy Brodersen 21:01.2 Jim Richmond
|

134.3 Very high humidity has hampered much
:

planned experimen-Bob Randolph 21:00.2 Donald Roberts 132.0 cop ete enna ears but Tuture issues,will summarize some
ments a

PENNSYLVANIA - PITTSBURGH film solutions, ne Give “recipes” of successful
—~_

268 contestants, 244 of them Juniors and 20 of them
girls, made the 4th Annual Indoor Model Air Meet a major CHANGEOFPACE so

and resounding success. 179 entrants in Delta Dart and 84
Junior HLG entrants helped crowd the floor during flying Hewitt Phillips sent in the sketch below, which por-
hours and pointed up some need for improved speed of han-~ trays the essential features of an ornithopter design he
dling of contestants. In all, the meet reflected a net in- flew several years ago, The chief feature of this flap-
crease of 42%, with a 56% increase in Junior entry. This per arrangement (each flapper teeter-totters out of phase
was an outstanding effort by Pittsburgh modelers as they with the other) 1s smooth application of power, Hewitt's
staffed this meet. Space does not permit listing the win- model flew well even though it was overweight and small.
ners, since there were 23 separate events. ee feels it might be a good design for future attacks on

. e orn opter record,
STATE OF THE ART

Hal Crane's twin bill, two wing designs for a single
model, was the holder of the Cat. I ¢ Stick record for a
while this spring, until clubmate Hewitt Phillips picked up
the same record for himself. The record time was 15230e2,
but somehow I missed which combination did the time. It is
of little consequence, since Hal has proven again and again
that he is a’ past master at making time with relatively
heavy models in a low ceiling site. Some of his comments
about the models are: A model which is about 50% over- —
weight will survive ceiling scrubbing with about 100 or 200 =

on rr i

.turns backed off from a full Cat. III windup. A climb that
~

: aan x.
puts the model on the celling in 30 seconds has been used, “SL | at i
but not with the models shown. With .078 x 16" rubber, Sao

-

these models climb to the ceiling (20') 1n about 45 secondsa SS 3
and stay at the celling about 9-10 minutes, landing with , Ny |about 300 turns out of1400 at launch (wind to 1500 - back a | .7 ~wL

__off to 1400). Trim for nose up, slow flight to reduce im- Weeeere, a

pact velocity. A twisted wing (washin & washout) gives C<-2
a 12' circle, and the increased assymmetry of 654 improves {the recovery from the wall. So do the prop spar exten~ { .

sions, which are 1/2" long. ‘f a ny

A MICROFILM REPORT \ J” fo
Part I - Testing Methods ir,

Testing and researchonmicrofilm has been continued as |
I have had time, since the completion of the last series on

"

V:
;microfilm in the May '66 issue. Something over 40 sample 5 \

mixtures have been brewed up from 10 or 12 types of base, Wy; \ aoe

and several different plasticizers. , ,
\

\
:

. N

The present series of experiments have been directed © \t

toward creating a stable film with adequate strength and
minimum static/sticky tendencies. An additional test which |

1

~
is a real "torture test" is the elevated temperature test
to cheek for short-term heat warping, by placing a test
panel in a controlled temperature oven. The following ~

tests are performed on each sample:

aeieleactecunecicinnmmidneniomnemaammueenieioaiemeagnnanemameanaeeatieunaeseeneazpuneeeneaicrenmenas netaeras”cannesnara ete area natn reernneeeanemia naan unmemanen)
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HELAB carry them all to the field. To help reduce a graph to a

_

few numbers to jot on nee envelope youput the motor in, I
Rubber Torque Tests offer the following suggestion. The graph below has had a

- straight line superimposed on the flat part of the curve,
Several people are making intensive studies of pirelli .

4nd end points of this line are established by noting the

rubber, with the goal of identifying extra good rubber for Points where the curve deviates from the line. Another
indoor use. All the various tests will be reported as this Point well up on the high energy part of the curve is mark-
info is made available, and anyone with what they consider ¢4 for identification (.43 in. oz. @ 1350 turns).
to be a valid test for rubber quality is requested to sub- :

“ . .

mit a report on the test. I propose that motors be identified with the high .

: torque point and the value of the midpoint of the line seg-'
Meanwhile, a torque test (plot of torque vs. turns) is ment (1350/.43; .08). In effect, this will serve as a def- .

proving to be a good test of how much energy a given piece’ inition of average sustaining torque, and this term will be
of rubber will deliver. One major difficulty with this used in future comments on rubber in INAV. Comments on

approach is that you can get buried in graphs if you try to this proposal are requested; if you have a pet classifica-
. tion system, tell us about it!

A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR
,

a .43 IN-0z.@ 1350 TF.
Bob Hanford was kind enough to loan his copy of the

4 ! plans for the Jasco Beam Scale Kit as shown below. This is
| a

a genuine "oldie", and will doubtless recall many fond mem-
MoTorR TesTéd- #STRAND .025 "x ories for our oldtimer NIMAS members. For those of us.

td .

too young to remember, this scale was the standard before
vo | * 4.”

.
WWII. This kit made it possible for builders all th-092° PriRetes 114% Lone O24 O02. over thez K

+ world to compare their building directly. I know of at
31.3 | \ least two of these scales (the original ones from the kit)
. 7

that are in use now. How many more are there?

u " “
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|NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES. $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

a

. Junior Ace
~

eee vieaeaete ——SSe -.

7 SeeCR oe ae Te eee eeecu... ued €an be seen by B1ll Gibbs" monopoly on NIMAS Awards
‘New Members! this month, he has qualifiedas the first Junior Ace, It

So ig not unusual for Bill toturn houtatauding performance
. . lton, Ne. Ye 13069 n Indoor, since he carried home four Nats Indoor trophiesTED WHYTE SReservoir Rit paiten "Mae 30739 9

last year. I understand Bill willattendtheNats this
, ; , year, so he may well add more Awards to his Cat. II string.

, The IndoorNats
-. AS &@ reminder to NIMAS Juniors and family members, the

The indoor section of the, 1966 Nate will be held in Junior Award times are roughly 75% of Open times:
the Kansas City Municipal Auditorium, 1310 Wyandotte -

: Se see ee

Kansas City, MD. from 9 am to 9 pm on Sunday, Aug. 4, IndoorStick (Any class indoor model, single flight)
1968, Hand launch glider will be from 9 am to 2:30 pm, so

oo

and the rubber events will thenrununtil 9 pm. All HLG AWARD
_

Cat. To
.

Cat, If
. Gab, TIT.

fliers are requested to promptly clear the flooratthe. Silver 7230 15300 21300
end of their session in order toenable therubber fliers Gold 9330

|

18245 .

26330
.

to safely unpack their models. During all the rubberfly- Diamond 11315 22L30 31330
.

ing, all contestants are requestedtostay clear of the
flight area. Once you launch it, all you can do is pray - Indoor HLG (Best single flight of nine)
unless you abort the flight with aballoon, s0 please help
keep the air quiet for the benefitof modelslanding. AWARD Cat. I Cat. II Cat. Til “3

aa Silver 0:18 0334 O41 ne
An attempt was initiated to obtain thesiteanextra § Gold 022.5 Os44 0:49 ™

day for a Cat. II Record Trials, No word has been receiv- Diamond 0:27 0349 0:56 7

ed on this, and it must be consideredthattherewillnot vuswn! vu.
us, RECORDS? MAYBE! Lo

. ~
be extra flying time. However, in case late word comes oe Se BENT58 met ee tamaee oS
through, I will notify anyone who is interested. Please.

:

.
'

. .
ye

notify Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas 75080 1f you  KROW RECORD ERTALS -dune 25» 908 90" ceiling~ Cat. Tt
=

want to receive notification. on ;

ne Abt OSU LO Lo Sr. AMA Cat. II PAT =.U3138 J. Serviates
ew Open A ROG - 15:53.2,

Joe Hindes -

o— NIMAS Charts—
.

Open © Cabin - 18729.0, Bob Randolph_

In the May '68 issue I announcedthathighly durable Open Ornithopter ~ 98156 , Ken ohnson os :

copies of various charts and graphs publishedin INAV
|

ee
Dp, .

would be made available. Afairly large number of these Fossible World Record wee seeneae oe

charts have been ordered, and production has been held up
\ '

until this. week, All orders currently on hand should be comed creee eee Ceeteathton 8 record lightfilled before the Nats, and a few of these may be avail- coment pi Katina, previous holder

able from me at the Nats, For those desiring more info,
of the Cat. I World Record, has applied for a TeeBe one

send a stamped envelope for zerox copies of the full size th thebasis oretent of tris rea ane me 1a Re ogart work, The charts in production are:
ose interested on chasing § record, & Wor ecor

has to be exceeded by 2%. The next record jump will need

1. REM/Time -April '68 INAV ~ 85¢
to be to 19235.

51 Ga'Location=may"67=di.t0 |= RERORT FROMCZECHOSLOVAKIA
n.

' .

jeweaes eee a

_ 4e Ave Thickness Nomogram - Feb. '67 - $1.20
.

Walter Erbach attended the International meet held in
The initial comments on this special metal process Brno, Czechoslovakia on July 6-7, 1968. He reports:

suggested that trophy plates could be custom made for a
.

price competitive with plain engraved plates, provided the
t tre Czechs were magnificent vreectal Competition was

required art work could be generated by the user. Those aD nited but clean ~¥ thon y Ore ces inok. aed noautifal
who requested further information were somewhat discour-

| Goch out glass. macing unc 2 “ut ees

aged by the art work requirement, and only one club has Oe °

cre reabalianle fontSy Ser*tneer’ “eewreen MOTKeG UP. __ he contest vas a twonday affair, held in the pavilion
view of the artwork (xerox copy) by sending a stamped en- -

of Oo 3): Gisplay grounds « This is an Grea simianco
velope along with your request.- our eB.) state r grounds » e pavilion is circular

with a vertical wall about 60°high, topped by a dome with
@ cupola in the middle. The highest point is 120’, and

Recent Publications the diameter is 300’. Unfortunately, incredible drafts
The August issue of American Aircraft Modeler has an

prevent use of the upper 1/3 of the altitude. Any model

article which should be of interest to indoor fliers who thying fon the cupola wet suckedup (open vents ) and
care about their pirelli, "Rubber Motor Testing", by Jim the curveddene cell ing yasalmost y sure goner due to the
Horton, dovetails nicely with material to be presented in chimney effect from open holes at the base of the dome.INAV in issues to come. The particular part of interest

/

to indoor fliers 1s Horton's break-in method. It may well
. 5

be adaptable to indoor motors, and appears to be a valid restflyinewae permittedonly earlsin the norniag. andbreak-in method which should give equivalent break-in with 1 fficial flights duri the 4. Thi 1
,

less chance of chafing the motor as often happens with only officia gehts during the day. This made it hand

break-in by windi
& to know proper adjustment or rubber size. Despite this,

Preak-in by Winding and the building handicap, the flying was very good with

Awards four flights over 30 minutes. Competitors came from Ger-
.Junior NIMAS Awards

= a many, Austria and Italy, with three ladies: Dagmar Chlubna
.

g4 . ~ : Bp ae and Miluska Zolcer from Czechoslovakia and Ludovica Corazzacn liver Cat. 11 Rubber Award, 18 19, Bill Gibbs from Italy, The results:
Silver Cat. I Rubb - 8:2 ‘

-

Vv Ca Rubber Award 8 D5 Bill Gibbs
.

1. Jiri Kalina Czech. . paris 72138 63335Silver Cat. I HLG Award- 0:2124 2. Karol Rybecky Czech. 28355 30233 59:2
i Awa

1e4, Bill Gibbs
3» Eduard Chlubny Czech. 28:46 30105 b6ri9Gold Cat. I HLG Award ~ 0:25. 4 « Hans Beck Germany aT3 9:10 56:41* #2525, Bill Gibbs
5, Juraj Biter Czech, 28:16 23355 52:14

Diamond Cat. I HLG Award - 0:27.2, Bill Gibbs 6. Rudolf Cerny Czech. 26:32 25212 51314

eter ee eee eee eee



STATE OF THE ART THE LAB

ROULETTE = Indoor Autogyro Another Rubber Test

This Model's performance on June 11, 1968 represented The May '68 INAV summarized briefly a test devised by
the fulfillment of a long quest. It began eight years ago Charlie Sotich. For review, Fig.1below shows this test —

with experiments that resulted in the design of "Mr. Ga", schematically. The scale at the left reads force, while a

published in Nov. '62 INAV. A similar, but larger model ruler held next. to the 1" segment (x) (which was marked on
called "G-III" was presented in Zaic's '65 Year Book. the unstretched sample) measures how much the markedseg-

ment stretchesas the whole piece (y) is stretched to seven
"Roulette" is a direct descendent of "G-III", but the times normal length in six equal steps.

rotor mast was moved to the end of the stick to prevent
the blades from hitting the wing. Also, more sophisticat- Considerable discussion between Charlie and myself has
ed construction was used; braced stick and tail surfaces, resulted in design changes for the basic machine as shown ~

double thrust bearing and rounded tips. The result is a in Fig. 2 below. Cam "A" on the left was designed by Char~
light weight model of the type which has become necessary lie so that its angular rotation is directly proportional
due to the advance in autogyro times in recent years. to the force applied. Drum “"B" ontheright is used to

wind up cable "C", which applies stretch force to the rub-
The flight system is still the same as for "Mr. G", ber; its rotation is already proportional to the amount of

with offset rotor to counter prop torque. Rotor tilt has stretch except for a small error introduced by movement of
been added to increase the anti-torque forces, allowing the force hook (Al).
the use of a large prop and left turn. This combination
gives sufficient torque correction to insure a fairly A potentiometer is mounted to the shaft of the cam and
steep climb. a multi-turn potentiometer is mounted on the take-up drum.

. .
(For you non-electrical cats, a potentiometer is a variable

Even with this setup there is a limit to the power the resistor like the volume control on a radio.) The circuit.
model will handle without stalling. It is necessary to in Fig. 3 shows the electrical schematic. R1 is the force
back off a few turns or catch the model and re-launch if potentiometer, R2 is the potentiometer which produces a
it stalls badly. After that, it climbs smoothly. On the voltage proportional to the amount of stretch, and R3 can
record flight it reached a height of 75-80 feet, which was be set to minimize the error due to Al. Inuse, the motor
just right for the peaked 107' height of Hangar #2. is hooked up with zero slack and the positionof the drum

/

and cam set so the potentiometers R1 and Re are zeroed. As.
Thanks are due to Ed Franklin for his help with the the drum is turned, the amount of stretch can be read from

motor, and to Bill Bigge for his advice on hall air con- voltmeter V2 and the force from V1. If you use a tape re-

ditions. corder, you can conduct the test by yourself by reading
out the voltages at each stage of the test. You can then

by Fred Weitzel graph the test as you play back the tape. If anyone is
fo : interested in this type of test, I will supply more infor-

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD mation on request.

AUSTRIA This rig is slightly more complex than Charlie's, with
Manfred Koller is training hard toward the World these aims in mind:

Champs in October, in addition to coaching indoor fliers
in Vienna. His own Cat. I time has climbed to 15:01 for 1. A complete motor is tested as a loop. This provides a

a new Austrian record. Ina 12m site he has done 18:3% means to classify each motor according to output and will
without touching the ceiling, and at Debrecen he made help insure that you use the poor rubber to hold the lid

flights of about 25 minutes. on your box instead of flying with it.
_

ITALY = ROME 2. The basic tester is designed to minimize certain errors

The first round of team selection for the Italian Team inherent in this type of testing. First, possible weighing
was held in Palazzo dello Sport (the WCh site) and drew 12 errors are magnified when small pieces of rubber are used -

entrants, The results: this unit uses three times as much rubber as Charlie's unit.
Second, the testing is reduced to a mechanical routine that

E. Corazza 21331 19344 44315 can be repeated quickly and uniformly. This minimizes some
C. Cotugno 20:52 18:53 39345

| error caused hysteresis effects in the rubber; that is, if
G. Masciullo 20312 19329 39341 the test takes substantially longer one time than another,
L. Chiarottini 17229 - 16340 34309 the rubber takes a temporary "set" proportional to the time
B,. De Angelis 16348 16322 33310 force is applied.
G. Federici 16:31 15348 32:19
ROMANTA 3. If you have access to a laboratory X-Y¥ plotter, it is

The April International Contest in Romania brought out Possible to trace out the energy curve directly and contin-~
30 contestants, with 5 coming from Czechoslovakia and 2 uously; an entire test can take as little as 2 minutes. To

from Italy. The site was the large salt mine (75 m ceiling USe 4 plotter, replace the voltmeters in Fig. 3 with the

and 50 m x 100 m floor area) near the Carpathian mountains. plotter input leads.
The temperature is a constant 10° C., and there were a few :

light drafts to contend with. Two flight totals:

Jiri Kalina Czechoslovakia 57341
K. Rybecky " " 47309
J. Sitar n " 41359 AL
Dagmar Chlubna 4" " 40:54
Egizio Corazza Italy 39:18
N. Besman Romania 37240 =<} oe. Cc
Eduard Chlubny Chechoslovakia 36316 ~

RUBBER TesTEeD
Otto Hintz Romania. 35 232 )
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MODEL ASSEMBLY JIG

Very light indoor models are a problem to assemble flat surface, either pinned to the work surface or held inwith proper alignment - even very quiet rooms have air place with cellophane tape. The fuselage is held level bycurrents to give trouble. The set of jigs shown below one jig, while all combinations of boom incidence, stab
;makes the Job much easier. Detaiis of the universal sup- tilt and washin/washout can be held by the other Jigs. All”ports are shown below and in Fig. 5 of the bracing article the jigs will pack into a small space to permit field re-in the Oct. '66 INAV; and details of the other stands will] Pe@irs or re-~rigging.be furnished on request. The jigs can be set up on any ,
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A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR in a site just over 100'. Note the weights shown'on the———————— plan - and compare this to Class‘C weights today. The |

Carl Goldberg was a pioneer of indoor model flying, Cat. II C record is 29:21.5, but have we really advanced
and a real pacesetter also. This glimpse into the past so much in 32 years? Thanks to M.A.N. for permission to
shows Goldberg's World Record model which flew for 22:59.4 present this reminder of the past!.
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made only one flight and the present Carl promises to attend this year’s meet Se ‘ oeY TheGoldberg World Record Goodyear-Zeppelin Air Dock at Vion, record was the result. This model is of in St. Louis and reports that he has a SZ ‘© Model Ohio. such merit that it might serve as a guide few improvements on his present design ‘THIS month’s N.A.A. model plan is of This flight is. the lone:st ever made for indoor enthusiasts for years to come. and hopes to show a longer flight than |

the ship with which Carl Goldberg es- officially indoors and might easily have The N.A.A. is fortunate, indeed, to be 25 minutes. For the benefit of those who |
tablished the warld rece: indoor flight been surpassed had Carl elected to try able to offer Goldberg’s design to its may want to write him his address is now, nNof 22 minutes 594 secon? at the 1934 a second or third flight. However, he junior members. 308 W. Randolph St. Chicago, TL \O
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NEWS and VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

RESULTS FROM THE 1968 INDOOR NATS

Indoor Stick PaperStick
|

IndoorCabin IndoorHLG

Junior guntior ° gunior
_

Junior

#1, Linda Randolph 18:44.5 1. Linda Randolph 153:30.5 1. Bobby Dunham
~

=

11:58.4 1.° Bill Gibbs 2304.9
2. Bobby Dunham 15:23.0 2. Gerry Geraghty 12:52.7 2, Bill Gibbs

.

11:58.0 2. Bobby Dunham  1:50.8
3. W. Schlarb, Jr. 12:21.0 3. Bobby Dunham 1135129 3, Patrick Wood 5358.1 3. Ms. Thompson 1:48.8
4. Kristi Tenny’ 11:05.5 4, Bill Gibbs

|

11307.2 4, Michael Wood 4322.5 4, De Le Dock 1:44,2
5. Gerry Geraghty 9:40.5 5. T. Budding

~ —~ 10:56.8 5. We Schlarb 3344.0 5. Bobby Hanford 1:33.41
6. Bill Gibbs 8:36.6 6. Re.Sherman| 9:06.25 6. Bruce Paillet

|=

3:04.5 6. Re Sherman —
1230.5

7. Be Webster 8319.0 7. Barry Paillet
— 2:40.4 7. Veselsky “ 1328.0

*Linda's best flight may 8. Patrick Wood
| 8:03.62 8. Justin Mills

=

1:27.3 8. M. Kerr 1327.9
be 233:12.1; she was using 9. Steve Valerius 7326.3 9. James Mills 1321.4 9. James Mills 1323.9
a Class C sized FAI model, 10. J. Haught

‘ 7200.6 10. Gerry Geraghty 1:23.6

‘ Senior
| Senior’ Senior oo : Senior

1. Jan Serviates 14:39.4 1. Jan Serviates 12:41.0 1, Jan Serviates- 14:02.0 1. Ae Markliewicz 2310.6
2. Art Markiewiez 13:33.9 2. De Domina

—

9234.5 2. Susan Wéisenbach 3:37.0 2. Jan Serviates 2:00.7
3. Susan Weisenbach 7:32.7 3. DesPowell

—

 -6219,0 3. Thomas Mills~— 1215.2 3.- Thomas Mills 1:48,2
4, Hank Nixon, Jr. 6:36.6 4. Susan Weisenbach 4:46.5 4, M. Re Richardson 1:12.C 4. D.M. Wakerly 1:40.2
5. T. J. Rodgers

©

3:05.0 5. Hank Nixon, Jr. © 4:05.9 a 5 M. Richardson 1236.9
6. T. J. Rodgers 2:36,0 6. W. Rupert 1336.3

- Te Co Taft 1324.1
8. G. Brown 1322.2
9 Go Meyers 132261

10. HankNixon, Jr.1:19.1

DN ence, OROR Open, Open Open

1. Jim Richmond 313:07.8 1. Bob Randolph 18:40.0 1. Bucky Serviates 20308.51% De Ae Reed "2210.6
2. Manny Andrade 28:08.3 2. Dan Belieff| 18335.5 2. Al Rohrbaugh 19336.0 2. Bob Larsh 2:09.4
3. Ed Stoll 27:22.5 3. Wally Mumper 18:34.6 *3, Bob Randolph 19:18.0 3. Jim Mills 2304.8
4. Al Rohrbaugh 2633323 4. Phil Klintworth 17:41.0 4, Manny Andrade  18:11.4 4. Dick Mathis  1:58.7
5 Bud Romak 25:59.1 5. Charlie Sotich ~16:48.0 5. Hal Crane 13321.0 5. G. M. Lee 1357.8

6. Bob Randolph 25:56.2 6. Wayne Zink 1530720 6. Jim Vale 10:00.0 6, Bucky Serviates1:57.7
7» Bud Tenny - 24:16-0 7. Hal Crane 1431125 Te Wayne Zink 202.0 7. Bob Sifleet 1254.2
8. Stan Chilton 22:27.0 8. Al Rohrbaugh 14:03.5 8. Ae Le Vaughn 1:53,6
9. Paul Tryon 203:18.0 9. Dick Ganslen’ 14300.0 *Randolph's model was later 9. Re. L. Young~ 1353.2

10. Hardy Brodersen 19:29.0 10. Jim Vale _ 13347.8 declared ineligible by the 10. J. H. Gremel 1353.0
“the n

‘ an
oO

Free Flight Contest Board.
Ind Nats: ; oe .

contrast to only 28 Junior and Senior rubber fliers last
NIMAS and NFFS banded together for thei?first joint year. The times turned by thesefliers were slightly bet-

venture - hosting the 1968 Indoor Nats. Ifone can say ter than in past years also ~- a “plus all around.
_there was any failure, it could only be around7 pm, when
the system of volunteer timers grew thin. Inspired timer Open competition was quite close in all events, but
recruiting by John Thornhill helped bridge the gap and Jim Richmond took IndoorStick effortlessly with a three
probably everyone got flights who would have with the Navy Minute margin - the first Cat. II "30" ever at a Nats.
timing crews of past years. What really happened was that This was the first full-bore flight on one of his World
faithful NIMAS members (rubber fliers) timed HLG, but not Champs models ~ things are looking up for the U. S. Team
many HLG fliers stayed to help time rubber flights. A few in October! Randolph's win in Paper Stick was hard-press- ve

NIMAS members who weren't flying and some very faithful ed by his own design - Dan Belieff was also flying Top Cat
NFFS members carried the slack for those who cut out. IV as built from the ‘M.A.N. article. Another very close

race was Indoor Cabin, with Bucky Serviates leading to get
I wish it would be possible to name everyone who did first with an original model that flew very well.

the timing - the list is truly long. Smooth operation of
,

the desk was due to long, steady work by Roger W. Schroe- Considerably more attention was paid to torque input
der of Holbrook, Nebraska and Roger J. Schroeder (both are in the rubber events - about a dozen torque meters were in
NIMAS and NFFS members) of Overland Park, Kansas. Record- evidence around the hall, including one to measure torque
ing of scores was handled by Carolyn and Fred Schroeder directly from the prop.
(son and daughter of Roger J.). After spending all day to oe os - .

audit the HLG scores, Tem Johnson CD'd the rubber events. The jarring note of the meet was persistent and highly
We all owe these and the timers a big vote of thanks! variable drift which prevented many models from showing

their worth. Most of the drift took models into bleacher
Although the Sweepette was still in evidence in HLG, a areas’for relatively safe retrieval, but very high "blind"

new breed of glider was making inroads into the winner's ledges claimed some models that were not recovered. The.
circle. This is a big glider - 65 to 75 sq. inches of other hazard which worked hardship was midair collisions,
wing. The largest ones were flown by Bob Hanford - {00 © At least two three-way collisions were noted, and one time
8q- inches - but he didn't get zeroed in in time. Larsh's a model which was dislodged from the ledge fell on another
Bunker Hill glider was a small one that did well, and Bob model, If the Tenny family experience was typical (surely
got an optimum pattern early for 2nd place. With only 17 not!), no one had many safe flights. Of nine attempts, weiL ™, seconds spread in ten places, Open HLG was hard-fought. A had four midair collisions and four landed in the balcony.

. o minor flurry of interest came when an unidentified flier SO

presented a built-up glider covered with saran wrap. It The Lighter Sides; Early in the rubber session, a a
was not a floater, because it got heaved to the top many

~

youngboy who had generally been a nuisance kept up his.times. warting ways. Several fliers shooed him away, but Jim
,

weVale ejected him, squirming and squealing, from the site ° tnThe most encouraging thing about the rubber events was to a chorus of muted cheers of the bystanders! - - ~- One
the large number of youngsters who flew ~ more than 40 in tired and sweating (the humidity and temperature!were yery sate
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high) volunteer timer was heard to mutter “Now I remember
why I don't like Indoor!" ~ - - One flier, winding on his RECORDS

torque meter, reaped many comments. “I never saw anyonewing up & table eofore!™ "You won't get much time with A number of official Nats flights exceeded records,
that!" "I'11 pet you don't get it off the ground!" - - -

but I have certain knowledge of only the following record

Jean Paillet eyed Jody suspiciously as she stood by with a &applications being made:
—~.

camera, He remembered the Chicago Nats when her exploding :
flashbulb shattered everyone's composure as she took their Open AMA Cat. II FAI - 31:08, Jim Richmond
picture in 1966! Junior B Stick ~ 15:25.0, Bobby Dunham aa

Junior B Cabin - 11:58.4, Bobby Dunham

*#*#**NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#### The following flights exceeded records; applications
may have been filed:

New Members!
_

Open HLG - 2:10.6, D. A. Reed

JOHN B. CROSETTO, JR., 14809 S. E. 54th, Bellevue, Wash. Open C Cabin - 20:08.5, Bucky Serviates
98004 Junior Paper Stick - 15:30.5, Linda Randolph

JACK KOEHLAR, 1231 Wayne, Topeka, Kan. 66604
ED LIDGARD, 18570 San Jose, Lathrup Village, Mich. 48075 The Nats results listed elsewhere possibly contain at

least one error ~ 18:44.5 as first place in Junior Stick.
NFFS Symposium Thru an oversight during the auditing procedure, a 23:12¢1

flight (also by Linda Randolph) was missed. Add to this
If you missed the NFFS Symposium, you goofed! Not her second best Paper Stick flight (14:41) and the follow-

only was it an outstanding program, but the centerpiece ing records will probably be applied for:
of the presentation was "The Long Flight", filmed by Herb
Franck. This movie has been a long time coming, but it Junior © Stick ~ 23:12.1, Linda Randolph
waa worth twice the wait if necessary. I would willingly Junior B Stick - 14:41, Linda Randolph
view it many times more; it captures solidly the elusive Jr. AMA Cat. II FAI ~ 18:44, Linda Randolph
feeling we all have had as we realize the magnificence of
free flight for the first time. More important, itwild CONTESTCALENDAR
communicate this feeling to those who have not tried freeflight. 6 OHIO - Akron. Possible record trials in 215' Goodyear

hangar. | Gontast Bob Randolph, 5785 Forest Ridge Dr.

If you did not order (or buy in person) a copy of the « Olmsted, O. 44070 for info.

Symposium Report, you can get a copy from AMA HQ by send- NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst. Record Trials Sept. 16, 1968.
ing them $3.50. Several of the papers published there fon nee inte Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, N.J. 07066
deal with propeller theory, Wakefield props in particular °

,

and other topics are covered also. One indoor paper, by
* NEW YORK - Long Island. LIAMAC 1st Annual Indoor Model

Bud Tenny, is entitled "Choice of Rubber Motor For Low. Meet at Cantiague Park Skating Rink, Hicksville, L. I.

Ceiling Indoor", explains one method of rubber choice Indoor Stick, Paper Stick, HLG, Easy B (paper covered

using graphical solutions of flight parameters. only for Jr. only). CD Bill Dunwoody, 985 Fort Sal-
onga Rd., Northport, L. I., N.Y. October 20, 1968.

NIMAS Awards Site is 190' dia. dome w/50' ceiling in center.

Diamond Cat, I Rubber - 15:02, Bob Platt EIRELLI LORE

In the May '66 INAV, the QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS column
Diamond Cat, II Rubber - 31:07.8, Jim Richmond listed some very comprehensive questions about pirelli;

: NIMAS Ace storage, break-in, winding techniques and general care of le
,

co ce ree 1 we es Dhyellis - No really satisfactory answers were ever forth-
ming and the questions remain largely unanswered. This

Add to the list of Aces Bob Platt (Diamond Award list-  °O0

ed above) and Tom Vallee (his Diamond Cat. I Rubber Award columnwilt offer bits and pieces of information about

announced in May '68 INAV). This makes a total of eight Pirelli, as knowledge is generated by several fliers who

Open Aces and one Junior Ace. are currently studying pirelli characteristics,

New Materials The May '68 INAV gave a preliminary report about using
:

torque to control altitude in low ceiling sites. The plot
Last month's mention of Krylon spray adhesive caused below shows the importance of winding the motor in the

Dave Linstrum to point out that 3M has marketed a similar game fashion for both flying and "calibration" of the rub-
product called Spray-Ment Adhesive. The Krylon product ber motor. The assumption behind the test is that .22
is not often available at dealers featuring Krylon paint, inch ounces of torque is the required launch torque. #1
but both products should be available at office suppliers. curve was wound just past .22, then backed off to exactly

. 22 for a short pause. The curve was then run (13 1/8"
IndoorFilms. motor and 12 1/2" hook spacing). 1 1/2 hours later, curve

’
#2 was taken under similar conditions, except that near

Response to the initial announcementof Joe Poloso 8 maximum turns were put in. Two advantages of the second
new color movie of Lakehurst actionwassufficient to tie approach are: near maximum winds gives both higher aver-
it up for a while. If you would like to see this movie, age torque and a longer cruise, and the max turns wind 1s
send a card to get on the waiting list. It covers, with easier to duplicate and gives you more practice.
Joe's excellent technique, most phases of indoor flying.
This one has been edited and has subtitles which add mean~

ing to the action for those not acquainted with East Coast
indoor personalities.
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NEWSand VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL te

HHHENATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#it## -
These graphs correspond to Fig. 2, pe 4 of the May '68 csNewMembers! INAV, and will be made available if sufficient interest is vs

shown. Prints will be Xerox of a tracing, suitable for
.JOE BOYLE, JR. 219 Shanandoah Rd., Hampton, Va. 23361 direct transfer to balsa for construction of prop jigs ofPAUL DESMET, 1405 Devonshire, Grosse Pointe tose" Mich. the type shown in Feb. '68 INAV.

WALTER D. KASKER, 675 Riveley Ave., Genolden, Pa. 19036 FAL _INDOOR REPORT ~~~

oe
AMA Election Know Your Team

“

It, will soon be time for AMAelections again - perhaps Just over a year ago the U. S. Indoor Team Selection us
before the October issue of INAV comes out. This year we Finals were held in the Pompeitan Court of Northwood Insti- :elect a new president and about half the district VP's. tute in West Baden, Indiana (report in Aug. '67 INAV and -
It 1s always important for AMA members to vote in these more pictures in Dec. '67 INAV). The top three winners in :elections; the average vote nationwide is only 14%. It is that event will represent the U. S. in the 1968 Indoor :

easy to see how important one vote is: an average district World Championship, which is to be held in Rome on Oct. .vote will run no more than 300 votes and the victory mar- 3-6 1968. Those team members ares © O° Qgin of many candidatesis no more that two or three votes! - Co, “Contact your district VP if you want advance information Clarence Mather: Clarence is 47, and is a Physics teacher Be

on who is running in your district. Decide who will best in high school and junior college. His model interests gs
represent you, and encourage all your friends to vote. include all types of FF models, with special emphasis on an

ae ok
wakefield, indoor rubber and indoor scale. He lives in onNIMAS Awards San Diego and is a member of the San Diego Orbiteers, e

In the 24 years since NIMAS awards were first set yp, Jim Richmond: Jim is 40 and is manager of the Tinning “42 fliers have received 92 awards. Eight of these fliers Division of Sunbeam Corporation. He has built alltypes Zhave received all three awards in 2 single category to be- of models, including CL stunt and speed, His career in oo
come NIMAS Aces. 14 months ago the Junior Awards were set indoor began six years ago and has developed to the point OS
up and 4 Juniors havereceived 16 Awards, with two of them where he holds 4 U.S, indoor records and the Cat. III -achieving Ace (see below). It is very pleasing to review Indoor World Record,

on™. the above, and to consider future activity! —— ; “aAlRohrbaugh: Al is 47 and a mechanical engineer, His aSilver Cat. IJ Rubber Award - 21:25,HalCrane model interests have ranged through indoor, FF and RC. He %
. returned to indoor 3 years ago after a long layoff, witha “Silver Cat, II] HLG Award ~ 0:50.0, Bob Dunham quite consistent contest record whichincludes two Cabin co

records and winning the Stout Trophy atthe "66 Nats. ie
Gold Cat, I Rubber Award - 12:54, Dick Ganslen

i oo. ee . até
.

. Bud Romak: Bud is 39 and self employed. He has 25 years OB
Junior NIMAS Awards of experience in FF models, including 6 years in indoor. oe

He is the Team Manager, and his experience for this job Se
Silver Cat. IT HLG Award ~ 0:37.2, Bill Gibbs includes being a member of the 1966 Indoor Team. ge

7

. 4 i uo . “ :

.

~

eo

Gold Cat, II HLG Award - 0:43,8, Bill Gibbs ~

U.S. indoor fliers are rightfully optimistic toward
ca—

the outcome of the 1968 World Champs, with a superb team
Diamond Cat. II HLG Award ~ 1:03.2, Bill Gibbs: oo to represent us. We all wish them the best of luck! or

Silver Cat, II Rubber Award - 15:23, Bobby Dunham ©

World Championship Entrants oh
Gold Cat. II HLG Award - 0:44.4, Bobby Dunham I have received very little information about EyrSpean

; ae

teams who might have entered the WorldChampionship. ‘The ”
Diamond Cat. Il HLG Award - 0:56.0, Bobby Dunham ©

Hungarian team will be Gy. Buzady, Antol Egri and Andras weOe :

Ree. Geza Varszegi qualified high through the entire pro~- oeJuniorAce gram, only to develop an abcess on his leg and will not be ah
are

able to go. Ferenc Somogyi will be team manager. weThe two HLG flights above complete Bobby Dunham's Ace
. - wsqualification, which makes him the second Junior to reach The only other fliers known to be planningto go are 2

;

this status, Meanwhile, Bill Gibbs' flights listed above ManfredKoller of Austria and Hans Beck ofGermany, The wselevate him to Cat. II HLG Ace status also; he previously Czech's picked a team, but no names are known. Jiri Kal- ~qualified as Cat. I HLG Ace and thus becomes the first
- ina is the top flier, but several others may have made the PasNIMAS member of any age to become a double Ace! other team slots.

oS

i
7

. NIMASCharts Time Is Short! oe
I wili not repeat the rash promiseaired in the July In three and one half months we should be starting a ge‘68 INAV and say that all the NIMAS Charts presently on team selection program for the 1970 Indoor World Champion- po o0F

order will be delivered by a certain time. I hope to get ship. At present, we have no chairman, committee or ap- ‘ ingthem out soon; time has been at a premium since before the proved program. It is entirely in order for all concernedNats and seems to remain so, fliers to offer comments on the programWhich selected our .
Bilert Reprints present team, suggestions for change, etc. We also need
enn

BPn eprnue So

volunteers for Chairman (the only person in the program 5

By special arrangement with MAN, the three articles on Who is restricted from competition), planning committee /indoor puilding by Jee Bilgri which appeared in 1960 have members, and CD's for qualification trials. strictly for -

.lack of someone else to coordinate preliminary planning, I eebeen made available at cost. Send 60¢ to cover postage
‘oom and cost to Harry Keshishian, 7 Sagamore Rd., Arlington will receive your offerings on this subject.I am not a.

Mass. 02174 or Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex 75080 candidate for any position in this program except contes-° ’ , , ° tant! Send comments, suggestions and names to Box 545,
: Richardson, Texas 75080, but please send same by Sept. 25 .

PropDesignGraphs? 1968, Later may be too late - time slipped up on all of
Sa tee oan t

I have currently designed pitch distribution graphs of "*"
cethree props suitable for FAI models and one for B Paper, a

#

<ptoemearerereteneT ROR RS PT TPE SSSA EER PCO SSTPS :
:



CONTEST CALENDAR STATEOFTHEART
GEORGIA - Atlanta. The Decatur Flying 8-Ballis MAC plan an At the Detroit FAI Semi last June, Bob Randolph flew

indoor contest early this fall; possibly as early as the model of the month to a new B Stick record of 22:47,
October, Contact John Krickel, Box 15223, Emory Univ. The model is quite similartohis Top Cat IV, whichwas—
Branch, Atlanta, Ga. 30333 for details. featured in an article in the June '68 INAV, and has been

built in several versions. The record ship had a few ~~

NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst. Record Trials Sept. 16, 1968. minor differences from the drawing, notably a "reverse"
Contact C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, N.J. 07066. airfoil, no compression rib at the center and norib in

. the rudder, The whole model is exceptionally light, and
NEW YORK - Long Island. LIAMAC 1st Annual Indoor Model has flown on rubber as thin as .033", Unusual character-

Meet at Cantigue Park Skating Rink, Hicksville, L. I. istics of the model are a very small rudder, set straight
- on October 20, 1968. Indoor Stick, Paper Stick, HLG, ahead (another change from drawing), with turnderived

os Indoor Scale (AMA Rules) and Easy B (paper covered from the wing offset and stab tilt. Bob says that models
~ only for Juniors only). CD Bill Dunwoody, 985 Fort with this adjustment apparently fare better jn drift- a

, Salonga Rd., Northport, L. I., N.Y. Site is 190! point that is well worth checking out. The "reverse" air-
dia. dome with 50' ceiling in center. foil is an experimental feature which Bob says seems to

slow the climb during the burst ~- very beneficial under
OKLAHOMA - Tulsa. The Tulsa Glue Dobbers plan an indoor low ceilings.

meet sometime this fall. Contact Bob Hanford, 3838
.

South 88th E. Ave, Tulsa, Okla. 74145, THE LAB

TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth/Denton. Cat. I RT at Denton in Joe Hindes uses this test to sort fresh rubber, with
’ Ballroom of Texas Woman's Univ. Sept. 29, 1968, 1 pm the warning that it is a highly subjective sort oftest.
until dark. Rubber events only. Site can be opened That is, it requires both judgement in application and ex-
earlier and possibly on 9/28/68 by special arrangement perience in interpretation to achieve repeatable results,
with Dick Ganslen (CD), 1204 Windsor, Denton, or Bud
Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080 The basic method is to hang a paper clamp on a length

of rubber exactly 10" from the point of support (another
VIRGINIA - Hampton. Cat. I RT at Willis School, either clamp). He then adds a fixed amount of weight (which just

Sept. 20-21-22 or Sept. 27-28-29, 1968. Contact Hal happens to be 385 grams total weight with the clamp) and
Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr., Hampton, Va. 23369 for date. measures the length as soon as the rubber stops its rapid

stretch, The rubber will continue to stretch slowly, 30RECORDS?MAYBE! he takes another reading after 60 seconds.

LAKEHURST RECORD TRIALS - Aug. 18-19, 1968 Cat. III In practice, the supporting clamp is mounted on a ver-
Hangar #6, Lakehurst NAS tical scale or ruler. A segment of rubber is fastened in
Jr. Paper Stick ~ 21:07, Linda Randolph the clamp and the second clamp is fastenedon at the 10"
Jr. AMA Cat. III FAI - 11:02, Linda Randolph mark. The extra weight is then added and two need ingsAken» e 385 gram weight (an arbitrary choice) is re-POSTALCHALLENGERS duced by half for 1/8" rubber so comparison can be made

John Thornhill, 3334 Buchanan St., Apt. 103, Mt, Rein-
between 1/6" and 1/4" flat rubber.

der, Md. 20822 wishes to challenge anyone in Manhattan The meaning of the readings is as follows: 1/4" flatCabin or HLG. He has access to a Cat. I site. pirelli will stretch about 14" snitially. Very fresh or
poor rubber will stretch an additional 1/2" in 60 seconds,A MICROFILM REPOR and cured (aged) rubber of good quality will only stretch

! 1/8" more in 60 seconds. Comparisons between other sizesPart If_- MixingTechnigue of rubber can be made by scaling the weight in proportion =—.,
to the width of the strip. -

The past several years of experience in mixing micro-
film have taught me some shortcuts and techniques that may ELNER POINTS OF THLG
be of interest. First, accurate measurements and records
are a must if you hope to duplicate that "super" formula by Nat Antonioli
after you use up the first batch. You must also insure
that you use all of what you measure out, and you must be I think it's best to divide the subject into 3 cate-
sure that you know what you are using. gories: Construction, Adjustment and Design Philospohy.

A set of mixing utensils can be purchased at the drug Construction
store in the form of graduated medicine bottles of various
sizes, and an eye dropper (be sure you get a glass dropper First, the model must be light in weight, for obvious
instead of plastic). A funnel is helpful, but be sure to reasons. This must be accomplished by careful choice of
get a glass one or test any plastic funnel to see that it material. Use fairly stiff “quarter grain" wood (4# to 6#
does not dissolve in your solvents. A laboratory-type wood) for wings and tail surfaces. Such wood prevents
graduated cylinder is more expensive, but a 10 ml size wing and tail flutter (these are usually very thin) during
cylinder is very helpful for measuring small amounts of launch and retards formation of warps later. Fuselage
solvent. The graduated bottles are available in 30 cc wood should be stringy “B" grain wood between 6# and 8# in
(1 ee = 1 ml), 60 ce, 120 cc, 250 ce and 500 ce sizes. An weight to prevent fuselage flutter and whip on launch, It
eyedropper can be calibrated to measure 1 ce increments, is common to see low ceilinggliders which can be thrown
or used to meter out a specified number of dropse to the top of a site and won't pull out; but recovers per-

fectly when thrown to a lower altitude. Fuselage and/or
: Very thick liquids such as nitrocellulose syrup are tail flutter is almost always the reason. Assembly of
very difficult to measure accurately. They should be gliders should be with "white" glue or Tite-Bond. Regular
measured with the final container if possible; that is, model glues of the cellulose acetate type (Ambroid) tend
a larger graduated bottle which will hold all of one batch +o shrink too much, causing potential warps. These glues
of solution. Also, care should be taken to pour without are only good for emergency repairs during flying.
dribbling any down the inside of the measuring container.
In the first case, if you measure in one container and Adjustment
pour into another, much of the syrup will adhere to the
measure. If you rinse it out, you must use only that sol- The design should include an assymetrical wing (longer
vent intended for the mixture. In the second case, if you on inside of turn) and the launch and glide should be in
dribble it down the side, the measurement is inaccurate. the same direction. Such a configuration and launch keeps

the inside wing up in launch and glide. This is quite im-
If you begin with nitrocellulose as a base, you should portant where the site has limited floor space - it makes

measure both the weight of nitrocellulose (a postage seale 4 consistent launch recovery and glide pattern much easier
is adequate) and the amount of solvent it takes to put it in narrow sites. A small amount of stab tilt helps to
into solution. Thus, you can duplicate the syrup mixture hold a consistent glide circle, It is usually best to use
‘when you use up the first batch. It 18 also advisable to @ minimum of rudder tab for turn;arudder adjustment that
use the least amount of solvent you can and still make a is right for glide is usually too much for the launch.
“pourable" mixture. One more comment about the offset wing: this eliminates

need for clay on the "inside" wing and cuts down on the
When you mix a new formula for the first time, it is a total weight of the glider. The drag of clay on the wing

—.good idea mix a fairly large quantity. The first benefit tip will cut down duration, as will clay blobs for nose
se

gained is that ingredients which are a small fraction of weight. Make a preliminary adjustment of the glider with
the total will still be large enough to measure easily. clay, then inset a piece of lead into the nose. Make the
Second, if the mixtureisnot correct, you can divide it lead slightly lighter than necessary and make final trim
into smaller portions. Modify a small portion until you with a smear of clay. Such reduction of drag can increase
get the desired result; if you goof up you need only pour low ceiling times up to one second.

’ out the small sample instead of the whole batch ,
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Design Philosophy PIRELLI LORE

Keep the model and design simple and light, and use
oe, 'conservative planform design and proportions. Refine the The three curves below indicate pirelli's response to

_

basic design as you learn; do not hesitate to try changing break-in, The data was all taken by winding, but it 16
~~

the design a little at a time, but be sure that you test quite reasonable to assume that the final conclusions will
|

.

each change thoroughly. Seek advice from an acknowledged apply to rubber broken-in by stretch methods, providing ©

- expert. Once a novice overcomes the hurdle of getting the break-in is complete.
consistent flights, he should refine the adjustment tech-

" "nique and try more of his own ideas as he goes along. Fig. 1 is the result of a “rest test” by Jim Richmond.
it shows that a motor takes about one week to come to a
table length after being wound, and that the process ia8 ’FUSELAGEBRACINGJig nearly complete after 24 hours, Thetest was made after

nh wind on a motor which was 15" long new. F1 2
.

The jig detailed below was designed and submitted by ° &e
:

Geza Varszegi (member of Hungarian Indoor Team in 1962 and shows the increase in length of a motor with successive

1966, and leading contender for 1968 Team). The jig is windings. Bob Platt wound the motor 7 times, taking about

arranged so the fuselage can be reverse bowed or pre-loaded !5 minutes to unwind, and letting the motor rest for 30
to any practical degree, or braced straight. By using a

minutes between winds, Under these conditions the motor

weight as shown in sketch 3, any degree of tension may be stretcheda total of over 15%. Fig. 3 shows a similar run
used in the brace wire. A similar approach should be used With @ 15° motor, rested for 24 hours between winds. Here
with twowire bracing, except that a small guide can be the maximum stretch was about 13%; both motors can be ex-

made to help align each pair of posts. Also, great care pected to recover to just over 10% permanent elongation as

must be taken to insure equal tension in each wire, and demonstrated by Fig. 1.
both wires should be installed simultaneously.
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NEWS and VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

INDOOR WORLD CHAMPS RESULTS :

NAME COUNTRY
—

,

I II III IV Vv VI TOTAL
,

1. Jim Richmond U.S. Ae
—

3a3it 28337 - 26330 2140 36:18 69:58
2. Jiri Kalina Czechoslovakia 28:09 B4s4h = 3333220 «B44 = 38332 04:20 69:30
3, Eduard Chlubny Czechoslovakia 09:38 =31:46 33:51 30:32 22:10 33:28 67319
4, Hans Beck Germany 03:21 32342 - 29:58 28:32 33322 66314
5. Manfred Koller Austria 30306 30313 23354 33306 12:10 13319 63219
66 Clarence Mather U. Se Ae 32:38 27:30 29:04 29314 00311 00:11 61:52
7.  Egizio Corazza Italy 32301 26:30 29:02 26:38 23333 24:39 61:03
8. Vilim Kmoch Yugoslavia 06:16 30:00 23:10 30:01 28:58 07:13 60:01
9. Jiri Sitar Czechoslovakia 26321 11339 ~ 00:10 25:04 32343 59:04

10. Walter Hach
| Austria 27:58 28:59 “ 26:42 25317 29:43 58:42

11. Andras Ree Hungary 27:35 25:38 28:17 29:11 09:49 23342 57:28
12. Antal Egri Hungary 11:43 26:40 28:18 28:47 28:34 27:20 57321
13. Carlo Cotugno Italy 14911 08:13 00:04 26:38 15335 ee 57321%

‘ 14. Kurt Vogler °¢ Germany 26341 28337 - 09:14 22:43 28:40 57317
15. Al Rohrbaugh U. S.A. 08 54 ELi19 21245 29:53 24:02 24:52 57:12
166 Harro Erofejeff Finland 21329 2532 17:59 26:32 26:42 28:18 55:00
17. Teodor Strasberger Yugoslavia 26:36 21:37 22:42 26:05 25:10 26:53 53:29
18. Werner Wetzel Germany 2 Le 09:08 19235 27312 24:33 16:07 53327
19.6 Esko Tirronen Finland - 263 00:52 oo. 04:54 21350 26336 53:24
20. Leopold Gabriel Yugoslavia 17:59 00312 20:36 24:46 22:49 24:31 4AOS17
21. Olof Nordlund Finland 00312 00:28 18:46 23334 22:43 10:39 46314
22. Gyorgy Buzady Hungary 20:01 01:36 19323 17316 17325 15:50 39324
23. Germano Masciullo Italy 12:53 06311 17:49 18314 12:20 17232 36303
24, Guy Cognet France 07:10 08:58 12344 12318 12:48 11307 25:06

TEAM PLACINGS

Sen we ... »le Gzechoslovakia 195353 6. Hungary 154213
om pk wee oe "2. 6UL SAS

,

189:02 7. Italy 151338
3. Germany 176258

;

4. Yugoslavia 162347 8. Austria (2 men) 122301
5. Finland 154338 9. France (1 man) 25306

*The Individual Official Results sheet listed Cotugna with ,

57:21 total as shown, but his best two flights total 54:32.
The team total shown above is correct, 80 this correction
would place Cotugna in 16th place and move Vogler, Rohrbaugh
and Erofejeff to 13th, 14th and 15th places respectively.

1968 World Indoor Championship In Europe many drivers use just two speeds - zero and full
throttle! If something is in the way, honk the horn and

by Clarence Mather use any lane (or halfa lane) to get around. Brakes are
. used only as a last resort and seem to be regarded as a"Terrific!" is the best way to describe the '68 World signof impotence. Tail-gating and cutting in and out

Indoor Championship. That includes the planning and exe~ sharply are the usual techniques. It is a tribute to the
cution of the contest by the Italians, the flying site, exacting skills of the European drivers that we saw onlythe standard of flying, and the comradeship of the model- four or five accidents during our travels. Anyhow, Romak
ers, The twenty-four contestants representing nine coun- took to this high speed bedlam like a duck takes to water
tries made this the biggest Indoor Champs yet! and so we crossed Germany, Switzerland and Italy. Border

guards paid scant attention to our luggage until we got to
I would like to describe some aspects of the entire the Italian line. There a couple of militant young guards

trip although a detailed report would fill many pages. So, took one look at the stuffed Microbus and decided that we
I'll try to be concise. It began with an overnight flight were trying to bootleg pizza or spaghetti into the country.from San Diego to rendezvous with therestofthe team at, They directedus to some other authority, but since they
Philadelphia. Then a day of processing at MeGuire AFB, could speak no English and we no Italian we could not fig-
New Jersey and another overnight flight to Frankfort, Ger- ure out where or who. After blundering about for a time
many. Apparently AMA HQ did their job well because we had we finally got to the big wheel. After opening one model

,

no problems. box he gave us admission and we continued on our way.

The models survived the trip with only minimal damage, When the team first Joined up we discussed mostly
due to sturdy boxes, well-packed parts and generally care- modeling but soon talk turned to other things. With Al
ful handling by air line and Air Force handlers. They all as sparkplug the conversation took on what I would call a

were very cooperative to our needs. Al Rohrbaugh's king- "stag party" tone. It stayed in that vein for most of the
size box containing ten (10) models received especially trip and Al's seemingly endless supply of stories, poems,
tender care when it was rumored among the baggage people and salty observations kept us in a jocular mood.
that it contained a special radar set!

.
In Florencewestopped at the home of Egizio Corazza

;The modelers were in considerably worse condition than andwere greeted warmly and hospitablyby Egizio and his :
the models since we had gone two nights with just a couple gracious wife. Egizio's models showed a very high degree A

oon”. of hours sleep each. Due to time differences, travel, of construction skill that we were to find the rule rather
" model flying and various other activitieswe spent little than the exception among European models.

, time in bed, =

We arrived in Rome on Monday night and got our first i
After some hours of recuperation at Frankfort we cram- look at the Sports Palace. It is a beautiful building!

—

:med the mountain of baggage and boxes into a VW Microbus The Sports Palace is at the extreme south edge of Rome and s
and set out on the Autobahn - the original freeway.“We ~~ was built for the 1960 Olympics. It is a circular build-

.then discovered that Romak is a natural Grand Prix driver! ing with two tiers of seats surrounding a floor diameter “



~ —
oe

of 164 feet (yep, 50 meters). A domed roof arches up from Give Czechoslovakia the team lead. Rohrbaugh could notthe highest row of seats to a peak of about 115 feet. get his model high enough for it to realize its great po-The roof consists of fluted concrete beams and glass. It tential. Mather wound to breaking on the last flights anddoes mot catch models pat here 1s ° speaker/lights com- something twisted to give a power stall. And so the fly-plex a op dead center a catch a few high climbers. ing ended, thrilling o 8The Palace is drafty by day but is anexcellent site at
6 , or frustrating, but always exciting,

~~night. We were sad to see the contest end andhave to start 4

the long journey home, but there are many pleasant memor-
es

We tested our models for many hours over the next few ies that make 1t all worthwhile. The associations with "

days and found it difficult to get altitude. If we did the members of our team and all the other fliers wereget good altitude, drift carried the models into the great. It was a pleasure to fly in such a well organizedseats, Getting to a rapidly drifting model in time to and well conducted contest. The tours of the historicalavoid a damaging seat landing was difficult. Sections of sites and beauties of Rome and Tivioli that were arrangedthe seats were isolated from each other by tall glass pan- by the contest committee were outstanding experiences,els, thus requiring a trip through corridors and up or The banquet of sumptious Italian food and the awarding ofdown stairs. prizes were fitting climaxes to the whole affair,
Contestants from other countries kept arriving and we We who were lucky enough to participate would like tohad an opportunity to meet persons we knew only as names offer thanks to a number of people: to the Italians forfrom these pages. Usually at least one member of a team conducting such an excellent contest, to modelers like Joecould speak English, so we had many cordial conversations. Bilgri for keeping Indoor alive, to Bud Tenny for thisInspecting the models and watching them in actiongave newsletter that has done so much to keep Indoor growing inplenty of evidence that the competition was tough! The popularity, and to Bud Romak for doing a fine job as Teammodels were well built, light, and cruised at low RPM. Manager and who supplied us with snazzy turtle neck sweat-They all stuck to shortish motor sticks and booms rather

ers properly lettered.than the long ones used by the American team. The Czech
- amodels in particular looked much like Bilgri designs. ¥H##NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETYWiweMany others had narrower chord wings of perhaps 100 to 120

square inches. Vilim Kmoch used a completely flat stabi- New Members!lizer on a model that flew very well.
RICHARD ENNIS, 2401 Taxco Rd.#105, Ft. Worth, Tex. 76116On Thursday we had our first chance at evening flying. JIM GREMEL, 8618 Jo Court, Berkeley, Mo. 63134The powerful lights warmed up the air somewhat and it was RICHARD POWELL, 804 Windsor, Denton, Tex. 76201definitely more buoyant and fairly stable - much less

drift than in the daytime. Our models came to life in Family Membershipsthis air and Richmond and Rohrbaugh had test flights ex-
ceeding thirty-one minutes. JEAN ELEECE ENNIS, 2401 Taxco Rd. #105, Ft. Worth, Tex.

76116Finally, Friday evening arrived and so did the opening
ceremonies. Dignitaries present included a general from Honorary Members

: the Italian Air Force. Each team marched out to the cen-
; . .

ter of the floor to the strains of its national anthem - P. H. LAGAN, 28 Avro Cres, Christchurch 4, New Zealand
a proud moment for us all. Then came the flying. First
to test the air was a member of the host country. The Ernie KopeckyIllair seemed good and soon there was a waiting line to fly.
Officials wisely held to a maximum of four models in the Ernie Kopecky is seriously 111, recovering from openair at one time to reduce the chances of collision. One heart surgery. He is in Columbus Presbyterian Hospital in

; of the pre-contest favorites, Kalina of Czechoslovakia, New York, but get well cards and encouraging notes should
—.was up high for a good flight but then drifted over into be sent to his home: 38 Fawn Lane, Watchung, N. J. 07060.the seats for 28:09. Mather was the first American up. ; .

The model stayed right over the floor, climbed to perhaps ChangeofAddress
95 feet and did a nice 32:38. Richmond did not climb as
high yet did. 32:11. Rohrbaugh climbed beautifully but Bob and Linda Randolph and family have moved to 25145hung on the center post at 8:54, Corazza of Italy did Lawton Ave., Loma Linda, Cal. 92354 and requested that32:01 and Koller of Austria did 30:06. Those were the

_
their friends note this new address. A reminder: anylongest flights of Round One. Since I was leading, I NIMAS member who moves may request a similar announcement,immediately suggested that we end the contest right then!

The suggestion received little support from the others. NIMAS Awards

In Round Two the air was cooler and less buoyant. Gold Cat. IRubberAward- 13:35.4, Bob ChampineRichmond did 28:37, Mather 27:30 and Rohrbaugh 27:19.
None got high. Kalina "leaned on" his winder and his mod- Diamond Cat. I Rubber Award - 16:23, Bob Champineel was soon up bouncing around the center post. It did
not hang and he got a great 34:44, Hans Beck, 1966 World Diamond Cat. I Rubber Award - 15:44, Jim Clem
Champ of Germany did 32:42, Chlubny of Czéchoslovakia
31:46, Koller 30:13 and Vilim Kmoch of Yugoslavia 30:00, RubberEvaluationOpportunityhat round

.

for high fitgnts of t * °

Frank Zaic has started to produce some special begin-It had been difficult to see the models against the ner kits of HLG, Catapult Glider and rubber powered model
glare of the bright lights, so on Saturday only part of types. Thecatapult and rubber models use large quanti-the lights were turned on. That made it easter to see the ties of 1/8 Pirelli. He is therefore making an offer to
models but the air stayed cooler. Kalina's model climbed indoor fliers: "I will be using 1/8" Pirelli as a standard
rapidly, struck the top, tail slid down buckling the tail part in the Jasco kits, and will be getting several ship-boom, but then it popped straight again and the model went ments a year. I will be glad to send 24" sample lengths
on to do a great 34:46! Chlubny did 33:51, Koller 33:06 from every new shipment to any indoor builder who will
Kmoch 30:01, Beck 29:58, Rohrbaugh 29:53 and Mather 29214 take the trouble to send me a self-addressed and stampedfor high times on Saturday. envelope and ask no questions. In return, pass the wordif the lot is good or bad 80 there willnever be a short-At the end of Round Four the U.S. Team was leading age of top flight rubber."
with 179352. Czechoslovakiahad 173:07 and West Germany
171:25. The lead was nice but Sitar of Czechoslovakiahad NFFSAnnouncements

ht in that total and we knew he could do muc
:

bo ee eeetree *
“ NFFS Public Relations Director Dave Linstrum has askeduo that the following announcements be made:

Richmond had been flying his very light model which
|

.

.had great potential but had not reached high altitude. So 1. The 1969 FAI FF W/Ch may be held on East Coast USA,
on Sunday he tried a larger motor which collapsed the All free flighters should keep alert for notices aboutstick and ruined the model. The Jim assembled an older, status. Timers, scorekeepers, and proxy fliers will all
stronger model and put up a 33:40 flight which still did be needed. This is a rare opportunity to see a W/Ch firstnot reach the top. The last round came up with him need-= hand. Plan to attend, help make it a great W/Ch. Look
ing almost thirty-six minutes to pass Kalina for individ~ for word from AMA and NFFS in late Fall - actual approval o—

ual honors. Jim wound the model as never before and it of USA as host would be at November CIAM meeting. “

responded perfectly! The model climbed right up next to :the poor, ouched y short rope that dangled from the cen- 2. 1971 FAI FF Team Selection planning has begun and
ter, then descended slowly for a magnificent 36:18! That qualification trials will be held in Spring of 1969, Semi-
was the longest flight of the meet by over one and a half Exactdatesani dotadie genet erate in, Summer of 1970.. e in ear .

minutes and gave Jim a deserved World Champion honor
Best way to receive info 16 to get on the list if you 9

Meanwhile Sitar turned in 25:04 and finally a 32:43 to flew in 1969 program you are on list, otherwise write Dave

.

i
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Linstrum (program administrator), 12411 Leigh Lane, Mary- accepted before it was known that Bob Champine, normally
land Hts., Mo. 63042. at Hampton, would be in Dallas. (No fudge factor was used,

by agreement of both sides.) (FAI times 2 flight total)
3. NFFS will hold the 2nd Annual NFFS Free Flight Sympos- .

_

jum at Willow Grove Nats. Those interested in submitting Hampton Paper Stick IndoorStick Far
papers should write Dick Mathis, 1222 Briar Cove, Richard- Hal Crane 10303 173458
son, Tex. 75080. Copies of 1968 Symposium Report are Tom Vallee 10:05 13225 28255
available from NFFS. 104 pages, 12 papers, illustrated, Bob Platt 12337
soft cover. $3.50 postpaid. Send money to Annie Gieskieng Dento

re #2, Lakewood, Colo. 80215. Venton730 Moore #2, , ?
Bob Champine 15:27 31358

FAI INDOOR REPORT Jim Clem 15320 31307
ao BudTenny 14:43 13326 (1)

Team Selection Program
INDOOR SCALE AT NATS

A program essentially similar to the one which was . .

used in 1967 has been submitted for approval. Main dif- This information was only recently received; the top
ferences: Local Trials qualify all who make 60% of top places at the NFFS Indoor Scale event were:
time for that Trials. Entrants in AMA meets who fly model
65 ecm span or less can qualify for Quarter Final by making Class I - Pre-wWw I Class II - WWI
60% of winning time for the event flown in. 1. Tom Peadon 184.4 1. Jed Kusick 109.2

2. Fulton Hungerford 177.8 2. Jed Kusick* 108.7
Meanwhile, manpower is still short. Bob Champine and

Dick Gansien will serve as program coordinators in Eastern Class III - Inter War Class IV - WW II & Racer
;

and South Central areas respectively. A few CD's have vol- 1. Don Garofalow 187.8 1. Russ Kuhlen 54.0
unteered to run meets, but we still need North Central and 2. Ken Johnson 146.2 2. Lioyd Wood 48.0

and a Program Chairman. Volunteers
;

Western coordinators
. *Kusick donated 2nd place trophy to 2nd highest Jr.

A point winner, Fred Schroeder,—CONTEST CALENDAR Special Craftsmanship Awardwent to Fulton Hungerford
for his amazing Wright Model "A",GEORGIA - Atlanta area. The Decatur Flying 8-Balls MAC

ist Annual Indoor Contest, Nov. 17, 1968. Site is the Special award for Junior high time went to Patrick

Cumming High School Gym, a reasonably clear dome about Wood, 58 points.
30' usable. Easy B and HLG (Jr. & Sr.-Op.); Paper
Stick and Indoor Scale (all ages combined). Warren STATEOF THEART
Lawrence, Box 225, Decatur, Ga. 30031. .

The model of the month 1s by Jiri Kalina, and the plan
MARYLAND - Silver Spring. Indoor sessions, 7 pm to 11 pm, information was furnished by Bud Romak. Bud traded models

at John F. Kennedy High School Gym. Oct. 25, Nov. 8, with Jiri at Coppa Urbe in Rome. Coppa Urbe was the first
Nov. 22, Dec. 6, Dec. 20, 1968. School address: 1901 international meet held in Italy, and was the "proof of
Randolph Rd., Silver Spring, Md.« Bill Saunders, 11613 the pudding" of Italian W/Ch facilities. Jiri won the
Le Baron Terrace, Silver Spring, Md. ph. 301-593-7196 contest with this model, by a good margin. The model is

begteved to be quite aa ltel e3 the ones Jiri used to set
OKLAHOMA - Tulsa. Tulsa Glue Dobbers RT, Frida m (Oct e Cat. orld Record (twice), and to place 2nd at the

25, 1968. "Jingle Bells Jamboree", Glass aypm(0 ° 1968 Indoor World Championship. With such an enviable
Meet, Dec. 8, 1968. Trophies 1st only; expert/novice series of performances, it is clear that Jiri is a master am,

breakdown in HLG, Easy B, Indoor Stick. Events: HLG,
Craftsman and a tremendous competitor!

Easy B sized paper covered, Paper Stick, Indoor Stick
. . .

:

‘Indoor Scale. Bob Hanford, 3838 South 88th E. Ave, , PIRELLI LORE
Tulsa, Okla. 74145.

TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth/Denton. Cat. I RT, Oct. 27, 1968 Winding technique is very important to the shape of
Stan Chilton CD, 446 Ida, Wichita Kan. 67211. Site ne torque, curve. The graph below shows the difference
can be opened on 10/26, 1968 by contacting Bud Tenny te ween a torque wind and a "turns" wind on a motor 164"
or Dick Ganslen. The "torque wind 4 nook Tee eens e eth after break-in),

ylelde er average t
RECORDS? MAYBE! shorter cruise portion.

6 6e torque and a

BRAINBUSTERS RECORD TRIALS - Sept. 28-29, 1968 Cat. I To define the type of wind, a "torque" wind is staWillis School at Hampton, Va. 20' ceiling by beginning to wind before stretch, winding as you etretehOpen B Cabin ~ 7:33, Tom Vallee out to 2 1/2 or 3 times normal length, and crowd the torqueOpen C Cabin ~- 9:42.4, Hal Crane a8 you come in early (winding on a torque meter is a mustOpen Paper Stick - 13:06.0, Bob Platt to know where you are at all times). The “turns” wind is
Open D Stick - 17:45.7, Hal Crane . begun by stretching out to more than 3 times normal lengthbefore winding, and coming in only enough to keep the

POSTAL CONTESTS! poraue level from zooming to the break point. It should
.

e obvious at practice is required for ma
Tom Vallee proposed a postal meet between entrants in elther case!

a maximum turns in

the Hampton, Va. Cat. I RT and the Denton. Tex. Cat, I RT,
~ ,

in Paper Stick, Indoor Stick and FAI. The challenge was
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##+4 NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY####— : _ ~ "BRECIAL INTERNATIONAL IssuE -

New Members! This issue is dedicatedto indoor fliers all around
the world, in recognition of the wonderful spirit of com-

Brig. Gen. FRANKLIN M. DAVIS, 26 Abingdon St., Arlington, radeship and international cooperationso often demonstra~
Va. 22204 ted whenever indoor fliers gather. It is appropriate also

to share my appreciationfor the cards I receive from the
Honorary Members various international meets, “These cards, signed by all

the fliers present, give mea warm feeling of having been
GUY COGNET, 43 Tue Gardenat~Lapostol, 92 Suresnes, France “among friends,inspirit if not in body.
P. H. LAGAN, 28 Avro Cres, Christchurch New Zealand ,

KURT VOGLER, 42 Oberhausen, Schmiedstr. 62, Germany
-

FAIINDOORREPORT
7

Sponsored Junior Memberships
© Program Officials Chosen

Our newest sponsored Junior member 1s Phillip Lawre Clarence Mather has been appointed as Team Selection
221 Auburn St., Auburndale, Mass. 02166. Phil wes oni Chairman, with Bob Champine, Jim Richmond and Dick Gans-
nated by Ray Harlan, and has the following remarksabout len serving as Area Coordinators for the Eastern, North
his modeling experience:

‘ Central and South Central areas respectively. Western
ao Area Coordinator post is open, with either Mather or Bud

"T have been modeling for about four years and have
— Romak as likely candidates. It is not too early to begin

built numerous stunt and sport models including a twin en- Planning for the team qualification trials, so those who

gined model which incinerated itself the first time I are interested in flying in the program should contact the
tried to fly it. I have also built about 17 indoor HLG~™ Area Coordinator nearest you so he will be able to plan
(all bombs) and a lot of rubber powered semi-indoor models Trials in your area, oo
(Jetdo ROG type a couple of indoor scale machines and a oe oe

few other models. I have also built some towline gliders | / 3c0 Abingdon Cirere 3 Pacers tyes little s nd here. ~and a few 1/2A FF, but there 1 pace arou
Hampton, Va. 23369 Bensenville, Ill. 60106

Phil has expressed an interest in building indoor
,

,
i

rubber and ornithopter models, and flies with the Tech paer Ganslen Clarence Mather .om, Model Aircrafters club at M.I.T. 1204 Windsor 2850 Ecochee Ave. »
: Denton, Tex. 76201 San Diego, Cal. 92117 as

Those NIMAS members who may have forgotten about the
a an

sponsored Junior program can write and ask for details. Team Selection Program ues
In brief, the program operates on donated funds and

pays. , ES$2 toward each membership. The Junior gets a full member- The following text has been released by AMA HQfor “
.

ship and any special help possible at the rate of $1 for publication in the Club Mailing and Model’ Aviation:
cS

the first year; regular rates thereafter,
ve1. Entry requirements:
.

hang . ,

oChange of Address
a. Acontestantwho wishes to qualify at a regular |

John T. Ganser has moved; his new address is: sanctioned AMA Indoor contest must preregister via AMA HQ
Clinton Ave., Merchantville, N. J. 08109. by remitting a qualification fee ($3 for Open members, $1 o#7 M

, 9
for Jrs. and Srs.), in return for which he will receive a

.

AMA Election program entry form. The contestant must then f111 out the
Co form, obtain the meet CD's signature, to certify that the

This newsletter 1s planned to arrive at your house in information 1s correct, then mail the form back to Head~-
time to remind you that AMA ballotsmust be postmarkedon quarters, Note: the qualification fee mailing must be
or before November 15, 1968 in order to be counted. It postmarked no later than midnight of the day before the
would be ideal to have a large ballotreturn’ for once; the Contest of qualification.

1
.eligivie to pave e Seem ate about 14% return from those b. A contestant who wishes to qualify via local qual-~- -

ification trials will pay a qualification fee (same as in
Junior NIMAS Awards 1. &., preceding), to the Contest Director at the first |

trials. Upon receipt by Headquarters of the contest re-
_ Os port from the trials CD, with fees, those contestants whoSilver Cet. IRubberAward-9115-6, Bobby Dunham

: did not qualifywill be forwardeda program entry form, as

Gold Cat. I Rubber Award - 9:44.0, Bobby Dunham ~

per a.

ce. Those who qualify by elther a. or b. will receiveFinancial Report a notice of qualification, certifying eligibility for’the
As INAV moves into the eighth year of pupsseation it quarter-finals.

shows an increase in average circulation of 12% - about a. Thos 4th:
three year's growth in one. In plain numbers, the average may aitesntto quelif’ces entry form from Headquartersy at either local qualification tri-circulation was 249 issues per month; correspondence was als or regular sanctioned AMA Indoor contests. with;

AMA indoor ’
outslightly lower at 693 incoming letters and 893 outgoing. payment of further qualification fees.Income was $708, with $651.80 expenses for a $57.20 sur-

°

plus. This brings the NIMAS operation about even over. e Contest Diréctors of ,
. :

°

!

.
.

l
qualification, quarter orthe past seven years. The expense breakdown: semi-finals meets may fly in thosemeets provided that two

' contestantsor other officials time the CD's flights. ThePrinting INAV $248 .36 CD h ware *
°

INAV Postage 191.85
_

of the Finals meet, however, may not fly in that meet.

Other postage 126.00 ©

_ 2. Local Qualificat : - - my

-— .
-

Office Supplies 85. . oc Qu cation Trials

yest | a. An unlimited number of local Qualification Triais” 7

As usual, the time it takes to prepare any issue of may be held in the U. S., between January 1 and April 30,
INAV amounts to about 65 hours per month, counting proof- 1969+ Each Trials shall be sanctioned through normal
reading by Jody, assembling the mailing by the whole fam- channels as for AMA contests and havea minimum of four
ily, and time donated by others such as @raftsmen and any entrants who hold a current AMA membership card with FAI
one else who contributes material to the issues. stamp. Each contestant may enter any or all the local

Qualification Trials in his Zone. FAI Rules shall apply

7
.

.

4
. ,

species sk en nat i a tise ncctccn scataceageed



at each Trials, except that "rounds" need not be flown. :

Any ceiling height may be used for each Trials. All en~ MASSACHUSETTS - M. I, T, Indoor sessions at M. I. TeArmory, 3 pm to 6:30 pm. Nov. 16, Dec. 14, 19683 Feb.trants who score at least 60% of the winning time at any ,

Trials shall qualify for entry in the Quarter Finals 1, 1969. Contest Mar. 15, 1969, 1230 pm to 8:30 pm.y ° Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. 01778 a
be A contestant at a regular sanctioned AMA Indoor

.

es

contest, held between Jan. 1 and April 30 1969, may qual-~ OKLAHOMA - Tulsa. Tulsa Glue Dobbers Jingle Bell Jamboree,
, Class A Indoor Meet, Dec. 8, 1968. Trophies 1st only,ify by scoring at least 60% of the winning time for that M

contest Same AMA membership and FAI stamp requirements expert/novice breakdown in HLG, Easy B, Indoor Stick.
Model flown in the contest must qualify for FAI Indoor

° Events: HLG, Easy B size paper covered, Paper Stick,° Indoor Stick, Indoor Scale. Bob Hanford, 3838 South
3. Quarter Final Trials 88th E. Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74145,

a. Quarter Final Trials may be held ‘in any ceiling” ' PENNSYLVANIA - Philadelphia. Sky Pirates MAC 2nd Annual
Indoor Model Contest, Philadelphia Convention Hall,height, and must be completed by May 31, 1969. FAI Rules
34th & Curie Ave., Nov. 17, 1968, 9 am to 5 pm.shall apply, except that rounds need not be flown. All
Events: HLG - Jr. & Sr.-Op.; Easy B (special rules;qualifiers from local Qualification Trials may enter any

; contact CD) - Jr.-Sr. only; Paper Stick - all agesQuarter Finals anywhere, but only one. Top 80% qualify.Entry fees: Junior and Senior - $1, Open - $3 combined; Indoor Stick - a11 ages combined; Indoor.
» P ° Scale - Jr. & Sr.-Op. CD: Charles Danila, 12111 Cov-

4, Semi-Final Trials .

ert Rd, Philadelphia, Pa. 19154, Ph. NE T~4034,
Zone Semi-Finals will be scheduled one per Zone only. TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth/Denton. Cat. I Indoor Contest,
Sm Nov. 30, 1968, 9 am to 6 pm. Site is ballroom atEntry fee - $5 per entrant and must be completed by June

, 1exas Woman's Univ., near junction of University and30, 1969. Any ceiling height may be used, and full FAI
: Bell Avenues. Events: HLG, Easy B and Indoor Endur~rules will apply, including the use of rounds. Qualifiers .

. ance (all rubber events flown against current record).from Quarter Finals in any Zone may enter any Semi-Final
Special classes and awards for Bub.e-Jr. and Jr. CD:in any zone but only one Semi-Final. The top three (3) Dick Ganslen, 1204 Windsor. Dent 7 76201 hfrom each Zone shall qualify for entry in the Finals; if 817 387 1969. » Venton, 1X. » Pie

less than 5 enter any Semi-Final, the top 50% will qualify want
°

for the Finals.
NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

5. Team Selection Finals
NEW YORK - LONG ISLAND

The LIAMAC Indoor Championships was the first majorThe Finals shall be flown sometime during the summer
-

indoor meet of the winter season, and had a good turn-out.of 1969, with FAI rules to be strictly observed, at a cen- . 34 entries 1n 6 events turned good times under the 50°tral U.S. Location. Entry fee $5 per entrant, and the top
high dome:

&
3 fliers shall represent the U.S.A. at the 1970 World

Junior HLG ‘Sr.-Op. HIG =

Indoor Championships. 1. Ron Stransky 0251.9 Karl Birkel 1241.0As an aside to the program rules above, some emphasis 2. Bruce Paillet 0349.9 Ed Franklin 1307.1
should be given to the matter of notification of next in 3. Ken Fitch, Jr. 0:47.0 Jean Paillet 1304.5line. If a qualifier finds himself unable to enter the 4. BarryPaillet 0:45.9 Jim Daley 1:03.0
next scheduled round, he is obligated to notify the first 5. Bob Sylvia, Jr. 0328.7 Pete Nishanian 1:00.1
runner-up from the same Trials that he qualified from. In
the 1967 Team Selection Program, this practice was not Indoor Stick EasyB (Jr. only)followed by a few fliers. Thus a few alternates could 1. C. V. Russo 14317.0 Richard Nawoyshi 4:45,0have advanced to the next round and did not. 2. Ed Archer 13324.8 Ken Fitch, Jr. 4318.6 —

3. dim Daley 9:16.3 Michael Daley 4:00.8
INDOOR RULES 4. Dan Domina 8234.5 Barry Paillet 3251.7

5S. JimVales 7332.4 Mark Daley 3321.5Contest Board Action

Paper Stick , Indoor Scale
. -.Recent FFCB action adopted major portions of one pro- 1. Jim Daley 9:49,2

—

Ed Archer 153.8posal and two cross proposals (FF67-A~-1, -A-2, -A-3, as 2. Ed Archer 9346.7 Ed Beshar 144.0 :

published in the Feb. '68 Model Aviation section of AAM,.) 3. Dan Domina 8:59.0 Don Garofalow 140.2
4, Karl Birkel 7:46.6 Jim Daley 126.2This action will change, effective Jan. 1, 1969, the 5. Chester Wrzos 7310.5 Salvatore Alu. 105.5indoor records picture. The new listing of events will be

as follows: TEXAS ~ DALLAS/FT. WORTH/DENTON
Hand Launch Glider Two record trials and several impromptu sessions haveHelicopter set the tone of future performance - if you make allowance
Autogyro for variable conditions prevalent in the TWU ballroom.
Ornithopter Bob Champine now holds the site record with 18:16, done
Rise Off Ground Stick Model - 30 sq. in. max. with an almost-Richmond FAI model. Stan Chilton and BudIndoor Stick Model - 300 sq. in. max. Tenny have topped 16 and 17 minutes repeatedly, and Jim
Paper Covered Indoor Stick Model - 100 sq. in. max, Clem 1s consistently over 15 minutes. On the HLG scene,Rise Off Ground Cabin Model - 150 sq. in. max. Tom Peadon, Dick Mathis and Frank Jarratt have worked upFAI Indoor Stick - 65 cm max. span into the 33+ second’ range, which spells misery for any who

hope to win at HLG this season!
For those fliers who will say they never heardof this

proposal, Jan. '68 and Feb. '68 INAV called attention to A LOOK AT YESTERYEARthe full text of the proposals and an error that appeared
in the text. Further, the full text of this proposal has The June '68 INAV presented the Jasco Beam Scale as aappeared twice in INAV in past years. reminder of times past. One of the first to comment wasFrank Zaic himself; he gives the following background.The records slate will not be wiped clean, as for some
rules changes. Rather, the highest time in "B", "c" and It was my first item and was advertised in the Class~«"Dp" Stick will become the new record - in this case, the ified section of Model Airplane News. And on several19:30.2 OC Stick record by Hewitt Phillips will be the new occasions the 50¢ that came with the order meant that IBingle Cat. I record. Similarly, the Cat. I Cabin record could eat that day. .

will be Hal Crane's 9:42.4 (formerly C Cabin).
The metal parts were selected from the Stimpson cata~CONTEST CALENDAR log and the total cost may have been 5%. Anyone looking:

close would see parts that normally were used for low costGEORGIA - Atlanta area. The Decatur Flying 8-Balls MAC thermometers - - also hour hands that were used on those.ist Annual Indoor Contest, Nov. 17, 1968. Site is the "Will Come Back At" signs. The big stroke of luck was theCumming High School Gym, a reasonably clear dome about pivot fitting with an exact 1" spacing.30' usable. Easy B and HLG (Jr. & aeeeay! Paper
Stick and Indoor Scale (all ages combined). Warren The weights would normally be on the expensive side,Lawrence, Box 225, Decatur, Ga. 30031. ‘ but I hit on the idea of having enamelled wire weighed on

—

an accurate scale and then determining how many inches itMARYLAND ~ Silver Spring. Indoor Sessions, 7 pm to 11 pm, took to make .1 oz. and .01 oz. A wire gage was selectedat John F. Kennedy High School gym. Nov. 22, Dec. 6, so variations in length of 1/4" would mean an error ofDec. 20, 1968. Jan. 3, Jan. 17, 1969. Schooladdress less than 1/6400. The wire was then wound on a mandrel inis 1901 Randolph Road, Silver Spring, Md. Bill Saun- a hand drill, And all this for only 50¢..eee.ders, 11613 Le Baron Terrace, Silver Spring, Md. Ph.
301-593-7196.

a
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RECORDS?MAYBE} HINTS AND KINKS

TULSA GLUE DOBBERS Gat. I Record Trials, Oct. 25, 1968
. Loose Wing Post? “ .

School Gymnasium - 21' ceiling OS
Junior B Stick - 9:44.0, Bobby Dunham Bob Randolph suggests that a thin coat of rubber ce-

co Junior FAI Stick - 9:15.6, Bobby Dunham ment will make a loose wing post fit nicely. It is more: Junior B Cabin - 5326.0, Bobby Dunham permanet than using water to swell the wood for proper fit
: TULSA GLUE DOBBERS Cat. II Record Trials, Nov. 2, 1968 and is still adjustable without sticking.Air National Guard Hangar, 42' FAI, 56" AMA aJunior B Stick - 15:58.2, Bobby Dunham Film Repaired Easily

FAI Cat. II FAI - 19716.8, Stan Chilton
DENTON, TEXAS Cat. I Record Trials, Oct. 27, 1968 When Bob Putman lost a large section of covering on a

Ballroom at TWU, 24.5' FAI, 30.5' AMA wing, he was able to repair it neatly and quickly by theAMA Cat. I FAI - 17:20, Stan Chilton method sketched below. Dacron monofilament was wet down
to the hoop with saliva, to support a section of film long

PIRELLI.LORE enough to make the patch. The rest of the film was satrip-
ped from the hoop to allow clearance for the wing tip and

The amount of slack in a motor (before it is wound) 18 cabane (not shown). Top bracing on the damaged side also
important in determining the actual value of the average had to be removed. The wing was lowered onto the hoop and
torque. As can be seen in the plot below the shape of the stuck in place. Note that the monofilament becomes a per-
two curves is almost identical, The upper curve was taken manent part of the patch. Thanks to Jim Mills for drawing
with zero slack - 15 3/4" motor length before winding, and this sketch.
15 3/4" hook spacing. The lower curve was taken one hour
later with 12" hook spacing, and gave 12% lower average It is also possible to use dacron monofilament to help
torque. bridge across large areas when you patch: in some cases

5 o kn very dilute rubber cement (test this with your film before
, o<-473 @ /500 scac depending on it in the field) can be used in place of

saliva.
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STATE OF THE ART
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,

The other two models shown represent Yugoslavia (Vilim “This month's three-way presentation leads off with a Kmoch; 8th place at the W/Ch) and Hungary (Andras Ree). =composite plan of Jim Richmond models. The basic design Andras was runner-up in the Hungarian team selections with *differs from the original presentation (July '67 INAV) in the design shown; I understand he proxy-flew the models of _that the fin was moved from behind the stab to in front. Geza Varszegi, who was unable to make the trip due to ill- osTwo weight schedules are shown, both lighter than the ness. The model by Andras can perhaps be considered typ- a-0267 oz. shown originally. The .0191 was the weight for ical of the Hungarian models, and of many of the other -Jim's 1968 Nats winner, which had the dotted stab outline European models besides, ”
Shown. The other weight achedule is for his West Baden foewinner, except that the prop weight may have been somewhat Three differences show up immediately in Vilim's model fsdifferent. At the World Champs, Jim flew the Nata winner in spite of the first~glance similarity. The upright fin, .until it refused to hold together under increased turns integral with the stab bracing, 18 a neat solution to a 7needed for winning time. Jim then switched to the West problem which is personally vexing. In addition, the stab :
Baden model with a stiffer than normal prop to win with a has zero camber, and the wing airfoil is only 3%. The. +great 36:18 - 14 minutes higher than the next closest model is lighter than the other two, with the shortest .

time. Other slight differences in various models include motor stick. It is interesting to note that all three of BCG as far forward as 75% and either karma or dacron brac~ these models had almost exactly the same wing loading, in .on ing on wing and stab. An outstanding characteristic of spite of the 7% lower "dry" weight of Vilim's model. A 2all this design series 1s a nose-up attitude during the full size copy of Vilim's prop outline will be furnished -

entire flight, and a forward cruise speed lower than most upon request. ohsimilar models, without undue sensitivity to drift.
moe

th ®
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#*##NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY #### 4, Create more interestin indoor flying.
bers! Of these goals, #1 is obviously the most importantNew Members!

but #2 is also very important. Last time, about 50% of
d., Warrington, Pa. 18976 the total Fund was donated from outside the program, andTAREE RY’GARSER’ 2291 Gold Star uwy., Mystic, Conn. the total was barely adequate to cover the needs, Not. ’

06355 manyof our fliers can really afford a lot of expense, soDENTANIN Fe KOONy 1800 Maedade Bivder A227, Wogggk  * somes automaticeriye. insees, pogesblefliers. Goal
« Philadelphia Ave., Youngstown, 0. provéd the average performance tremendously in just one

JOSEPH G. SOVA, 977 E P , FcoD ,

wW/Ch round and there is talk of 40 minutes to come!
ily MembersFam

Clarence has suggested that all CD's holding indoor403 Midlawn Dr., Decatur, Ga. 30032 meets between January 1 and April 31 (time limits forNEAL ROZELLE, 1403 , ,

Local Qual. Trials) could help raise money for the Team
Kopecky Recovering Travel Fund by running one or more events in the meet as——— FAI "benefit" events. The method would be to charge aWe are happy to report that Ernie Kopecky is at home normal entry fee and give nominal prizes; leaving someand recovering from his recent heart surgery and hepatss profit (2) to be donated to the iravel Fund « The sametis. He expresses his gratitude for your many cards an thing cou e done at Recor rials - where no prizes areletters and says they meant a lot to hin. expected anyway.
Season's Greetings FAIRules

ry best in. this Christmas The following rules have been taken from the latest. 7seasnn wna the new yearte come « It is impossible for us edition of the FAI Sporting Code, and are directly appli-to send cards to all of you, so we use this method to cable to all rounds of the Team Selection Program:
-send you our greetings.

3.4.6 Collision Rule: In the event ofaéollision
be-_Help Wanted! tween two models in flight, both competitors may immed<~—, . _ seep Manveee re “lately choose, either to retain the time of the flight or

.In this month's PIRELLI LORE, it 18 explained that to recommence the flight.
good answers to some aspects Pe pie than Tecan  ndertebe 3.4.7 Steering of model (use of balloon): To prevent aa oes oer eeoefore henstae great need for many model from colliding with the structure of the building or

:at this time. ters to run parts of the test series. with another model, a balloon, its line or a stick of 2 toRubber Will be furnished - all you have to do is run the 8 meters long may be used for three 15 second periods dur-~mu tsand summarize the results» Help! Drop a card to
.

ing any one flight, The 15 second period shall commencebud . nn Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080 today! when the steering device first contacts the model, andthe4 enny, , ,

contestant may continue steering for the full 15 second
Decals Needed?! period, regardless of the number of intermittent contactsTe

between the steering mechanism and the model. The steer-
S decals, which were run at ing tactic is intended to change the direction of flightcostafter theart york was converted into silk screens, only. It must be performed by the contestant. In cases., anT CO h the capability and of physical disability of the contestant prior arrangementis almost exhausted. Does anyone have p y

inelination to help out? for a substitute must be made with contest officials.netana P
g Fr It is the responsibility of the time~keepers to obser-Site Survey Form

ve if the use of a balloon, or its line, by another com-petitor is likely to foul the model which they are timingSeveral years ago it was suggested that ailable., oon and to warn the user of the balloon accordingly.
,

active sites be made and the results made ava aoseee : If however a model is fouled by another competitor,project has dragged for lack of help, but a coordinator is 4. fouled competitor has the choice of another flight.now on the job. The forms should soon be available and on
the way to you. 34.9 Timing of flights: The timing ofeach flight shall

commence when the model is released, Timing shall termin-~NIMASAwards ate when:
&. the model lands normally on the floor of theSilverCat.IHLG Award - 0:28.2, Dan Belieff building.
be when the model comes into contact with any part ofSilverCat.IIHLGAward - 0:48.0, Dan Belieff the building other than the floor and translational move-ment ceases, the timekeepers shall continue to time theGold Cat. II HLG Award - 1:02.5, Dan Belieff

flight for 10 seconds. Should the model remain in contact
. with the building after 10 seconds, timing will cease andDiamondCat.IfHLGAward - 1:05.0, Dan Belleff 10 seconds will be subtracted from the time of flight.Should the model release itself from contact with theNIMAS Aces

building in less than 10 seconds, timing will continue4a normally.
ne Pines Hise 25 Eble etGAAIMAS Ase (sce stove)ant OPPS jettsoning occurs, |

the firs er to beco . .

.the times shown above, he was able to garner only second 3.4.10 Numberofhelpers: The competitor is entitled toplace at the Philadelphia meet, where those times were have one helper in the starting area.flown! The boys play rough now and then!
Pow

" ye peey 6
2 8 3e4.12 (partial) Ceiling height definition; The height:

FAI_ INDOOR REPORT
|

: of the ceiling 1s defined as the vertical distance from
/

the floor to the highest point at which a circle 15 metersProgram Suggestions can be inscribed, below the primary structure of the
.building.Clarence Mather has set forth the following goals for

/

co .the upcoming Team Selection Program: Area Coordinators
1. Select the best team to represent us in 1970. The following people have agreed to serve as Area Co-

. 2. Raise money for the Team Travel Fund.
. ordinators in the geographical regions nearest to the ad-3. Improve the standard of indoor flying. dress shown;

rvs innit sn eenstnnitemetpenaman hahinentnmonanliviian saaneTcc RateCkLCtNALR CCCTNC COLI CNATACT aT CEA AACRititAlt ati RAI TEAC NENANOI ATEN TERRORRCiaNcaeeininennTrttnrcentatitieelinititit in ennenemannsnatainnntesatn



Joe Bilgri Jim Richmond STATE OF THE ART1255 Blackfield Dr. 131 Pamela Dr. rs

Santa Clara, Cal. 95051 Bensenville, Ill. 60106 The model of the month was flown to a very close sec-
ond place in the 1968 W/Ch. by Jiri Kalina, and it holdsDick Ganslen Bob Champine one World Record and a Czech national record. Compare the —™

1204 Windsor 360 Abingdon Circle plan shown with Jiri's '67 Coppa Urbe winner (Oct. '68Denton, Tex. 76201 Hampton, Va. 23369 INAV) and note design changes in this version, Thanks to
Rudolf Cern ° e 8It should be noted that Local Qualification Trials

. y for sending this information!
should be in the planning stage now, even if they are late Information not sho on 1in the period set for these events. Each event must be explained follows:

wn the plan, or not adequately
cleared in the normal manner with the Dist. Contest Coor-

; ;dinator, but each event should also be cleared with the The 30" piteh -(gmall outli a8Area Coordinator listed above. It would also be helpful Cat. I Worla Recordona the Grech aan) IV records In cat.if each approved date be sent to INAV for publication. I a 12.6" loop of .043 rubber with 1750 turns gave 19:20
ina 6.5 m site, with a substantial amount of cellingLAST MINUTE BULLETIN; Poland has been chosen as host for scrubbing. In Cat. IV (the big hall in Brno) a 14,16"the 1970 World Championship. Details when available. loop of .043 rubber and 1950 turns gave 32:24, The Cat, I

INDOORRULES a
motor weighed .0214 oz; the Cat. IV motor weighed 0267.

The larger prop outline, with 14.2" loop of .043 rub-The Free Flight Contest Board has defined built-up ber and 1056 turns gave two 344 flights at Rome «
thefuselage as ‘a structure assembled from discrete structur~ model weight schedule ia;al members into a framework essentially open in nature; if

such a framework is covered, the covering material must Wing 0.22¢ 0078 oz.not contribute significantly to the compressive strength Boom/stab/fin 0.11 20049of a load bearing member." Stick 0.20 2007
. Prop 0.10 20035CONTEST CALENDAR

- 0.638 20222 o2%.———

Rubber 0.75 20266
CALIFORNIA ~ San Diego 1.38 20488 oz.'

Cat. I indoor contest for HLG, Easy B and Scale late
in January. Contact Clarence Mather for details at 3880 If the printer follows instructions, the model planEcochee Ave., San Diego, Cal. 92117. is 1/5 size and the props and airfoils are full size,

ILLINOIS - Chicago . THE LAB
Arrangements have been made for indoor fliers to use

the Washington Park Armory this winter. Contact Pete Improved Torque Meter
Sotich, 3851 West 62nd Place, Chicago 60629 or Al Sortwell
236 Placid Place, Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007 for info Some previous issues have shown torque meters, all of
about possible contests or flying sessions. which had one fault in common. The scale and pointer were

right next to the hook, and a broken motor tends to scram-INDIANA =~ Kokomo ble the pointer or worse. The device sketched below will
Chuck Borneman announced an indoor session at the old take a lot of abuse. A single teflon bearing in the front

Purdue Fieldhouse in West Lafayette, Ind. for Dec. 8, If absorbs side loads due to unhooking the motor, and catches
enough interest was shown, more such sessions will be held broken motors. The torque wire solders into the 1/16" —.

tt at the same site. To find out more, and express your own dia. brass tube in front, just behind the scale. At the
interest, contact Chuck at 1401 W. Taylor, Kokomo, Ind. rear the torque wire passes through an aluminum bracket46901 or call him at 317-459-3656, and is clamped in some fashion so it can be adjusted for

zero. An improved clamp is shown in sketch A ~ this oneKANSAS ~ Kansas City Area permits both zero adjustment and minor changes in lengthHLG & Delta Dart contest, Feb. 15, 1969. 1 pm to 6 (during calibration). Sketch B shows the calibrationpm at a site to be announced. Contact Roger Schroeder, method. A balanced beam or rod is attachedto the front4111 West 98th St., Overland Park, Kansas for details, hook, and a .1 oz. weight placed exactly 1" from the cen-ter of the hook. Then rotate the torque meter so the beaMASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. is level and mark the pointer position on the scale. Do
=

Indoor sessions at M.I.T. Armory, 3 pm to 6:30 pm. on this with the same welght at1 increments until you haveDec, 14, 1968 and Feb. 1, 1969. Contest Mar. 15, 1969, the desired range - a minimum of .6 inch-oz. should be1:30 pm to 8:30 pm. Contact Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow used. On the original device, 2k" of .012" dia. musicRd., Wayland, Mass. 01778. wire gave .8 inch-oz. of torque in about 300° of rotation.
MARYLAND - Silver Spring. alum. bracket

Indoor sessions, 7 pm to 11 pm. at J. F. Kennedy High
School Gym. Dec. 20, 1968, Jan. 3, Jan. 17, 1969. School —
address is 1901 Randolph Rd., Silver Spring, Md. Bill

. torqueSaunders, 11613 Le Baron Terrace, Silver Spring, Md. 20902 (Ergon Bearing wite—>Phe. 301-593-7196, ront only) 7
MISSOURI - St. Louis

Indoor sessions Jan. 17, Feb. 9; indoor contests Mar, ;co9 and April ?, 1968. Indoor Symposium Jan. 17, 1968. For (+)
details: Jim Gremel, 8618 Jo Court, Berkeley, Mo. 63134, Kyph. 524-0884; Dick Hardcastle, 1616 Dearborn, St. Louis,

, JdMo. 63122, YO 6-0037; Bob Hotze, 673 Craigwoods Dr., Kirk-
Wood, Mo. 63122, TA 2-1257. SZ 1/4!" alum.
VIRGINIA - Hampton Jo) 7 1/16" alum.Cat. I RT at Willis School in Hampton, Va. Dec. 28-29 a

"1968, with Easy B and HLG on 12/29 1 pm to 5 pm. Rubber | torque |record challenge 3% pm to 9 pm 12/28 and 5 pm to 9 pm, 12/ wire  \s-10 bol29/68. Hal Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr., Hampton, Va. 23369 aa
1k x 1/2

WASHINGTON - Bellevue spruce He|Indoor contests in January and March, 1969 at Inter~
lake High School, 16245 N. E. 24th, Bellevue, Wash. Con-
tact John Crosetto, 14809 S. E. 54th, Bellevue 98004, ph. SKETCH ASH 6-2781 for rules and dates, N

™~
/RECORDS?MAYBE

|

|

“~~

PHILADELPHIA SKY PIRATES 2ND ANNUAL INDOOR MEET, 11/17/68
Philadelphia Convention Hall, Cat. II, 80'+ ceiling
Open HLG ~ 2:14.8, Bob Gutai

DENTON INDOOR CONTEST, Nov. 30, 1968, 30' 6" ceiling 2Ballroom, TWU, Denton, Texas Cat. I AMA & FAI _ 1. Hang weight1! from centerJunior C Cabin ~ 5:17, Bobby Dunham N 2, Rotate beam level.

Junior HLG - 1:08.2, Bobby Hanford 3. Mark calibration pointOpen HLG - 1:14.5, Dick Mathis
SKETCH B

1 ftetaseepncemyrantsa siinamnresaitetttaninmmtsbasricutcenimrseteemeimiteanAeA RenteeptReinneetenensisennencettmerrttatatethtittittnttTetnrRt nA epte Rstrnt theneRECOTARGSAhh neve ertetegnthtenee-roone Aeneiieeenninetetinirseunnsnsnrtcmenansirmnneenttaetsnnn-nnshyurginpensnaeisgnsisinhnabtl eaterRepanet Ailsashoanntnanssammeaner eerie srENANSN RENOIR TRUS Aan cRNA
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65 cm FAI INDOOR
—

| WEIGHTS | OO

JIRI KALINA = CZECHOSLOVAKIA Wing ~215g .0077 oz.
Cat. I World Record = 19:20

.

Stab/Fin .07 0025
Czech Cat. IV Record = 32:24 oea .

Stick .205 .0073
2nd Place 1968 W/Ch - 69:30 Projected Span Boom .0h =, 0014

|

135 Sq. In. Proj. Area - Prop .1 , 0039
| 64g .0228 oz.

>
4.78/762
16.48 DIA.
30” P. \

“SSTTat
422/840 : _

_
|

a |

16.6“ DIA
33" P.
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PIRELLI

Walter Erbach took rightful exception to the Pirelli I will furnish motors to anyone who will test them as out-
Lore material presented in the Nov. '68 INAV. His argu- lined and return the results for inclusion in future INAV
ments were basically that a single test result was used to reports. The test can be designed to offset the differ-
support a general statement; this is a valid objection. ences between individual torquemeters and operators, and ~

He also objected on the basis of tests that he conducted will yield much significant information. Meanwhile, the
in the past, but I could not accept the test procedure information below represents (once again) only a single
he used. I have decided that my test erred in that the test motor in each case and indicates a trend rather than
motor was not allowed to rest a minimum of 24 hours (see an absolute quantity.

SeesofBreinene Megneeore faemade todetermine the Oneof themost pressing questionsraisedoverpirelt
slack). As it stands, the curves presented gave a very te whether £o reeen ne motor on Just yt in (fly
good picture of loss of torque due to motor fatigue (or 6 model with new rubber an en increase turns and/or
failure to return to original length) shorten the motor as it breaks in). The graphs below give° clear evidence that pirelli improves with break-in. Fig.

1 comes from Bob Platt < it shows the first wind and theIn a long series of tests, I have found the followin
to affect torque curves: winding technique, amount of seventh on an 18" (new) loop of .071 pirelli. The motor
rest the motor has, speed of unwinding, speed of reading was wound to the same torque level each times about 15
torque (how long you wait at each point to read torque) minutes was required to take each torque curve and the
amount of breakin the motor has, and amount of slack in motor was allowed to rest 30 minutes before the next wind,
the motor before winding

, Torque was taken with 12" between hooks - which is why the
° average suseinns torque is es the 7th wind (Soef slack The 7th wind had 15% more energy and 22This series was begun in an attempt to define several 7 9 °

.characteristics of pirelli, and point the way to more fon#1end et a wen pou geee torque was 124 in, oz.
efficient usage of pirelli, since no onehas ever admitted ° ° ° °

knowing these things with enough certainty to tell others
"

about it. In order to overcome several shortcomings in
on eee oe ome Winds#i and #5 ooh 15 (new) motor run

test procedures, I have outlined a better test program. apparent ? “thee the avora rt aue ds the soos are

However, such a program would entail far too much invest- thotwa a #5ha olett vende 1 orque t e mtion butment of time for me to undertake it, sincea single test hoursrest petween winds was allowed. giving somewhat ices,one single motor represents the better part of an hour. slack than for Figs 1.

A Fi° &- 3 gives the best news of all! Taken from the
s \72 65 @ 2170 To 65 @ 1780

same motor as Fig. 2, 1t compares wind #1 and wind #6 -

.

x
but the motor was shortened to the original 15" length and

° run on 15" hook spacing. Not only does the motor accept
4 7% more turns at the same torque, but the average torquea .

is 13% higher and the slope of the cruise portion is less.
x e.
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NEWSand VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

—

- .

#*##*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*#¥# = DiamondCat.ITHLGAward~ 1:07.0, Dick Mathis

NewMembers! Oo
.

.. , NIMASAces a .

6@3SE, Bellevue, Wash. 98004 Flights made at the '68 Nats and at the Denton indoorJOE DEADY » 180gSyLame Ave., Hillside, N. J. 07205 meet in November added up to Cat. I and Cat. II Ace rating
ANNIE GIESKIENG 1333 S. Franklin St., Denver, Colo.

. for Dick Mathis. This makes Dick the first Open double, ut 80210 Ace, and only the second to make Cat. II Ace in HLG.
BENJAMIN F. KOON, Jr., 1400 MacDade Blvd., A-327,

© “ uo ;

’ Woodlyn, Pa. 19094
’ , Steerin Pole?

/

HERMAN NEWKIRK, 18595 Marine View Dr. SW, Beaetree Wash. Stan Chilton located a telescoping fiberglass fishing
. aklana 1. 94602 pole, 20' long, that 1s light, strong and ideal for poleTHEE AMAGEGSGN’ JBoLo"QE'TERe geSSenacs eons shoot ‘roeltng, “Pisin "ayatiaole®frda"Seare, foobuck & Go. for

DON STEEB, 955 Milstead Way, Rochester, N.Y., 14624 around $10, price depending upon whether you get it from
0. C. STEWART, Box 168. 8060 Spencer Hwy, Pasadena. Tex. a catalog order or regular store. The store part number
‘xe ’ ’

77505 °° is 535-305361, catalog number (Spring/Summer '68 catalog)
JIM WALTERS, 240 SW 184, Seattle, Wash. 98166

. 6 K 30536C.
. -

- Family Members More Volunteers Needed
Famity members oT

.

So far, two people have volunteered to help run someBENJAMIN F. KOON TE dion ee tgnghe A~327,
of the tests being set up in support of the PIRELLI LORE

:
, ° series. Four more volunteers with torque meters are need-SCOTT NEWKIRK, 18595 Marine View Dr. SW, sone ee ed, besides some help in reducing the data. This last

, ‘ task will consist of averaging results from three motorsJAY PATTERSON, 15042 SE 15th, Bellevue, Wash. 98004
at each of several stages of the test and producing charts
from which graphs will be drawn. Help! Drop a card to vdChange of Address

.

Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080
:

ar
os These NIMAS members have requested that their new ad-

” ee _

7 .
dresses be published:

-

oo
a FAi_BenefitEvents -

.
- It was announced in the Dec. '68 INAV that Clarence

, Bee MN soe Ww nelocn Ane ach Ott, Chicaco, Tll Mather (Indoor Team Selection Chairman) had suggested that :
’ . id ° 7 60618” ° extra money for the FAI Inboard Travel Fund could be cg

a’ . raised by special “team benefit" events. In line with “

.
Bill Hannan is the man who has all those scale model

this idea, NIMAS has available trophy "makings" for 55¢ “goodies (Graphics), and says that his product lists are es t i f mah , ae
available for the price of a 6¢ stamp. per trophy. You ge _& piece of mahogany cut to shape and aftwo plates with the design shown below. The wood block aSorry About That! needs a light sanding and whatever finish you choose; the ™

plates (one event plete and one place plate) are then put
.In the Nov. '68 INAV, our newest sponsored Junior was in place with contact cement. The finished trophy is in
o

introduced as Phillip Lawrey; it should have beenLawry. the form of a paperweight of the shape sketched below. It _

a is 4" long and about 1 1/4" high and 1 5/8" wide. This
io

In the Dec. '68 INAV, a note pertaining to wingspan low cost award scheme permits over 50% of the entry fee “

and projected area appeared Just under the rear view of (assuming$1 per entry and 4 entries) to be donated to the
.Kalina's model. Oddly enough, this should have appeared Travel Fund. The FAI Benefit plates shown below are now .

in the Nov. '68 issue, on the plan of Jim Richmond's W/Ch available, and the FAI Challenge plate can be made ready :

winner! It was a separate note which apparently worked in short order. Submit 55¢ per trophy desired, and then meloose from the plan and stayed unnoticed in the plan en- refund whatever postage cost it takes to deliver them; :

velope and then dropped out in December. So, the printer send orders to NIMAS, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080.
put it where he thought it belonged!

FAI BENEFIT FAI BENEFIT
In the Dec. '68 INAV, Bobby Dunham's C Cabin record r~was listed as 5:17.0; should be 5:14.2. oSDick Black Memorials

At long last two Dick Black memorial lectures are oe Ne od
ready for showing. One is on balsa wood selection and FAI BENEFIT a FAI CHALLENGE
cutting, and the other on pouring microfilm. These are ? A <—Falide-tape lectures, using audio tape at 3 3/4 inches per GNP 4

second playing speed and 35 mm color slides. These are to heel
be available to clubs or individuals on a first-come, 5 — oN

,

first-served basis. All mailing will be by first class J =Fmail (approximate cost 30¢) and individuals are requested
to keep any one lecture no more than 2 days. Clubs can

;

have a lecture 5 days, and a reasonable effort will be
made to "bracket" elub meeting dates if you request it. Ist PLACE 2nd PLACE 3rd PLACE

.

NIMAS Awards :

sos. Silver Cat.I HLG Award -0:24.8, Dick Mathis
°

Gold Cat. I HLG Award - 0:27.7, Dick Mathis

Diamond Cat. I HLG Award - 0:38.0, Dick Mathis
. .

—

Silver Cat, IIT HLG Award - 0:51.0, Dick Mathis As an afterthought, it should be noted that benefit
meets would not have to involve FAI models, nor would the

Gold Cat. II HLG Award - 1:01.0, Dick Mathis contestants have to have FAI stamps unless they were try-Se 9

ing to qualify for the Quarter Finals.



FAI INDOOR REPORT
STATE OF THE ART

Rules Correction
ase eersteton

a Here is another composite plan - Stan Chilton's B/FAI
The Dec. '68 INAV listed pertinent parts of the FAI model

|
n two versions. For the basic model, check back to

_Sporting Code which will be enforced during the Team Dec. '67 INAV (Goldilox- 1967 version). From a 5% wing
Selection Program. AMA HQ has informed INAV that the thickness and 50% CG, Stan has advanced to 100% cd and
second paragraph of the steering rule beginning with "It thicker airfoils as noted on the plan. Goldilox II was
is the responsibility ....." was deleted by unaminous the version which set the 17:52 World Record (he held the
vote of the 1967 CIAM meeting. For those with a copy of record for three weeks) and held (until last week) the B
the Sporting Code, that 18 Sec. 3.4.7 "Steering of Model"! Stick and both the FAI and AMA Cat. I FAI records. Gold-
that 1s affected. ilox III exceeded the B Stick and FAI Cat. I FAI records

under sonewnat poor cond ttions on Nov. 30, 1968, but with
no sanction in force to qualify the 17:20 time. G-III isLocalQualificationTrials veneerreerten 2 tne nar and the flaring prop looks much

The following Local Trials have been announced. If more efficient in flight. Stan's models are extremely
your area is not represented, contact the Area Coordinator well constructed, flawless and clean, These models are
listed below for more information. If you know of a any leek well developed; perhaps the best developed B Stick
Trials now set up but not listed, please notify us at Box esign we have witnessed. Note that G-II set the records
545, Richardson, Texas 75080. on rubber weighing 73% of the airframe weight - this is

| possible because the model will climb for about 9 minutes
CALIFORNIA + San Diego. FAI Benefit meet & FAI Local, when launched with .12 inch-oz of torque ~ and probablyFeb. 1, 1969. Clarence Mather, 3880 Ecochee Ave., flies level at .08 inch-oz, perhaps the lowest torque

San Diego, ph. 273-9396. during level flight of any model of comparable size. The
OKLAHOMA ~- Tulsa. FAI Local Jan. 11-12, Feb. 8-9, 1969. major departure of this model from normal practice is the

Bob Hanford, 3838 S. 88th E, Ave., Tulsa, NA 7-6932 reduced pitch near the prop hub. No one can explain justMISSOURI - St. Louis. FAI Local, Feb. 23, 1969, East St. why such a prop should work, but Stan's props produce anLouis Armory (Cat. I) Dick Hardcastle, 1616 Dearborn, improvement in performance on other models with no other
St. Louis, YO 6-0037. changes.

TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth/Denton. FAI Benefit meet, HLG,
Easy B, Rubber. Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. POSTAL CHALLENGERS
214-235-4035. ,

‘ . ,

TEXAS ~ Houston, FAI Contest, Feb. 2, 1969, FAI Local, Pete Paterson, Jim Walters, Joe Deady and Herman New-
_

Mar. 16, 1969. Lars Giertz, 11703 N. Willow Circle, kirk, members of the Boeing Hawks who joined en masse this
Houston, PA 43-6463, month, offer a challenge for Cat. I Easy B and HLG to anyVIRGINIA - Hampton. FAI Local Jan. 26, Mar. 1, April 5-6, clubs willing to take them on. Their sites are 20! and
1969. Bob Champine, 360 Abingdon Cir., Hampton 23369.  23' high, and they will use standard NIMAS fudge factors.
Joe Bilgri Jim Richmond
1255 Blackfield Dr. 131 Pamela Dr. HINTSANDKINKS
Santa Clara, Cal. 95051 Bensenville, I11. 60106

Kopecky Covering Frame

Dick Gangien 560 abineaen Cirele The sketch below amply covers the constriction of this
Denton, Tex. 76201 Hampton, Va. 23369 useful gadget by Ernie Kopecky. In use, the frame is cov-

’ . , ° ered by placing it directly on the storage hoop; the film
CONTEST CALENDAR can be caused to adhere to the frame either by water or byrubber cement (rubber cement is probably preferable). It

CALIFORNIA - San Diego. Indoor meet, HLG, Easy B, Indoor is then placed over the surface to be covered. The wing or <7™™~..
Stick. Feb. 1, 1969, Colina del Sol Auditorium, 54th & stab has previously been wet down to the board in typical

,

Orange St., 8 am to 5 pm. Clarence Mather, 3880 Ecochee Bilgri covering style. As the covering frame is lowered
Ave., San Diego, Cal. 92117. Practice flying same site over the wing, the light balsa end strips permit the film
Jan. 12, 1969. to conform to the rib shape; thus giving a smooth covering

Job with little extra effort. Thanks to Jim Mills for
INDIANA - West Lafayette. Purdue Aeromodelers plan a meet drawing up this sketch.
in February. Perdue Fieldhouse , 65" ceiling, 150' x 180!
floor area. Chuck Borneman, 1401 W. Taylor, Kokomo, Ind. NERY LIGHT AND THIN

 °

y46901, ph. 317-459-3656,
, , ENDEe Tension SPAN |

KANSAS - Olathe. HLG & Delta Dart contest at Olathe NAS f 4) (“ Ya" BALSA

Drill Hall. Feb. 15, 1969, 1 pm to 5 pm. Roger Schroeder fo IN
4111 West 98th St., Overland Park, Kansas.

Se
[SS

- O

MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. Indoor session at MIT Armory, 3 pm Li SF
to 6:30 pm, Feb. 1, 1969. Contest Mar. 15, 1969. Ray | G,
Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. 01778. SSK Via
MARYLAND ~ Silver Spring. Indoor session at JFK High

SS
School, Jan. 17, 1969. School is at 1901 Randolph Rd., —
Silver Spring, Md. Bill Saunders, 11613 Le Baron Terrace, p

Silver Spring. Md. ph. 301-593-7196, SILKSPAN,

UNDER TENSION
MISSOURI - St. Louis. Indoor sessions Jan. 17, Feb. 9;
indoor contests Mar. 9 and April ?, 1969. Indoor Sympos-
ium Jan. 17, 1969. Jim Gremel, 8618 Jo Court, Berkeley, Kopecky CovEerRiInG FrameMo. 63134 ph. 524-0884,

Weak Cabane?
OKLAHOMA - Tulsa. Cat. I RT & contest Jan. 11~+12, TGD
2nd Annual Indoor Contest Mar. 9 (7), 1969. Bob Hanford, Hal Crane suggests that cabane bowing can be prevented
3838 South 88th E,. Ave., Tulsa 74145 ph. NA 7-6932. by bracing it as shown in the sketch below. If you now

use bracing with the short post extensions shown, all you
TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth/Denton. FAI Benefit meet, HLG, need add is the wire!
Easy B, Indoor Rubber. Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson,
Tex. 75080 ph. 214-235-4035.

TEXAS ~ Houston, Indoor sessions Jan. 12, Mar. 2, 1969 \6 pm to 11 pm. Gene Simpson, 4327 MeDermed Dr., Houston, f \

Tex. 77035 ph. PA 3-8413, , Z \
RECORDS? MAYBE!

Apo Wire 7
BRAINBUSTERS RECORD TRIALS, 12/28-29/68, Cat. I pT .

Willis School, Hampton, Va. 20' 6" ceiling. {_
Open B Cabin - 8:09.2, Tom Vallee
Open B Stick - 17:13.5, Tom Vallee
Open FAI Cat. I FAI - 17:54.8, Hal Crane
Open AMA Cat. I FAI - 17:41.0, Hal Crane
Open D Stick ~- 17:21.4, Hal Crane
Open Helicopter - 6:55.9, Tom Vallee

deemed mme eeeeee neeemeieceetnaedemaenabaerlnmminanmteldintamma acneieee laatte cn dente arcana aeraemeieatidi eeaeaemmanteniemimanntin oncnemenenaaeancadanstthdidaneeememintininUnIIIa mneumamammn aah iteenteaeieenc netammm nen aorta mmeneneaeinmneinenemneiniememninemmateanemneamelienitdie eneeaimiabtadnnemiintteeienneeteideanmnbidim semendnnnndininieil
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DESIGN FOOTNOTES To summarize, compute the factors of Fig. 4, using a

fixed stability margin. Balance the model, complete with
Constant Margin of Stability prop and motor but minus wing, and measure distance X.

‘ Read Y from the graph and locate the wing TE accordingly. ane,

Several months ago, a method of CG location was out~ All models of similar size and weight, with the same mar-
lined. The method and discussion was based on Fig. 1 be- gin of stability, will react to gusts and rafter-banging
low, which came from an article by Hank Cole in Dec. ‘47 in very similar fashion. Constant stability margin is far
Air Trails. This graph has since become available in a ‘more reliable for insuring good performance, in my opinion,
metal plate for tool box use and is designated NIMAS Chart than a specified CG location with regard to the wing.
number III. .

:

17.9 ———_
When this chart and discussion was printed, I had no Ac

experience in applying it to indoor. No doubt some of you |
suffered the same frustration as I did in applying this 1
method to indoor models. The difficulty is that the chart '

d

assumes a fixed wing location, and ballast to locate the 7. “l ”

CG properly. Indoor models with wing location shifted to tr? MODEL A aires
locate the CG properly force you to use a series of suc~ c/4 §

——}———-

cessive approximations - very tedious work. "| 5”

So, why bother? The chart sete up a fixed margin of ee ¢/4
stability; different designs of similar weight adjusted to 2.8 . '
the same margin of stability fly in almost identical fash- Ac = 435° x 17.9 x .46 = 2.7 CGis .7''-AC

jon. This is not necessarily true for models adjusted to ——|F9—
have identical CG locations (such as 70% 0G). To illus- 1" Ac Le
trate, consider two models of identical design but with 7 fa a
different location of CG with respect to the thruet bear- me .

ing. The model specs are: rectangular wing, 4" x 25" pro~ a
sO ,

jected (100 sq. in., aspect ratio 6.2531); atab, 2.8" x 225 7’ .

te" (32.8 sq. ine; A/R 4.331); 12" motor atick and 12" “y 2m

tail boom. In Fig. 2, Model A balances 6" from the nose, 4 ®@ MODEL B
+.

while model B balances 9" from the nose. Both models are “La” a .

assembled so the CG falls at 75%. I
c/4.

Let's figure themarginof stability on these models. ee a
Referring to Fig. 1 (Step 1) and Fig. 2, the tail moment

:

of Model A is 17.9", Cp, for both models (Figs 1, Step 3) AC -
32.8

x 14.9 x«x .46 = 2.25 CG is .25''-AC-
is .46. Computation of A.C. (aerodynamic center) for both 100

models locates A.C. of model A 2.7" aft of the 25% chord; Fis.2
on model B the figure is 2.25". Both models have a 75% CG “s4Zlocation; the margin of stability of A is .7"/4" = 17.54, ,

Gtst
put on B the margin is .25"/4" = 6.25%. A 5% margin is ! M
about the most sensitive set-up which will fly well in ay- “|
erage conditions, so model B is close to a critical adjust- 1

ment and model A is too stable for best results. T

As mentioned before, application of the principle of b-Ae; ohTeBI cane
‘constant margin of stability is mathematically tedious. /4 6 7 “|
Fig. 3 illustrates a model (same design as A and B) with ———_

pertinent dimensions labelled to illustrate a graphical 4 Eatinontomente desrMn deat ¢/4.
approach toconstant stability margin. Tail moment arm x 9.9"
will be 9.9" + 3" + Z. For this example, let the margin
of stability = 5%. Thus, dimension "Mm" is .05 x 4" = .2", y z
for all models built to this design. Compute A.C. for ”

z= 1" (A.C. = 2.10") and Z = 6" (Alc. = 2.85"). ie
AC == 13, 46 = 2, = |!

If z=i", y = 11"; for z = 6", y = 6". Referring to oo * 13-9 Po@e")

Fig. 3, for the case of Z = 1", the CG will be 1.1" ahead 32.8
of the wing TE. (AC is 3" = 2.10", or .9" ahead of the AC =455~- x 18.9 x .46 = 2.85 (Z = 6")
TE; M = .2", so the CG is 1.1" from TE). Thus, since ¥ Fic. 31s 11", X = 9.9", Similarly, for the case Z =6", X = ELE.=
5.65". Graph these two points (Fig. 4) and connect these NI Joe”
points with a straight line. This line is the locus of Q

all practical locations for the wing trailing edge, given &
the condition that the stability margin is oe of the wing z
average chord. In the case of models with flying surfaces uid
not rectangular, the graph is the locus of locations of 2
the 100% average chord line, not the root chord. “4

. &
erTTeee?
PT [XdPSS eeErrte... 3 STATIC MARGIN (m)Pe <8

BOToe Tee ees ~
= 5% oF MEAN CHoed

ee Pe ea °
. ARR Ee .

§ bette eet et* wy
7

EEE $
© er se . & "

toe eer fe] 26
5soe ‘ ~ 7

;
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*

| Pe Pe ' 5 6 7 @ 9 oH
|
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,

sor a
:
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:

:
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.
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METHOD FOR DETERMINING POSITIONOF €.G. . °

° ; .

:

* :
ROME _- THE PIC 8 oO , .

_inesvg chrdfigsad ‘ co The pictures on page5 were made available by Jim

.

STEP IL FindAxpeet hatte ot"Wing ana S836" i :

o Richmond (pictures taken by a member of the Italian Aero
-

Aspect Ratio + Span/Av, ChordorSpan*/Area
. / Club) and by Eduard Chlubny of Czechoslovakia. eens

STEP HI Biad C, from geaph
hut of wing tA. 7 /

. ;

a
vg

“_ hoc,» eubaasee = faite Aete Ch , ,

Top Row: Gunter Maibaum & Werner Wetzel (Germany); Clar-
. STEPV Locate CG. 25% vf average chord ahead of ALC.

.

ence Mather; Gabriel Leopold (Yugoslavia).
Middie: Al Rohrbaugh (US) and Egizio Corazza (Italy); the

Fie.
1

Czech team - Jiri Sitar, Jiri Kalina, Eduard Chlubny.
Bottom: Hans Beck (Germany); Teodor Strasberger and Gab-

riel Leopold (Yugo); Manfred Koller (Austria).
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NEWSand VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas- 75080
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

HeHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*###% ,

New Members!
7

NIMAS Aces

fom Peadon is the latest NIMAS Acé, based on the timesH. T. ADAMS, JR., P. O. Box 491, Rome Ga. 30161 shown above. He is the fifteenth NIMAS member to attainBERNIE BISHOP, 2706 Park Dr., Parma 34, Ohio Ace, but only the fifth HLG AceVICTOR R. BOSWELL, 98 Ridge Rd., Greenbelt, Md. 20770 , " °

CHUCK BROADHURST, 3818 El Ricon Way, Sacramento, cae More Steering Poles!95825 more
vleering

SLDERTMINTER.’ 2317 Colunee Aves) Nee Desetag, das yucot After the announcement last month about telescoping
CHARLES PETREVAN, 257 RidgeroadRa.,Rochester, N.Y. 14626 fiberglass fishing poles (they are excellent FAI steering
RICHARD F. SCHENZ, 5010 Hillridge Wa ir Oaks. Cal poles} available from Sears, Roebuck & Co., Tom Vallee

* » 9 ridge Way, Fair Oaks, 95628 noted that these are available in 12', 16' and 20' length,
ALAN SZABO, 6499 Duval Rd., Mayfield Hts., 0. 44124 with prices from $6.88 to $9.88.
DON TEEPLES, 6207 Forest Mill Lane, Laurel, Md. 20810

Rubber Winder?LEE WEBSTER, 1000 Sycamore, Manchester, Tenn. 37355 nupecr Wingert
Elbert Minter (new member this month) saw a winder atFamily Memberships

the Nats that he liked - can anyone give him information
BRIAN WEBSTER, 1000 Sycamore, Manchester, Tenn. 37355 the side andwindinghookcomingont ene end felet on

Special Action Committee
Contest Results?

In recent months, comments by NIMAS members indicated
a nocd for material to help begimers (nostiy Juniors) to

jyyq MANY of You have sent, in results fromconteste that,set started in indoor flying. An action committee has
sending in this material - I try to find room for it, butsen formed to address this problem. Possible products of i+ sometimes gets crowded out. Also, if those readers whothis committee could take the form of group projects, new yeaiiy like contest results in INAV will drop a line, thismodels and designs of graded skills, an instruction book- will help me set space priorities. I can't give you whatlet, or combinations of these.
you like without knowing what it ts!

Mm ™ The committee needs help of all kinds _ 1aéasa “plans
wes oe dlemiteFeetiie6 Cowie ate BLa a peat Whee ote walineaeke 8 Deve eat cee vote ohms

(drafting of plans), art work, photos, printing and/or Indoor Scale Sheet

dup} ication ~ you name it! If you can help, drop a note Bill Hannan, P. 0. Box 1596, Escondido, Cal. 92025 haset Ooentend’ pare Kae “Bho ee poeeee conan W. 98th excellent indoor scale instruction sheets, covering trim,Texas 75080
, ° , arason, balance and flying hints. He has offered a special price° to NIMAS members ~- only 25¢. It is a good buy!

Extra NIMAS Services FAI Benefit Meet
Those who have Joined NIMAS in the past couple of The Dallas/Ft. Worth/Denton FAI Benefit meet raised

yeara have received a sheet listing NIMAS services-NIMAS $12 for the Inboard Travel Fund. This really is an eff-AWARDS and Certificates, free dacron, indoor films, ete, ective way to raise the money - let's get with it! AnyTo the list you can add prop design charts (designed by award system is OK, but the NIMAS trophies detailed inthe Velocity Focusing method outlined in March and May '68 Jan. '69 INAV were well received.INAV's), layout sheets for VF prop design, and calculation
.sheets for stability margin calculation (see Jan. 1969 FAT INDOORREPORT

INAV for details of stability margin). If you are inter-
ested, drop a line to Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080. Qualification Trial Results

Dick Black Memorials TULSA GLUE DOBBERS LOCAL TRIALS -~- Jan. 11, 1969
Four qualifiers:

The Dick Black Memorial lectures have been started on
their rounds - please make reservations early. Individual Bobby Dunham 10:04 8335

|

18:39
fliers are requested to return the lectures after two days Jim Gardner 8:02 10:09 18:11
if possible; clubs and groups are allowed five days and a Bob Dunham 8325 9:23 17:48
reasonable effort will be made to bracket club meeting Bobby Hanford 6:42 7:21 14303

.

times. The only cost 18 to reimburse NIMASfor the post-
age costs incurred, TeamSelectionTrialsSchedule

Meanwhile, many color slides are needed for future CALIFORNIA - San Francisco. FAI Local, Mar. 1-2, 1969,
Memorial series; if you have proper equipment, please Cow Palace. Bud Romak, 85 Sullivan Dr., Moraga, Cal.
shoot sequential slides on any of the following topics: 94556. Flying session Feb. 9, 1969 beginning 10 am.

1. Covering and patching with microfilm and paper. MISSOURI - St. Louis. FAI Local, Feb. 23, 1969, East St.
2. Bending and installing hardware on models. Louis Armory (Cat. I). Dick Hardcastle, 7319 Wise Ave,
3. Construction techniques - building framework, rolling St. Louis, Mo. 63117, ph. YO 6-0027.

tissue sockets, rolling tubes and booms, model assem-
.

bly and balance, wire bracing, etc. TEXAS - Houston. FAI Local, Mar. 16, 1969. Lars Giertz,
4. Model packaging for storage and transport. 11703 N. Willow Circle, Houston, Tex., ph. PA 3-6463,
5. Prop construction and prop jig construction.
6. Rubber stripping and methods of winding motors on and VIRGINIA ~ Hampton. FAI Local Mar. 1, April 5-6, 1969.

off the model; use of torque meters. Bob Champine, 360 Abingdon Cir. Hampton, Va. 23369
com NIMAS Awards =~ ae .

CONTEST CALENDAR
.

SilverCat.IHLGAward- 0:29.0, Tom Peadon INDIANA - West Lafayette. Purdue Aeromodelers Indoor Con-
test; tentative date March 9, 1969, 9 am to 4:30 pm. HLG,

old Ca HLG Award - 0:34.5, Tom Peadon Scale, Easy B and Indoor Stick. Bob Fish, c/o Purdue
Memorial Union, West Lafayette, Indiana.Diamond Cat. I HLG Award~ 0:36.1, Tom Peadon

.



ANSAS « Olathe. HLG & Delta rt conte a a A ate for the purpose and 1s simple. It will work for anyPritt Halle Feb. i. 1969, 1 me to 5 tee Roger Sohreeder shapeof, surface, and for assymetrical (offset) wings.
4111 West 98th St., Overland Park, Kan. 66207 Make a scale drawing of the surface on thin cardboard,

.

: cut it out, and cut it in half. Pivot each plece on a pinSchool 1901RandolokRis. qndoor soning Feb14 Sas at two different places and use a plumb-bob and thread to

Mar. 14, 28; Apr. 18; May'1, 16; June 6, 13 1969. Bill draw a vertical line across the outline. The intersection —

Saunders, 11613 Le Baron Terr., Silver Spring, Md. 20902,
of the two lines locates the CG of each piece (centroid of

ph. 301-593-7196.
the area). If the two pieces are then re~assembled and a

ore is drawn between the two theOfand this line is 50%
MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. Indoor contest at MIT Armory, Mar. Of, the mean chord, To locate the 0% and 100% lines, com-

pute the mean chord. For the example shown, the root ,15,1969 Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. Chong ig 6" and the span (flat) is 27", Since the outline
: is 835 (aceda development, the area is span x root chord

MISSOURI - St. Louis. Indoor session Feb. 9, indoor con-
xs see Jan ‘67 INAV or p. 206 in the 1959 Zaiec YB),

test Mar. 9, 1969. Jim Gremel, 8618 Jo Court, Berkeley, are” is then 134.5 sq. in. and the mean chord (area
Mo. 63134 ph. 524-0884. Indoor contest April 20, 1969, Srewn 4by span) 1s 5" The 0% and 100% lines can now be

Dave Linstrum, 12411 Leigh Lane, Maryland Hts, Mo. 63042 marek n aon 8 ant from the 50% line, and the stability
ph. 314-434-8894, Events both contests: Easy B, Indoor Gin graph can be constructed.

Stick, Scale, HLG.

;

OKLAHOMA ~ Tulsa. TGD 2nd Annual Indoor Contest Mar. 9, PivoT
1969, 9 am to 5 pm; ANG Hangar. HLG, Easy B, Scale, Paper
Stick, Indoor Stick. TGD Annual (AAA meet) will have
indoor events, July 4-5, 1969. Bob Hanford, 3838 South r
88th E. Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74145 ph. NA 7-6932. Prume- Bob

TENNESSEE - Manchester. Second Annual Airfoiler Indoor
Meet, March 16, 1969. Manchester High School Gym, 8 am to
5 pm. Events: HLG, Scale, Paper Stick, Indoor Stick. Lee
F. Webster, 1000 Sycamore, Manchester, Tenn. 37355, phone @

615-728-3283.

TEXAS ~ Dallas/Ft Worth/Denton. North Texas Annual
Indoor Meet, Feb. 23, 1969 9:30 am to 5:30 pm. Events: HLG
Indoor Stick, Easy B (Jr. only), Sub. Jr. HLG. Bud Tenny,
Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080 ph. 214-235-4035.

TEXAS - Houston. Indoor session Mar. 2, 1969 6 pm to 11
pm. Gene Simpson, 4327 McDermed, Houston, Tex. 77035, ph. OZ Mean Choro
PA 53-8413, :

as mm fem _— —_- ZW
lo

WISCONSIN - Milwaukee.
. Indoor sessions each Thursday 73:30 °

mt

pm to 9:30 pm at Sherman Social Center, North Sist St. and — ——6$272 Mean CHoe D
ee

:

W. Locust St. Ken Kraemer, 3945 N. 41st St., Milwaukee, la
Wise. 53216

__
| (00% Mean Choro +

The 4th Annual NIMAS Postal will be held during Feb. The model of the month 1s Dick Ganslen's 1967 Great
~~

and March, with entries to be postmarked by Mar. 31, 1969. Lakes Paper Stick winner. The winning time of 16:40 has

.
not been exceeded in subsequent meets, in either paper orEvents: Easy B, paper covered only, AMA Rules otherwise. microfilm events. The model is mostly straightforward in

.

concept and construction, except for the modified propHLG an Peeeet acaant to sate classes - block and large amount of stick bowing. The last is a

tricky technique - hard to master, but often effective.

Indoor Stick - AMA Rules except use FAI ceiling
measure to compute fudge factor. EIRELELLORE

.
The material presented below is exerpted from a reportGeneral Rules: Entry fee 15¢ per event, stamps preferred.

,

Separate events may be tlownat different seasions, but of his rubber test methods by George acre noted Wake~

all flights for given event must be flown at one session. field flier and member of both the 1969 Wakefield and Nor-

Please note ceiling height with each entry - it will be
dic teams. It does not bear directly on pirelli usage for

used to figure fudge factors, with standard NIMAS fudge
indoor flying, except to determine the ultimate energy re-

factors, Separate class for Juniors in all events, with ee of the rubbers wo other vones poe eotual Shape of

awards for high placing Seniors. Separate class for Sub- e torque curve is 4 B08 najor a the ning factor in

Junior (age 12 and under) in HLG. Entry open to all, no
proper rubber usage for indoor, and the energy release is

need to be NIMAS member! not directly related to the torque curve in any way that
we now understand. The report:

POSTAL CONTESTS!
To measure the energy output of the rubber, I load all

Tom Vallee issued a postal challenge to fliers at the motors to the same value of force per unit of unbroken-in
Denton contest on Jan. 25, with these results: cross section area. This is the same (assuming that all

motors are equal weight, as in normal wakefield practice -

Name FAI Paper Stick Ed.) as using a constant value of force times the unbrok-
TT — TT en-in length. The force is F x 1 = 150, where F is maxi-

Tom Vallee 43300 + 17313 = 30:13 10:46 17313 mum pull force and 1 is unbroken-in length in feet. Typ-
Stan Chilton 12:07 15310 ically, the maximum force for a ten strand motor is 65 to
Bud Tenny 9:07 + 9:35 = 18:42 9235 75 lbs.
Dick Ganslen 8:24

The energy measurement is made by pulling the motor
DESIGN FOOTNOTES to the required maximum force, then relaxing it slowly.

A recording of force vs. elongation is made as the motor
Constant Margin of Stability - Follow-Up is relaxed, with the recording being made on a friction

, wheel dise integrator. This gadget gives the answer on a

A couple of questions have come up about the presen-~ three digit counter; this count is proportional to the
tation on stability margin in the Jan. ‘69 INAV. The area under the force vs. elongation curve.

graph shown in Fig. 4 is drawn from the computed values of
X (distance from nose to CG) and Y (distance from nose to By applying the proper factors for spring constant,
100% mean chord) for each model design. That is, you make integrator wheel size, etc., the three digit count can be

,

a graph for the given model design and stability margin, converted directly to ft. lbs./lb., and the repeatability
then all models built to that design can be balanced from of the rig is quite good. a,

the one graph. By the way, a different stability margin
can be recorded on the same graph; it will be a line that Some results obtained by George: so long as none of
is parallel to the first line and displaced to one side, a skein of rubber has not been damaged (nicks or cuts, or

‘ chemical damage such as exposure to sunlight), the entire
The matter of mean chord should be explained further, skein will test at the same energy regardless of varying

since the example shown was a constant chord wing for cross section, (Remember, testing 1s on basis of weight.)
simplicity. The method shown below is sufficiently accur- That is, the rubber quality is uniform throughout.

Sey EEERPE LTTREMBLETT EEE EPEE OR PHEEI TE TETT TEHR TIRETOT TT RE TT TRE ALNL CT EHSE reaTeerSSNSSRN
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Repeated teating of motors (up to three tests) show no
evidence of fatigue, with the same energy release from any HINTSAND_KINKS
motor under repeated tests. No difference is noted
between tests conducted right after break-in and those One of the major drawbacks to the prop Jig type shown

made after several days of rest. below in Fig, 1 is the difficulty of cutting accurate tri-
angles. No matter how you run the wood grain, you always a

George has found no correlation between energy release have one cut across grain that must be accurate. The easy
and torque output or turns capability. That is, very good way is to assemble the station from two pieces of 3/32" x

rubber can be quite stretchy (high turns capability) or 1/2" balsa, as shown in Fig. 2. Except for glue drying
have high torque. time, this method is much quicker; it is far more accurate

than cutting wood to the right angle.
MICROFILM TECHNIQUES SPAR fo A

Optimum Pouring Conditions € | |Past commentary in these pages has referred to the un- Icertain nature of microfilm pouring - that it was almost ‘. |~Y/|
a case of "black magic" when you got good results. It has N /} NI
been possible to isolate at least two factors responsible N [for inconsistent results, and my own pouring sessions have & SS

been happier since. These two factors are atmospheric [I J Sfpressure and relative humidity, with atmospheric pressure
the most important. For my location, just under 1000 feet jf >

altitude, the atmospheric pressure (local pressure, not J )altimeter setting) needs to be about 29.50 inches of mer~ Vy}cury or higher. For that pressure, the relative humidity by d

should be 50% or lower. Tonight, I had beautiful results Lf }at 29.73 in. Hg. and 65% R. H. wz yA{>
Atmospheric pressure can be checked by calling the ]

local airport or weather bureau and converting this to
your own local pressure if you know what altitude you live LD
ate The correction is approximately .115 in. Hg. per 100 <> e

feet of altitude above sea level (subtract "it5), I
Relative humidity can be checked by the wet bulb-dry d<> A

bulb method. Get two inexpensive thermometers which read
alike and close to the right temperature. Mount both so REGYIRED oot
you can place them in the slipstream of an electric fan, Beave Ys2 x la
and arrange a wick of soft absorbent cloth over one bulb ANGLE Baca
and dipped in a reservoir of water. The water evaporates
and cools the thermometer in proportion to the relative Zoo
humidity. The chart below is arranged so you can read the
difference between the two thermometers and convert this Fie. 2to relative humidity. a

TABLE OF RELATIVE HUMIDITY — MEASURING MOISTURE INDOORELSEWHERE
Differencebe- Temperature of alr, dryebulb thermometer, Fahrenheit Czechoslovakia ents:

eile [ex [ws [sor [co |v: |w[[ie]readings
———- My thanks to Dagmar and Eduard Chlubny for this infor-

1 90 | 92 193 [94 | 95 | 96 | 96 | 97 mation about Czechoslovakian indoor activity. Indoor fly-ing began in Czechoslovakia in 1950-51 as a winter sport,
79 | 84 | 87 | 89 | 90 | 92) 92 | 98 with a lapse until 1955-56 when it began again. It has

3 68 | 76 | 80 | 84 | 86 | 87 | 88 | 90 been a year-round activity since 1964. At first, times

were around 5 to 8 minutes, improving to 11 minutes aver-

4 58 | 68 | 74 | 78 | 81 | 83 | 85 | 86 age in 1964, Eduard set a national record of 1er38in1964, with a typical model for that time: outdoor balsa
6 38} 52) 61 | 6B | 72 | 75 | 78 | 80 frame, reed motor stick and balsa or human hair bracing.
8 18 37 | 49 | 58 64 68 | 7} 71 Dagmar's model for Debrecen (1966 W/Ch) was her first with

rolled balsa motor stick, as indoor balsa first began to
10 22 137 | 48 | 55 | 61 | 65 | 68 be available.

12 8 | 26 | 39 | 48 | 54 | 59 | 62 Prior to Debrecen, indoor information was scarce and

- 44 16 | 30 40 47 53 57 limited to early issues of MAN plus sketches of winners

from 1961 and 1962 W/Ch. Since Debrecen, INAV has been

16 5 | 21 33 | 41 «| 47 «| S51 available, thanks to donations by many NIMAS members.

18 3 | 26; 35) 41 | 47 Team selection in Czechoslovakia is done by totalling

20 5 19 29 36 42 scores from three national meets. in previous years, all
, these meets were in the big hall in Brno, and each flier

22 12 23 «| «32 37 was scored on the basis of the best two scores from the 3

1

meets, This year, one meet was held in the 12 m site in
24 6 | % | 2% | 33 Ostrava, and the fliers scores based on a percentage of

the winning times from each meet. The team for 1969 will
pe Jiri Kalina, Karol Rybecky and Eduard Chlubny, with
Weigert as alternate.

.
Comparison of readings on the wet-bulb thermometer with those on a dry-bulb ther-
mometer will show relative humidity by using this table. Top figures on the chart are
the present dry-bulb reading. By checking the left column for degree difference shown

,

on your two thermometers and across to the dry-bulb reading, you will find the relative ~

humidity. _

Sid thedoybulereads10 dogrocstheRIPis Ts nn memenst & Gearems _

A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR SS
WhereAveThey? Bevt straiGeT EDGE,1 GUESS

Ed Franklin, a long-term NIMAS member, asks if some of
, ,

,

the East Coast old-timers are still around. For example,
those who flew in the New York City Armories back in 1931 17 —o

and 1932? How about former members of Gimbel's J.A.L.? ~ oF

And those from Stein's Sky Cadets (Ben Shereshaw was lead- “ys
er of this group)? If any of you know of any of these men
and their present whereabouts, drop Ed a line at 226 Har-~
rington St., Bergenfield, N. J. 07621.

Pat PERCIVAL - TNOEPENDENCE, oO.

NE TORT,FAISTOTTI NTR SORTSPMELE ET HOR TIE NIC I ITEEIT LETT TT RETA TPT ETETEIT STATTRIaNRNIANN NEBOTTSTENTNET a TTTHTTTa NEA TT ET TT TLS TTL TTL TT TTETT TEOT TT I TTI IEEI TTaT TT
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itor: Bud Tenny- Box 545:Ri Texas - 75080NEWS and VIEWS 6£ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545+ Richardson, Texas 7508
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/YR ADDITIONAL SO -

**4*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SoGigttywawe°°
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oe
New Members} Two Day Indoor Nats!

ROGER J. BEHRA, 257 E. 156th St. #302, Cleveland, 0. 44110 The 1969 Indoor Nats will be held at Lakehurst on JulyJOHN M. HOPPER, 23rd & S. Commerce, Russelville, Ark.72801 14 and 15, 1969; Indoor Rubber (paper, mike and cabin) onCARL 0. JAEGER, 415 Moore Ave., Miamisburg, 0. 45342 July 14 and Indoor HL@ and Indoor Scale on July 15. WhenDAVE RIGOTTI, 1451 Commonwealth, Cleveland, 0. 44124 the rewas doen Been eettable poten aes, tt becameRDON WISNIEWSK 80
. .

,

.
poss 6 for indoor Scale to be made an o facial event.GORDON WI T, 1801 8, 2nd St., Milwaukee, Wise. 53204
 poserble be noted now that this is not likely to be the
case often (perhaps never again), and that each event willFamily Memberships
probably have to support itself in terms ofmanpower for

. 2 433

.SE, Dee:

.

35601 timing. This likely will take the form of "time a flight,JOE R. MINTER, 2317 Calumet Ave. SE, Decatur, Ala. 35601
then fly a flight", and will require cooperation from all

Goofs! contestants.
ay! IMAS AwaElbert Minter's address was listed as Decatur, Ga. in

the Feb. '64 issue - the address should have been Decatur, Silver Cat. I HLG Award - 0:29.5, John Thornhill©Ala. 35601 ~ a typographical error - and the date would
have been 1969 except that the 9 came unglued! Silver Cat. I HLG Award - 0:29.0, Don Teeples

NIMASCharts
Gold Cat. I HLG Award - 0:33.8, JohnThornhill

All of the original group of NIMAS Charts have finally “og -

ee
Oo Ne meee Cnbeen delivered and more are prepared for immediate deliv~ Gold Cate

I
HLG Award

” 045569, Don Teeples
ery. The material covered by thé charts is reproduced be-

.

;low about 2/3 normal size. Order by the number shown, for GoldGat.IHIG Award - 0:35.6, Dan Belieff
‘the price shown. For those who didn't see the original
announcement, the charts are permanent aluminum, suitable DiamondCat. I HLG Award - 0:36.8, Don Teeples
for tool box use.

.

;

acy ete as nye ab oa Diamond Cat. I HLG Award - 0:39.6, Dan Belieff60 aeaa ree ~CHORD -~—— OiEEEPERE Bet : ward - O+2
:

Pee a “pA regen? =

~
. / Ce NIMAS Aces

.om. .

sbot ee Lolaysé
Thich Hess

. Cate i 3 as As shown above, Don Teeples has qualified as Cat, ICea t++ a %
*4 HLG Ace with the times given, while Dan Belieff stacked —

© sola een nee cae ee % » both Gold and Diamond times on top his previous Silver toge AoE py JOA + ne complete Cat. I Ace and become the third Double Ace in the>
poo Err, lV " history of NIMAS, ~~8 rot g 19 SS af .

bee Roe “$1.20 Is FAI Benefit Meet¢ ao . HS ES 0 °

et —_
|

- w
s =

ae eg
8 Bee ars *

z 7 The Brainbusters of Hampton, Va. are the latest clubae To

Es -{Ay ie os
6” to hold a Benefit Meet to raise money for the Inboard= +--+ +++ A S @ Travel Fund - their March 1 FAI Local raised $4 to help4 - — Ar STAICZEA ASFECT RATIO & TE eam, oe << with Team travel expenses. Meanwhile, the Dixie Maxers ofas Opecag) 12 1 4 Te &7 eee 1%

| fas & the Atlanta area will hold a raffle this month with the
METHOD FOR DETERMINING POSITION OF G.G. 2

~s ee "e & proceeds to benefit the Travel Fund. This idea of benefitSYEP 1 Meawuretail moment arm botwvin 25® pele 8 awe Da < events is excellent - our past Teams have done very well,onane avetngs chord af wing and stab
xe De bothcompetitively and as good will ambassadors to our

STEV U. Pind AspectRatio of Wing and stab <
EXAMPLE:Aw ant wittt ¢"ewonn £9 friends in Europe. They deserve our strong support, both

.Aspect Ratio« Span/Av. ChordorSpan*/Arca AND B% THICKNESS HAS so.s'RadsL B in spirit and financially,
/omen y Find lanes Irom 28 ot of wn “ ,

R= £(4E +4) . FAI INDOOR REPORT
STEPV Locate CoG, 25%of average chord aheadofA.C. 5

,

. . A .

lo Qualifiers Via Contests

Name Meet/Date Time/Winning Time
° Prnguel Fanamerens

oR UOTE A ELE £
§ ee Ni NUP Hf Feb Tl) stan CHILTON” Denton/Jan., 25 1510/1510 100
;

2008 ioe vob Nad Moajlhtaiectid: SIM CLEM Denton/Mar, 2 10338/10:38 1003 “0038 oie tk ee EE He add KRISTI TENNY Denton/Mar, 2 10:58/6:54 63eat hi HUTTE TTL
|

| eeeny | |2 200276 12, Pr IN I fj iy ill Qualification Trial Results
.e ;---- -- 888M

Tuan s/1M.- @o EN : | vi it bidSo] J nee eit Ne  85¢ |. UU) sf. Louis LocaL QUAL. TRIAL (McDonnell FF Club)38
oe Lo Sir i it itt TI Paul Tryon 10305 11303 21308- sassfins Go TTRwee He “th Tony Schott 11214 8243 19:57re 2018s 148 fi (eanINS ee HEH Dave Linstrum 6:38 7246 14:24a wotdise + $l so

i! il mi alse Lh Richard Hardcastle 7:16 6:54 14:10SB corse hin |! Uworatwen Yacves Ll H E i | Nan Tryon 6:35
|

6238
|5|cons Ares | | Reenesenrwerenr ree TTT fa) Hil 1st BRAINBUSTERS LOCAL QUAL. TRIAL (Hampton, Va.)BRL Lan ooore | (MEM OF Two srmawos | UAL Hal Crane 11:03 12316 23319.

242 oot?
| 280 WEIGHS 02% Oz. TAMEIN SECONDS— TENREVOLUTIONS Bob Platt 10307 8:40 18347

al / ise ty Bob Champine 93:06 8:43 17349
en Hewitt Phillips 6:08 8:09 14:17

.oo it COW PALACE LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, San Francisco s‘
3 t BS Carl Rambo 19328 25:52 45:20

_

~RepativeTorque Bud Romak
.

21:49 23:25 AS 314 .Change of Address! Bob Randolph 22:08 19:07 44315
Warren Williams 18:12 20:04 38:16Ron Ganser asks his friends to note that he has moved Joe Bilgri 18:20 17231 35351 .to 1745 Brett St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15205, Bill Gibbs 14:42 14218 29:00

_

pied



Team Selection Trials Schedule
. a

STATE OF THE ART
NEW JERSEY - Irvington. FAI Loeal, A ril 4 196 Ernie Part of the uncertainty surrounding the Constant Mar-

Kopecky, 38 Faon Lane, Watchung, r. 3. atone gin of Stability concept (Jan. '69 INAV) is what margin of
stability to use. Richard Ennis made a survey of all the

NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst. ‘The following dates have been set 65 cm models in past INAV's, and the results are tabulated

pending Navy approval: April 27, 1969 - FAI Local; below. Where wing location data was not given, this was

May 25, 1969 - Quarter Final; June 29, 1969 - Semi- scaled from the plan. Since the concept is based on info ne

Final. Chester Wrzos, 184 Oak St., East Orange, Ned. computed for outdoor models, the graph (NIMAS Chart III)
ph. 673-7951. Sives coefficients that result in negative values of mar-

gin stability for some of the models listed.
TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth/Denton. FAI Local, Mar. 22, 1969

Dick Ganslen, 1204 Windsor, Denton, Tex. 817-387-1969. Model Tseue CG Location & Margin
Special note: The floor in the ballroom will be '
freshl Ti 5 .

, Goldilox III Jan. '69 100% +114reshly refinished ~ rubber-scled shoes are a must! Goldiiox II Jan. 69 "30% -7.23
Kalina Dec 68 5 +1726Special Not ' eNote fo GD’ s Richmond'68 Nats Nov. 168 80% 5 4%

Clarence Mather has requested that all CD's of all FAI EngenW,Ch. R Nove 88 70% ~978
Team Selection Trials send him a copy of the results with Top C t ttt ee Rvs

168
70% +6 038

addresses of the qualifiers, so he may contact them any oP aa Bopte Note 1

time it is necessary. His address is 3880 Ecochee Avée, prane 23 om AGre o8 re 3°09San Diego, Cal. 92117, ph. 273-9396. Chlubny Feb. '68 65% +5.0
In the interests of better communication, will all Bord Ox nes: ee 50% +258

CD's please send word of planned Qual. Trials to Box 545, 5
PDaUE, ove 67 50% +6413

Richardson, Texas 75080. astard Mk. II Oct. (67 90% 71765
: 1967 Andras Ree Oct. \67 70% +10,04

Otto Hints Oct. '67 80% -5.6wpeciai
Note fo Contestants

.Special Note To Contestants 1967 Mather Bepi., 167 65k 4174
If there is the slightest doubt of whether there will 1967 Richmond July 67 80 +3.0

be a Local Qual. Triels in your area, you should enter the Phillips "B" May '67 96.4% +19.7
rogram by sendin 3 to AMA HQ to get the program entrores. vou will Sate ve able to quality atany 4ndoor

y
_

Note 1 - The plans had no CG location shown. Computations
meet if you fly a model of 65 em span or less and make at oe made for 80% and 90% CG locations; the margins were

least 60% of the winning time in that event. +9% and -2.35% respectively.

CONTEST CALENDAR Two models grace the plan page this month ~ Bob Ran-
ee dolph's Cat. II A ROG and Dick Mathis' "Ear Spear" HLG.

ILLINOIS - Chicago. Pete Sotich has announced sessions Full size plans are available for both models upon request
at the Washington Park Armory in Chicago on Saturday from accompanied by stamped self-addressed envelope.
9 am to 5 pm. HLG flying is held from 9 am to 12 noon and

'
4 pm to 5 pm, while indoor rubber is scheduled from noon

Bob's A record was set during the practice session for

to 4 pm. This acheduling is contingent upon Nat'l Guard the 1968 Great Lakes meet, and the mark stood until late
drill schedules; phone the Armory at 312-752-9006 or 312- in June when Joe Hindes beat the mark at a session CD'd by
752-9795 and check before driving to the Armory. Bob. Talk about mixed feelings!

MARYLAND ~ Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at JFK High Dick's glider was an early forerunner of the glider he

School, 1901 Randolph Rd., Silver Spring. Mar. 14, 28; set the Cat. I mark with late in 1968. He won first place
Apr. 18; May 1, 16; June 6, 13, 1969. Bill Saunders,11613 with it at the ist Glue Dobbers Indoor Annual in 1968. In

Le Baron Terr., Silver Spring, 20902, ph. 301-593-7196. that meet the glider started with a flat airfoil and was
“™

slightly heavy for the ceiling. He warped in the drooping
MARYLAND - Ft. Meade. Class AA Indoormeet bY D.C. Max= airfoil and gained enough on sink rate to win.

ecutors and Ft. Meade Modlers, Cat. I (34.5' ceiling).
. Ft. Meade Field House, 9 am to 5 pm. HLG, Easy B, Indoor RECORDS? MAYBE}

Stick, Scale, plus special Sub-Jr event - Delta Dart. FAI BENEFIT MEET, Jan. 25, 1969, Cat. I, 30' 6" ceiling
. Ballroom, Texas Womans Univ., Denton, Texas

MASSACHUSETTS - r t 7 rn OOFaconHollow ad Amory?a Junior Indoor Stick - 11:40, Kristi Tenny
Mar. 15, 13 9. Ray Harlan, PPY sy Mayrancs D.C. MAXECUTORS CAT. I RECORD TRIALS, Feb. 18-19, 1969
Mass. O1778. Hangar #2, Bolling AFB, 34.5' ceiling.

Open HLG - 1:18.8, Dan Belieff
MISSOURI - St. Louis. Indoor contest Apr. 20, 1969. Dave »_D

Linstrum, 12411 Leigh Lane, Maryland Hts., Mo. 63042, ph. Open Helicopter - 7:14.8, Tom Vallee

314-434-8894, Easy B, Indoor Stick, Scale, HLG. BRAINBUSTERS FAI LOCAL, March 1, 1969, Cat. I
: Willis School, Hampton, Va. 20' 6" ceiling

NEW JERSEY - Irvington. Indoor sessions at Madison Ave. aie car t mi - 1725964 Hal Crane
Elem. School, Mar. 18, 25; Aprs 1, 15, 29; May 6, 135 COW EALACE FAI 1OGAL, Mar’1-2, 1960 AMA Cat, II
17' ceiling. Chester Wrzos, 184 Oak St., East Orange, * ; , so! 6"

PAT Cat.

IV
N. J. 07018 ph. 673-7951.

Cow Palace, San Francisco, Cal. 99 FAI Cat. I
, Senior AMA Cat. II FAI - 14:42, Bill Gibbs

OKLAHOMA - Tulsa. Record Trials Apr. 12-13, 1969. TGD NIMAS POSTAL MEET
Annual (AAA Meet) will have indoor events July 4-5, 1969.

°

Bob Hanford, 3838 South 88th E. Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74145, The 4th Annual NIMAS Postal ends this month, with
ph. NA 77-6932 entries to be postmarked by Mar. 31, 1969. Send entries

to Bob Putman, 507 Darlene, Arlington, Tex. 76012, along
PENNSYLVANIA - Pittsburgh. Invitational Indoor Fun Fly, with 15¢ (stamps preferred} per entrant.
Mar. 16, 1969, 10:30 am to 4:30 pm, Soldiers & Sailors

Hall, Fifth Ave. at Oakland. Easy B, HLG, Delta Dart Events: Easy B, paper covered only, AMA Rules otherwise.
Scale. Jim Hanst, Box 421, Valencia, Pa. ph. 443-6064 or

Paul Kastory, 132 Bronx Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15229, phe HLG - AMA Rules except two ceiling classes -

761-8730. 18' to 25' and 25' to 35!

PENNSYLVANIA - Pittsburgh. Fifth Annual Indoor Air Meet, Indoor Stick - AMA Rules except use FAI ceiling
April 12-13, 1969. Regular indoor events on Saturday, and measure to compute fudge factor.

the special Junior events on Sunday. Ron Ganser, 1745 General Rules: Entry fee 15¢ per event, stamps preferred.Brett St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15205. Separate events may be flown at different sessions, but
TENNESSEE - Manchester. Second Annual Airfoiler Indoor all flights for given event must be flown at one session.
Meet, Mar. 16, 1969. Manchester High School Gym, 8 am to Please note ceiling height with each entry - it will be

5 pm. Events: HLG, Scale, Paper Stick, Indoor Stick. Lee used to figure fudge factors, with standard NIMAS fudge
F. Webster, 1000 Sycamore, Manchester, Tenn. 37355, phone factors. Separate class for Juniors in all events, with
651-728-3283. awards for high placing Seniors. Separate class for Sub~

Junior (age 12 and under) in HLG. Entry open to all, no a

WISCONSIN - Milwaukee. Indoor sessions each Thursday in need to be NIMAS member!

March, 7:30 pm to 9:30 pm at Sherman Social Center, North
Sist St. and W. Locust St. Ken Kraemer, 3945 N. 4ist St.,
Milwaukee, Wisc. 53216.

.
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MICROFILM TECHNIQUES - FOLLOW-UP
. .

: DICK BLACK MEMORIALS

1 lectures have been on theThe "Optimum Pouring Conditions" discussion (Feb. 69 The two Dick Black Memorial
lecture

INAV) detailed tentative limits for both relative humidity go constantly since they were announced, and havebeen -

and atmospheric pressure which encourage good results in well received. As nlycost 12 to refund the postage costpouring microfilm. It should have been stressed that auch use them, and the only cost is to refun Pp 6 °

limits serve me well at approximately 700 feet altitude Please keep them a minimum of time so others may use them
above sea level. I would very much like to have comments also, Each one runs about 8% minutes and requires a 35 mm

Blide projector and a tape recorder capable of playing atfrom othersat otner altitudes, in order to collest a more 33/4 inches/sec. #1 covers microfilm techniques and #2complete amount of information on the subject. :

: balsa wood selection and cutting.
Meanwhile, a question was asked about correcting al- POSTAL CONTESTS!timiter setting to local pressure. To explain further, a

call to the weather bureau yields a number such as 30.21 The D. C. Maxecutors flew a record trials at Bollinginches of mercury (abbreviated in. Hg.). This number is AFB (34.5' ceiling) and challenged entrants at the Dentonused by pilots to adjust their altimeter so it will read contest (30.5') to a postal contest. The results:altitude above sea level, As stated before, the correc-
tion is approximately .115 in. Hg. per 100 feet of alti- Flier Site/Ceiling Fudge Time Scoretude. For altitudes above sea level, the pressure is less
and this correction is subtracted. For 700 feet above sea Paper Sticklevel, the correction is 7 x .115 or .805 in. He. For the Bob Randolph Bolt ing/34 35 1.0 11351 11351example above, 30.21 - .805 = 29.405. I would not try to Bob Wilder Denton/30.5 1.06 8:33 9303.8
pour, since the lower limit here is about 29.50. It is
possible that a change in solvent balance of the microfilm HLGsolution would improve pouring at other pressures, but I Dan Belieff Bolling/34.5 1.0 1216.3 131643don't have time to find out now! Den Teeples "

/
1,0 1212.9 1112.9is Denton/30.5 1.13 1:03, 1:11.H S AND KINKS Dick Mathint Kas

Tom Peadon "

/3h
1.13 1105.43 T3165John Sites Bolling/34.5 1.0 1308.4 1:08.4Glider Sanding Jt

John Thornhill i 1.0 1303.3
:

. $ e 1303.3
oo

The sketch below details a sanding jig for HLG wings Bud Tenny Denton/30.5 1613 0252.6 0359-4
' which was built by Bob Dunham from a design by fellow Glue C.M.0,8, - AGAIN
-Dobber John English. John's jig was made from wood, but

i Bob found plexiglasto be an improvement. The jig is for The constant margin of stability discussion (Jan. &
| wings with straight trailing edge like the Sweepette, and Feb. '69 INAV) 1s based on an article by Hank Cole in Dec.
- makes it simple to produce an even airfoil by allowing the ‘47 Air Trails. Hank used the term "aerodynamic center",
- sandingblock to ride on the edges of the jig. which is customarily (in full seale aero work) used to
Poteet Te ot .

define factors of the airfoil. Apparently Hank used thea

eesend btope kKeép the wing tight fromend to end, and term in the context of aerodynamic center of the model",' -a shorter wingiswedged in placeby removable ers. which should not be too confusing.' Different wing thicknesses can be accomodated by shimming
"Ffyom the bottom, put care must be used to avoid sanding Several people have questioned the importance of the
the trailing edge too thin. The wing leading edge can be CMO8 concept, preferring to stick with locating the CG at
finished easily and quickly after removing the blank from some arbitrary location such as 70% of the root chord. If
the jig. you get down to cases, Goldilox III (Jan. '69 INAV) has

@ 100% CG and +1.14% margin of stability, while Harry Ler- —An excellent sanding block for use anywhere is made | man's FAI (Apr. '68 INAV, labelled Mar. 68) has a 75% CG
by using contact cement to hold the sandpaper on 3" x 6 and -5,09% stability margin. How many times have you de-
‘plexiglas. This makes a rigid and perfectly flat sanding signed a new model, only to have to move the wing after
‘block; two such blocks with a different grade of sandpaper test flying? My personal record is about 9 out of 10 = 80‘on each face’gives all grits neededtofinish a wing. I'm delighted to be able to locate the wing correctly the
Cometm men .

' « first time on newmodels!
_

;

pe mares’ ona Lube Mess!
| RUN DowN STA, . = NDS‘oe. Waynie Zink suggesta that rubber lube can be kept in a o.

: woe Se .

15 ce’ nasal mist spray bottle (Dristan). All you need to One of thehandiest things on the flying field ts a
do is remove the siphon tube and wash the bottle, and you place to “hang” your model while the motor runs down or
havea handy dispenser for rubber lube. Be sure to mark while you repair or adjust 1t. The best two I've seen
the ‘contents on the outside - this is a must for any drug

_

are reproduced below, reprinted from an early INAV. Both
container used for another purpose! e N stands work well; Kowalski's design is easiest to make,Bo o

cee vee .
...but the Cummings design probably holds better for repairoe Sb 3 and adjustment.
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.NEWSand VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL”

~

##HHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#### NIMAS Awards

NewMembers! Silver Cat. II HLG Award - 0:49.2, Edgar Franklin
RON ETTELDORF, 1405 Elder St., Waukesha, Wisc. 53186 .
STEPHEN J. FAUBLE, 801% 5th Ave., Mendota. Ill. 61342 Trophy PlatesTakeTimetJOHN A. HATCH, RD#2 Box 58, Rhinebeck, N. Ye tepre Although it has not been widely publicized, NIMAS hasOHN W. HILLEGAS, 7804 St. Clair, Cleveland, 0, 44103 a trophy plate service - provided you plan ahead. Numer-DAVID A. JENCKS, 11 Revere St., Lexington, Mass. 02173 ous "standard" designs are available, and sheets of artTERRY MOKSTDSeN toe Poughkeepsie, NX. Yi 12605 work such as the types shown below are available for you

2 > ’ ow Ave., oen Be009 Ze resp ee teUP and arrange bo sult your needs, Write to Box
—

chardson, Texas 75080 for more information; but beSpecialAction Committee
|

gure to allow over a month to be sure there is time to set

The Special Action Committee is evolving a plan of nid andproduce the plates you will need.
action to help Juniors learn indoor; the main thrust of H-[-Glider
the action will be personal contact. Model plans, jigs, \f-
and sources of material will be made availabletoall_

.

7

who would serve as instructors, and some special beginner \

kits will be designed. ‘ ,
- ,

The above program will adequately serve beginners who F . Cate / SUB-JR bi :

live near NIMAS members willing to serve as instructors, Lying
put what about those who don't? It is possible for an =

ee A PopenStick ee SOMMER 1 be

experienced builder to guide beginners by mail (I speak ee Yq gag
OT.

°

from experience, as some INAV readers know), so how about Seen aa “8lay ——s -
some volunteers? Send your name and address to Roger woe f lel >
Schroeder, 4111 West 98th St., Overland Park, Kan. 66207 SS f FL, a

INDOOR SCALE
7

or to Box 545 Richardson, Texas 75080.
=

=~ ~
i SD

Help Wanted! | Ist PLACE
. af)

—

ANEnough printed material now exists to producespecial SPS 4 2nd PLACE
pamphlets on prop design and construction, mode esign
construction techniques, and other topics. Help is needed PAPER STICK dy 3rd PLACE

. in arranging this material, editing it in some cases, and FAI INDOOR REP
pasting it up to serve as masters for multilith printing. —~— cet

Special Note To cD!
The completed masters could be printed in small lots Aas_RoteToCh's

if someone has access to mulitilith and would do it for the Clarence Mather has requested that all CD's of allcost of materials, The alternative is $4 per page in 100 FAI Team Selection Trials send him a copy of the resultsunit lots if they are printed commercially. This is a with addresses of the qualifiers, so he can contact them 7
substantial investment - out of reach for the NIMAS budget if necessary. His address is 3880 Ecochee Ave., San ;at this time. Diego, Cal. 92117.

Finally, more help is needed with the Dick Black mem~ In the interests of better communication, will allorial series. If you are building a prop, or a wing, or CD's please send word of planned Qual. Trials to Box 545, vo

doing some other indoor building, take a series of color Richardson, Texas 75080, a
slides showing the step-by-step action and send them in

/
|
_

:
to be combined with other slides to make up another of : Special Note To Conteatants , “
these popular lectures. ee

;

If there is the slightest doubt of whether there will -

NIMASHonorees be a Local Qual. Trials near you, you should enter the’ :
program by sending $3 to AMA HQ to get the program entr’

:

It has been suggested that there 1s a need for another forms. You will then be able to qualify at any indoor
7

type of NIMAS honor besides the NIMAS Awards. Do you know meet if you fly a model of 65 em span or less and make at
a NIMAS member who seems to spark indoor activity where- least 60% of the winning time“in that event. Note CONTEST
ever he is? Someone who always seems to be able to locate CALENDAR for this month, since this will be your last op- mo
sites and activate them? We have this type, and we all portunity. Qualification must be completed by April 30,benefit from their efforts. How about some suggestions on 1969, whether you qualify at a Trials or an indoor meet. oS
what form the henor should take, some tentative standards .

oo,
oo

we
to guide those who would nominate people for the honor, TeamSelection Trials Schedule SO

and suggestions for a name to call thehonor?. ‘
oe :

ILLINOIS ~- Chicago. FAI Local, April 12, 1969, Washington
Bargain Corner

—

Park Armory, 5200 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago. Pete
.

Sotich, 3851 West 62nd Place, Chicago 60629, RE 5=1353
Stan Chilton let us know of.a special sale of Dial ...

Bite 1s active Armory, so call PL 2-9006 or PL 2-9795
Thickness Gages by A.O.K. Tool Corporation, 82-21 Sutter before leaving home to be sure event has not been can-
Ave., Ozone-Park, N. Y. 11417. Their model SI-112 sells celled by extra drill session. a

for $9.90 in their 3rd Anniversary Sale, and measuresup
to .490" by .001" increments. This type of gage is "the" MICHIGAN - Detroit. FAI Local, April 13, 1969, Michigan
way to measure balsa, rubber, and other indoor stuff. Be State Fair Coliseum. Paul Crowley, 32604 Tecla, ~

“oom, sure to mentiontheanniversary sale when youorder!
_

Warren, Mich. 48093, ph. 313-294-0266
_

/

Pirelli Report
;

oo MICHIGAN =~ Detroit. FAT Quarter Finals, May 10, 1969,
:

“ ‘

Michigan State Fair Coliseum. Ed Stoll, 30471 Manse,Several of the special tests for PIRELLI LORE have Mt. Clemens, Mich. 48043,
been completed, and the data will be sent out to volunteer

/
;

workers who will reduce the data and plot it. If you are NEW JERSEY, Irvington. FAI Local, April 15, 1969, Ernie
anxious to see the results, so are we! Kopecky, 38 Fawn Lane, Watchung, N. J. 07060,

;

tees matanennseanmnemanntsssanttoeeatncisiees imenaemasiithaatettaamesondeisninaietppitunte:thte-tntttnaperatentnerincenntetinteemneiatunitinseamupanatutamtuiiertieninnitiieititepee pe ct



Junior events Apr. 13. Ron Ganser, 1745 Brett St., Pitts-NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst. The following dates have been set burgh, Pa. 15205.
pending Navy approval: April 27 - FAI Local, May 25 -

. - a aQuarter Final, June 29, 1969 - Semi-Final. Chester VIRGINIA ~- Hampton. Indoorcontest and maybe FAI QuarterWrzos, 184 Oak St., E. Orange, N. J. ph. 673-7951 Finals, Apr. 26-27, 1969. Willis School. Bob Champine,
360 Abingdon Circle, Hampton, Va. 23369 —

OKLAHOMA - Tulsa. FAI Quarter Final, May 10-11, 1969, Bob , yee
|

Hanford, 3838 South 88th E. Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74145, CONTEST RESULTS
ph. NA 17-6932.

TECH MODEL ATRCRAFTERS CLASS AA INDOOR MEET, M.I.T;Armory
VIRGINIA - Hampton. FAI Quarter Final may be held at Cat. II, 45' ceiling.

Willis School, Apr. 26-27, 1969. , por Champine, 360
Indoor Stick open HLAHampton, Vae IndoorStick p

.
Abingdon Circle, pron,

l. Harry Lerman 1733546 1. Sd Archer 0:59.5
2. &d Archer 14:06.2 2. Don Richard 0352.4QualificationTrialResults 3+ Jim Daley 1212545 3. Jim Daley 0:52.0

« Sears McCorrison 0:45.0 + Ron Evans 0345.5Ca eat DENTON LOR BAe ga penn mee
5. Seare McGorrison 0:21.5

Dick Ganslen 5:38 7350 13228 Delta Dart
: . . Easy B0. C. Stewart 6:37 g200 eae l. Mike Daley 0:56.1 l. Ira Lerman 7:01.8Richard Powel 3 ; ° 2. Mark Daley 0:50.8 2. Ralph Lerman 6320.0POSSIBLE WORLD RECORD ,

2: Mike Roby 0:43.0 3- Mike Daley 3:15.21
- Dave Tencks 0:36.0

It is reported that Jiri Kalina of Czechoslovakia wa 5 Phill Lawry 0:31.5
apply for a Cat. IV World Record on the basis of his 3931 .flight with a 65 cm model during the International Meet in MSDONNELL INDOOR MEET, March 9, 1969, E. St. Louis Armory
Romania on Mar. 20-23, 1969. This record is presently

+listed as 45:40, set with a 90 om model by K-H Rieke at
,, Pesta Dart 192 eee : indoor Beale 130 ptthe 1962 W/Ch. The existing record is certainly an abso- er Nerdeastle 118.53

, 3 fim Richmond 85 iP °

lute indoor record, but it is hard to predict whether the 3, Mike Boyor 114.8 3. Dick Hardcastle 74.7CIAM will now make a distinction for 65 cm models. _ y ° ° °

REPORT FROM EUROPE Open HLG Junior HIG~~ 1. Dick Hardcastle 1308.4 1. Steve Veselaky 0:49.0Mihail Teut of Romania reports that both a Romanian 2. Paul Tryon 1:01.1
|

2. Jeff Hardcastle  0:43.5National Championship and an International Contest were 3. Bob Hotze 0:57.8 3. Rick Ryan 0:33.7held on March 20-23, 1969 - in the large salt mine. Otto
Hints set a new Romanian record of 27:42 during the Nation- Open Easy B Junior Easy Bal Champs. The International Contest was attended by five 1. dim Richmond 14:08.2 l. Craig Hardcastle 3:01countries ~- Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Italy, Romania and 2. Dick Hardcastle 9:58.1 2. Karl Crosby 1:37Yugoslavia. The results: de Tony Schott 7:45.2 3. Mitchell Blum 1:07

1. Hungary 164:09 IndoorStick
2. Czechoslovakia 156:26 1. Carl Jaeger 10:42

/ /3, Romania 150356 2. Paul Tryon B15
.

3. Jim Richmond 8:3
These times, and particularly Kalina's 39:18 flight

- .
-which is being submitted for World Record, are unusually SECONDANNUALAIRFOILERCIUBINDOORMEET, Manchester, Tennessee a’good considering that the mine is a constant 60° F.

J: Paper Stick Junior Easy BCONTEST CALENDAR 1. Tom Killough 9:25.6 le Craig Hardcastle 6:26.6
2. Richard Hardcastle 8:41,8 2. Craig Powell 5:32.8ILLINOIS - Chicago. Weekly indoor sessions at the Wash- 3. Rex Powell

©

8301.5 3. Neal Rozelle 4347.6ington Park Armory, contingent upon National Guard drill 4, Walt Rozelle 6:52.6 4. Charles Krickel 4:13.6schedules. HLG 9 am to noon and 4 pm to 5 pm; indoor rub- 5. Lee Webster 5:42.4ber noon to 4 pm. Call Armory at 312-752-9006 or 321
752-9795 to check drill schedule before leaving home. Qpen RasyB IndoorStick

1, Jim Davidson 9343.6 1. Richard Hardcastle 16:15.2MARYLAND - Silver Spring. FAI Benefit meet, Apr. 18-19, 2. John Krickel 4:16.0 2. Walt Rozelle 7302.81969.. Provisional site arrangements require contestants 3. Howard Counts 3322.0 3. Arthur Mansfield 4:46.8contact Tom Vallee, 444 Henryton So., Laurel, Md. 20810, 4, Chet Tuthill 3:20.2 4, Jim Davidson 3:30.6in advance. FAI Qual. by voucher, RT, HLG, Indoor Stick. 5. Rex Powell 2:56.5
MARYLAND ~ Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at JFK High Junior HLG Open HLGSchool, Apr. 18, May 1, 16, June 6, 13, 1969. Bill 1, Steve Farmer 0:53.0 1, Tom Killough 1105.2Saunders, 11613 Le Baron Terr., Silver Spring, Md. 20902 2. Neal Rozelle 0:50.4 2. Dick Hardcastle 1:05.22p Bs
ph. 301-593-7196, 3. Jeff Hardcastle O:47.6 3. Rex Powell 1:04.8

4, Craig Hardcastl 0:44.09 4. 4 :01.MICHIGAN - Detroit. Annual Indoor State Meet, May 3-4, 5. Graig Powell. °

0:38.6 5, JohnCarteright rons1969, State Fair Coliseum. Youth events May 3, 10 am to
3 pm; HLG, AMA CUB, PreFab, three age classes. Regular
AMA events May 4, 4 am to 3 pm; HLG, Paper Stick, Indoor STATEOF THE ART

pereks PiyingScale. Walter Hartung, 14759 Kilbourne, This month's model is the current holder of the Cat.etroit, ph. LA 7-7620.
II A ROG record at15:53.2, Joe Hindes set the record at

MISSOURI - St. Louis. Indoor contest, Apr. 20, 1969, Dave flanger inonto” aking the recone eoPhat Meeeroet neLinstrum, 12411 Leigh Lane, Maryland Hts., Mo. 63042, ph. two models (Randolph's in Mar. '69 INAV) - the are quite14-434~8894, Easy B, Indoor Stick, Seale, HLG. P aot y a3
’ , , Similar, Joe said this model was both adequately strong

and sufficiently stable to be ballooned easily - you justElem. School, Apr ts, 295 Meg Be eeeieatson Ave. have to be able to catch it with the balloon!
Chester Wrzos, 184 Oak St., E. Orange, N. J. ph. 673-7951. ,

A_LOOK AT YESTERYEAR — ,

NEW YORK ~ Hicksville, L. I, Cat. II Indoor meet May 4, Who was the first indoor flier? Hewitt Philli
?

’ ps was1969, 8an toe pee sepongored py pTAMAGe at coor gue recently asked to check the technical accuracy of trans-
190" dia don n

dug “nee a.’ f43° P
e Sttoe I e , lations of letters of Alphonse Penaud. Penaud has been

tick sank Ce ae 38% » He » Paper ex, inacor credited with being the inventor of the rubber-poweredStick. B Dunwoody, 985 Ft. Salonga Rd., Northport, model airplane, and he did most of his aviation experi-Long Island, N. Y.
menting in Paris between 1870 and 1880. One letter to a

. T. J. Bennett in England said "The airplane which I sentOHIO - Cleveland, Cat. I RT, Easy B Contest, May 4, 1969 you was demonstrated at a public meeting on the 27th of ~—it ati Arent? 22550 weton Ave., Cleveland, 30' cell- last November (1873) and made several circuits of theng, 2, * O floor. Contest portion for age groups room, which was 19 x 19 meters." Hewitt told much moreO-135, 14-16, 16-20, over 20. Dr. Vernon Hacker, 25599 about Penaud and his models (helicopters, ornithopters andBreckenridge, Euclid, 0. 44117, ph. 216-261-4990. fixed wing pushers), but perhaps this glimpse can be wound
up with a quote about making demonstrations with models:eee ou 3 Be oe

ag untoor RT, Apr. 26-27, 1969. Bob Han- "Tt always tremble when I make an airplane model performford, 3858 South 88th E. Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 910-NA 7-6932, before the public, which, as everyone knows, is alwayscruel toward failure. Thanks to Heaven that up to now IPENNSYLVANIA ~ Pittsburgh. Sth Annual Indoor Air Meet, have been successful in all my attempts."April 12-13, 1969, Regular indoor events Apr. 12, and
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THE LA
THE

LAB It finally occurred to me that a better test would be

Launch Torque Meter to compare a used (broken in) motor with a new one whichaeuUnen Lorque eter was stripped to give the same cross-section area as the

The Dec. '68 INAV presented a torque meter to be used odmotors| beter Aa top hie ke the ame maximum torque —_~

as a winding stooge and for checking torque curves of rub= ro a r é e same stress. To im-

ber motors under test or evaluation. If you use an "0 through the pointe to represent now ranb faired 8 curve |ew rubber. also usePouch check of torque thatyou launeywith. vFor lowceil- one broken in motor and wound it twice (with two days of

ing flying, the launch torque determines very closely how rooteee menaaa ar ee me oun these points to

high the model will climb. (See "THE LAB", May 68 INAV
8% increa t t “+ € curves represent about

and “CHOICE OF RUBBER MOTOR FOR LOW CEILING INDOOR", p. 78 nerease in energy output per unit weight.
of the 1968 NFFS SYMPOSIUM REPORT.)

MODEL STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION
If you lose any turns hooking up after winding, or

wait very long to launch, the torque level will change. PartI - GeneralConsiderations

A802,it epee arttteut® +o hit adesired tauncn torque This series is an attempt to answer numerous re t
exactly w e winding on a torque stooge. e answer to quests

all these objections and problems is to measure the torque srage of theeubject. mode? poxes with comprehensive cov-
' Just before launch. you have a3 capa y 8 a . ontributions by anyone

simple matter to hook up with a higher torque than needed wear a different way of solving the problems involved

and let the prop run in short bursts until the torque has w this field.

t he exact value needed.dropped to t u Boxes which house indoor models must be airtight so

A hairspring of suitable strength can be used to make they can be carried outside safely. They should be con-

a torque meter to make torque measurements on the model, structed so that they can be opened without causing a big
as shown schematically below. The particular spring used im us th a t: a

e models should not be packed too close-

in this torque meter cost $1 postpaid at Addison Aero Parts you nemovethe bee OFeonans one part on arother as

& Sales, P. 0. Box 216, Addison, Texas 75001; order part box must be secured so it can't come loge tee n the

number 671-73 Hairspring. This spring has a split collet able to use sway braces when models are packed closely—
ane eeead delll #67 thea thecenter oe the adapter the particularly if the box will be handled by others besides

Press a polishedpiece of 1/32" music wire thru the adap- the owner. Large boxes should definitely have a handle,
ter to com lete the main assembl The case was made from

and a locking device to prevent accidental opening. It is

t P ye it advisable to have the box waterproofed inside and out -
1/8" x 1/2" pine strips set on edge and covered with .020 not necessarily so it will float but to prevent moisturealuminum to form a box. The only bearing necessary is to from being absorbed by the material of
drill the case sides to fit the 1/32" music wire. Anchor & y material of the box.

the free end of the spring to the case, and assemble the

case to the frame with small screws. Calibrate the unit in ee (bothcolor and waterproofing) inside @box is
the same manner as for the meter in Dec. '68 INAV.

see model components due to the color contrast. It is im-
portant that the paint material be thoroughly dry before

How do you use this device safely? Hold the model by you use the model box. Otherwise, solvent evaporation
the front wing socket (thumb and index finger of right from the paint may make the microfilm droopy. Note that
hand) with the prop spinning free. Engage the fork with this is not a reliable way to remove warps due to tight
the prop shaft, which stops the prop. Read the torque and film! The film always recovers within a few minutes after
launch the model. DIAL coming out of the box, unless the film is sticky. In thatN\s case the slack film sticks to itself and pulls holes or a

CASE i FORK warps the structure after you take it out of the box. :

.
cr ro '

|

SPRING ANCHOR~SS WheN\ The choice of box type is an individual matter, based

COLLETA! " on model sizes and types to be carried, how many models

iL lw must be carried, and general convenience. Many "full
'

eC
house" A ROG models do not come apart (see Randolph's A

Er ROG, Mar. '69 INAV), and cabin models often have the wing
1 i" integral with the built-up body and landing gear. These

i \! models require special boxes and different packing. Some-

TYPICAL SPRING Low-fat one who flies only FAI size models needs a different box
i “ADAPTER than someone who flies Easy B and paper stick, Another

Small clearance for u decision involves which model types to group together if
stopping end play. hiteeeeiatBret Foon for one box. This series shows a

:

.

number o erent choices - don't get a headache makin 4
PIRELLI LORE the choice!

6
,

The Dec. '68 INAV showed that pirelli improves as it
pat Percival

is broken in, both in energy output and number of turns. as Perolva A
Bob Platt presented part of this information which showed =a)
how much a certain motor improved with successive windups.
He later had second thoughts, and made the following com-
ments:

"TI thought that the previous tests showed definitely
oe

that used rubber was better than new rubber. However, I
have decided that energy outputs can't be compared this 5
way because the rubber is being stressed higher and higher
with each wind. This is because the increase in length
is accompanied by a reduction in cross-section, yet the }
motor is wound to the same maximum torque. | . ,
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TUR$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/YR ADDITIONAL ~

|

oe 0
**#*#YATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCTETyHWHH* eeee ae,

a.

Because ofthe tight scheduling of the Team SelectionNew Members? Program, and the early Nats, the next two or three INAV's,

‘ ,

will be on a highly variable schedule. Stay cool!TERRY BUDDINGH, 1689 Juniper St., Livermore, Cal. 94550 :

ROBERT D. HABERSTROH, Route 1, Box 466, Ft. Collings Colo. Help Wanted! :

oy ;

MARLIN J. RABUCK, 157 Parkview Rad., Stratford, N. J. 08084
..,

It has been suggested that the NIMAS mailing list be
o : broken downto a listing by states; this seems like a most .Indoor Nats - PAY ATTENTION!| ay “useful thing to have. Will anyone handle the task of,

a i: “sorting the names andassistingin keeping the list up toThe March '69 INAV announced that the 1969 Indoor Nats date? :

Ss ‘will be held on two days. Indoor Stick, Paper Stick and mo, ae ‘ NT pcg

Indoor Cabin will be held on Monday, July 14, from noon to
| ‘CompetitionNewsletter a os sim8 pm. HL and Indoor Scale will be held on July 15, from

One of the best ways to stay abreast of what is hap-10 am to pm.
:

are

pening in AMA is to subscribe to the AMA Competition News-
Registration vit] be heldonlyat Willow chive nas, Letter. “this isnartofteneycompetitionservice whiehand you gust register before flying. Registrationopens is really outstanding, and content goes beyond AMA doings8 am, July 14; and continues during the week. This means and covers technical matters. : one MS 2 angthat indoor rubber contestants must plan to enter Willow

OO ESS :
ee

bosGrove NAS (near Philadelphia, Pa.) at 8

am when the base
eo,

: oy

py pgp tetoe Soesen gre Pape a ake tsis opened to contestants, register immediately, and then
_

_FAI_INDOORREPORT” eso directly to Lakehurst, New Jersey to fly. Seale andELG contestants are advised to register on July 14 also. team Selection Trials Schedule . cooipa ganhs

Elimination of registration at Lakehurst was necéssary CALTPORNTA must contaetBob tensor pn moe yAS Lane Roedue to the impossibility of coordinating two separate Loma Linda, Cal. 92354 in advance so he ean arrange’registration centers, and to help reduce Navy manpower for security clearance wen

an

requirements. We have received seterae erat eee Ee and bagelsceease habae nena ewanes desuy bled pe ku eresa a WaLicw enna enmembers of the Nats Executive Committee thatthere is am~
.

NIA” = San” Francisco. May 25. 1060 at ang paleect: - BSple time to complete registrationand makeit toLakehurst CART EOE SPAT BEEera ey £2 86707 at Som nt ieeeaN -- beforeflying begins. Special registration proceduresare
ek BlackfieldDr. SantaClara.’Cal “95051 on Bri,

te feebeing set up, and Pete Sotich has made mapswith the fast-
Lee a

MM ee ey MEAZoot e peaest route marked available to all who wish them.
ILLINOIS - Chicago. FAI Q-F on May 4, 1969. Pete sotich,

: Indoor has been growing rapidly this year - let's have or S1STPL BcO7O8 Chheancy) oe dhe tee 279008 :a large Nat's entry! Entry blanks are available from AMA drillhas cancelled the session, or Beet sHQ. Any requests for entry blanks must be accompanied by
:

" °
mo

:.4 stamped, self-addressed envelope. Use one 6¢ (or 7¢ if MICHIGAN ~ Detroit. FAI Q-F May 10, 1969 at Michigan
/

rates go up) stamp for each entry blank requested. Note State Fair Coliseum. Ed Stoll, 30471 Manse, Mt. Clem-that the deadline for. advance Nats entry is June 15, 1969. ens, Mich. 48043,If_you miss that deadline, you must enter in person on Me
eee ee ea :July 14, and pay a substantial late entry fee. Either way NEW JERSEY ~ Lakehurst. FAI Q-F May 25, 1969; FAI Semi onyou must register before you fly! qune eee olee ey Ol Ler Wrzos, 184 Oak St., E. Orange,

.
.

o Je . 1- -7 :

yt :Indoor Nats Timin 7 P 75-79516
— :

. KLAH - isa. I Q-

iy 9

“pm.The pndoorNats will again pe otaffed entirely by aMA
© Note! thda is A chengeoe alte ard piter was Hanford .personnel - ming, paperwork - e€ whole project. It is 838 South88th E. .

.

la. ph. “7 -6922,virtually certain that each flier will have to time as 7838South 86th

E. Ave., Tulsa, Okla. ph. NA 7-6932many flights as he makes - time then fly! Juniors will be TEXAS - Dallas. FAI @-F on May 25, 1969. DickGatisten.exempted, of course - so plentyof volunteer timing help 1204 Windsor, Denton, Tex. 76201 ph. 817-387-1969,”will also be needed. Volunteer by sending your’ name to
ae a

a ehBox 545, Richardson, Texas 75080. If you can't help for VIRGINIA - Hampton. FAI Q-Fon May 17-18, 1969. ‘Bobthe full eight hours, please note when you can! Champine, 360 Abingdon Circle, Hampton, Va. 23369
:

NIMAS Awards
9 7 ss

QualificationTrial Results
SILVER CAT. I HLG AWARD - 0:25,0;Halcrane QualifiersVia Contests

a GOLD CAT. I HLG AWARD - 0:35.6, Rex Powell Name Meet/Date - ‘Mme/Winning TimeZ
HLG Plan offered Bill Hulbert Pittsburgh/4/12 14:08.5/14:08.5 100Carl Jaeger he 13305/143:08.5 93 :

Ron Wittman has offered to furnisha plan of "Tara 18"! Ron Ganser
wa 1924771420825 83Complete with full size outline drawings to any NIMAS mem- “DaleHacker””™ ee wu.  10302/143085 71. ber who will furnish a stamped, self-addressed envelope Lou Willis) °

~

a
So,

-- 9332/14:08.5 67
.

for the return of the plan. .
Send theenvelopesto Box 545 Dr, Vernon Hacker  —"

-

oan, 8346/14208.5 62Richardson, Tex, 75080. The plan includes info on the
,

eo Cte cht HE dle Pahbe © Laake, we
version which holds the Open OHLG record (19:32), and the EDWARDS AFB QUAL. TRIAL ” (Bob Randolph sponsor)Cat. I1/III version which has won several places in Nats Robert Gibbs Loete$h onde Eel Lo kta de tare Al at

scompetition.Thiswouldbea good model for the 1969
©

Paul Allen, Jr. ,

Indoor’ Nats!
Leek Linda Randolph

neFudo Takagi oo

in es - ,PheaseHave Patience!
.

bey
«Megat Bd 208 BE da .

If you haveaNIMAS Award, or a NIMAScertificate com-
cE etahedeecn WAL eon” oeraT’ 7 7435259ing, or if you wrote recently,it may be a while butyou” “Curtis Janke 19:55 °° B12 = 407

° will hear fromme! _This. winter. has been especially busy; Wayne Zink
_

18:14 16:52= 35:06.my total preparation for the Team Selection Program to. ' |" Charlie Sotich 14347 15:33 30320date has been one box, one completed (but untested) model, Wally Mumper 15319 49905 26 Ba.

“pee eer en tmimroremetceae ements pa tn te ed se



used for Jr. HLG; this graph appeared in Oct. '66 INAV.

IRVINGTON, N. J. LOCAL QUAL. TRIAL, April 15, 1969 All winners will receive NIMAS Certificates,and Junior

Chester Wrzos 10344 entrants will receivea copy of the Bilgri reprint and a
|

John Triolo 10313 glide rule. The results: = on

Ce. Ve Russo. 9:03
,

OPEN EASY B Time/ceiling Fudge
~~ Adj. Time epee

Julius Rudy- -' 8337 1. Clarence Mather “590/30! 1,16 690
‘

Richard Nawoyski 7352 2. Joe Pontecorvo
—

516/24! 1431 674
-

Emanuel Radoff
| .

6:47 3. Pete Patterson 492/24" 1,31 643
|

4, Jim Walters "” "" 392/24! (131
|
525 Om,

RECORDS?MAYBE}
oe

, 5. Howard Haupt
~ 384/25! 1.28 “~ 492° (Ist Senior)

° 6. Phil Hainer = = 383/25' «1,28 490
FAI BENEFIT MEET, Bolling AFB, Apr. 19, 1969 Cat. I 7. Joe Deady 367/2k 137 «ABO

Hanger #2, 34.5' ceiling 8. Rex Powell 395/31" 1,15 45h
Open Paper Stick ~- 14:01, Bob Randolph 9, R, J. Dunham 453/41! 1,0 453
Open Cabin - 12:54.2, Bob Randolph 10, Fudo Takagi 352/25! 1,28 450

FAI LOCAL QUAL. TRIAL, April 12, 1969 CAT. II AMA 11. John Thornhill _ 318/30.5! 1,16 369
Washington Park Armory, Chicago, Ill. 90' ceiling 12, Martin Richardson 278/35! 1, 08 301
Open Paper Stick - 21:55.6, Jim Richmond 13, Steve Kokita 169/25! 1.28 216
AMA CAT II FAI ~ 33:20.5, Jim Richmond

HAMPTON INDOOR CONTEST, April 26, 1969 Cat. I JUNTOREASY B

Willis School, 20' 6" ceiling 1, oR, J. Dunham IT 467/41" 1.0 467

Open Indoor Stick - 20:02.8, Hal Crane
, 2. Kim Mather 255/25! 1,28 326

: 3. Neal Rozetle 287/35! 1,08 311

POSSIBLE WORLD RECORD! CLASS I OPEN HLG a

di .0
Hal Crane's 20:02.8 flight listed above was not only i aa eters ner oo ernest ro 0

an unsteered flight, but it also fulfilled all require- 3, Nat Antonioli 59/25! 1.0 59
oe

ments for a World Record. Hal had the foresight to have kh. John Richards 494/25! 1.0 49,4
a World Record sanction inforce, so he has filed to claim
the record. The existing record is held by Jiri Kalina at CLASSTTOPENHLG
19:20, and Hal had to exceed that by 2% (exceed 19:43.2). 1, DanBelieff 76.3/34,5! 1,014 77.36
If this flight is recognized, the next one will need to 2, Don Teeples 72.9/34,5! 1,014 73.92

exceed 20:25. Hal's model wasa31.5" span "D" which 3. Dick Mathis 63.4/30.5! 1,15 72,91

weighed .0445 oz. and used .0415 oz. rubber. This is truly 4, Tom Peaden 63.3/30.5! 1.15 72.79
a magnificent achievement! 5. John Sites 68.4/34.5! 1.014 69. 36

6. Bucky Serviates 65.9/35! 1.0 65.9 —

: CONTEST CALENDAR 7. John Thornhill 65,2/34.5! 1,014 66.1

;

8. Tom Killough 56.3/31! 1.13 63.62
:

ILLINOIS - Chicago. Weekly indoor sessions at the Wash- 9. Bud Tenny 52.6/30,5! 1.15
| 60.49

ington Park Armory, contingent upon National Guard drill 10. Rex Powell 48.7/31! 1.13 56. 16
schedules. HLG 9 am to noon and 4 pm to 5 pm; indoor rub- ll. Martin Richardson 52.6/35! 1,0 52.6
ber noon to 4 pm. Call Armory at 312-752-9006 or 321- JUNTOR HLG vee

752-9795 to check drill schedule before leaving home.
1. Ro J. DunhamIL 71.5/55! 1.0 1.5

MARYLAND - Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at JFK High
2. Neal Rozelle 26.8/35! 1.40 37.6

School,Apr.18,-—Mey+, 16, June 6, 13, 1969. Bill SUB-JR, HLG

Saunders, 11613 Le Baron Terr., Silver Spring, Md. 20902 1. Jimmy Clem 30.9/30.5 1.0 30.9
ph. 301-593-7196. 2. Kristi Tenny 27.6/30.5 1,0 27.6

MICHIGAN ~- Detroit. Annual Indoor State Meet, May 3-4, INDOORSTICK
1969, State Fair Coliseum. Youthevents May 3, 10 am to 1, Clarence Mather 972/22,3' 1,29 1252

:

% pm; HLG, AMA CUB, PreFab, three age classes. Regular 2, R, J. Dunham 807/37! 1,0 807 Oy,
AMA events May 4, 9 am to 3 pm; HLG, Paper Stick, Indoor 3. R. J. Dunham IT 716/374 sa. 716 (Ist. Jr.)
Stick, Flying Scale. Walter Hartung, 14759 Kilbourne, 4. Walter Rozelle 4h9,9/21! 1,33 600

Detroit, ph. LA 7-7620. 5. Carl Jaeger 540/35! 1, 06 556

NEW JERSEY - Irvington. Indoor sessions at Madison Ave. STATE OF THE ART

Elem. School, Apre-+5,—295 May 6, 13. 17' ceiling.
Chester Wrzos, 184 Oak St., E. Orange, N. J. ph. 673-7951. _ The model of the month is Dan Belieff's "Fluf-Duf" -

which currently holds the Cat. I Open HLG record at 1318.8
NEW YORK- Hicksville, L. I. Cat. II Indoor meet May 4, and has won or placed at many other meets. It is possible
1969, 8 am to 5 pm. Sponsored by LIAMAC, at Cantiague that Dan could tell you where to get full size plans,
Park Skating Rink, Hicksville, L. I. Site is 50' high, since this presertation is a blue-line print. Dan Belieff

190' dia. dome. HLG, Easy B, Scale, Paper Stick, Indoor 204 Cedar Lane, Rockville, Md. 20851.
Stick. Bill Dunwoody, 985 Ft. Salonga Rd., Northport,

°

Long Island, N. Y. CALIBRATING INDOOR SCALES

OHIO - Cleveland. Cat. I RT, Easy B Contest, May 4, 1969 The March '64 INAV presented two indoor scales, and
at Euclid Arena, 22550 Milton Ave., Cleveland. 30' ceil-~ noted that weight for calibrating the scales could be made

ing, 85' x 180% floor. Contest portion for age groups through access to precision laboratory balances. Bob

O-13, 14-16, 16-20, over 20. Dr. Vernon Hacker, 25599 Dunham has calledtoour attention.an article "Direct
Breckenridge, Euclid, 0. 44117, ph. 216-261-4990. Reading Indoor Scale" which appeared in the June|'60MAN.

This is an interesting article about a different type of
GEORGIA - Moultrie. Georgia State Championships at Spence seale, but the real meat is in a chartofweights. Plain
AFB, May 3-4, 1969 (AAA) will have indoor May 3, 7:30 pm enamel covered magnet wire, obtainableatelectronic sup-
to 10:30 pm. Easy B, HLG, Paper Stick. Walt Rozelle, ply houses, is made to close tolerances, The following
1403 Midlawn Dr., Decatur, Ga. 30032 ph. 404-284-8110 chart gives the weight/inch of several wire sizes:

WISCONSIN - Milwaukee. Indoor sessions 7:30 pm to 9:30 Wire Gage Inches/Oz. WireGage Inches/02«
~m, May 8,15,22,29, June 5, 1969 at Sherman Social Center, 10 oe oper 8

- 9208 2
North 51st. St. and W. Locust St. Ken Kraemer, 3945 N. 12 37oA é Feast
Aist. Ste, Milwaukee, Wisc. 53216 8 38 ees 30 o750200

INDOOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
.

18 150.60 .

34 6097 250
ae 20 239625 36 9665 225

Poland has withdrawn their offer to host the’ 1970 W/Ch 22 380.70 38 153690
because their. site will not be finished. Romania has been o4 602.25 40 24429.75
accepted asalternate host, and the site will be the salt . : a

mine where Kalina da + with a cm m *

,

is 122 m below ground; 32,5 m wide. 65 ronan anataspite As an example of how to make a calibrating weight us-
long. Drift is perhaps the lowest of any site in the ing the chart above, #34 wire is 6097.5 inches per ounce,

world, but the temperature is constant at 9° or 100 C6. A .001 oz. weight would then be 6.0975, long; if you can
More details and a site sketch next month!— manage to measure it to just over 6.C9" long it will be.

, within .1% of the correct weight. Similarly, 15.06" of

NIMAS POSTAL MEET #18 wire would be exactly .1 02.
ott,

Use care in making the weights for best accuracy. Be
Overall entry this year was somewhat bigger than last sure you use new sleen unseretched wire, and get it as

year, but youth entry was again pretty slim. All times y ; 79 3 . ’

are listed in seconds. The standard rubber fudge factor straight as. possible to measure it. Use a machinist 5...
was used for rubber events (square root of the getline ruler to measure the wire; file one end of the wire flat
height ratio), and for HLG (except Jr.) the ratio of ceil- for reference and then cut and file the, other, end to,the.
ing height was used since this has proved most equitable proper length.
for small differences in height. The HLG Fudge graph was
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BALLOON STEERING ~- ANOTHER LOOK
~ Tee -

.

.

Balloon steering was covered in May '63 and June '65 = a delicate touch. In "C", the model is contacted just be-INAV's. These two articles can be briefly summarized in hind the wing and is slowly pushed into a new orbit as inthe following remarks. The basics are simple, and only Fig. 2. You must move slowly in order to prevent a stall,require practice ~ the higher the model the more practice but the model generally loses less altitude than with AObecomes important. The most important single thing is to other methods.
decide when to steer; do not delay in getting the balloon sigluneganeam ee .up while you decide. If you safely can do so, put the yon excellent method developed by Bob Champine is shownballoon up if you even suspect you will need it; then you in "D' and Fig. 3. Incredible as 1t may seem, Bob passes
can agonize to your heart's content and you are ready for the string paren the prop are (takes practice and timingthe decision when it comes. If possible, the balloon to get it right!) and gets the string next to the inboardshould be much higher than the model, and the string must Side of the motor stick, Now, with very’careful moves, hebe pretty snug. A loose balloon will only wreck the model leads" the model where he wants it. It 1s easy to make
or catch the prop, since you can't move it as fast as you one of two mistakes here ~- either stall the model by aneed to,

,

sudden move and catch the prop, or snag the wing or prop
as you release the model in the new orbit.

:Three methods were discussed before, as illustrated
: .in "A", "B" and "c" pelow, along with Fig. 1&2. "A" 4s Two comments about rules are in order. First, AMAthe basic method outlined by Bruce Paton in 1963. The flights may not be steered; the time stops when you firstoutboard wing is allowed to contact the string, and the touch the model. Second, FAI now permits three steers ofmodel rotates 180° and you release it. Fig. 1 shows the fifteen seconds each per flight, and this is a lot of timeaction; the model winds up just over one flight circle up- which relieves the pressure somewhat. Although no clearstream of it's original orbit. Models in critical trim or ruling has ever been made, it is the opinion of most U.S.those with extreme offset in the wing may either stall off officials that you must break loose at least momentarilythe line or simply slide down the string.

, at the end of the fifteen second interval. It is to youradvantage to do this anyway; if you can't complete a steerThis behavior can be overcome’ in some cases by using in 15 seconds your are either out of position or too tense"B" or "c". In "B", the model is contacted on the inboard to do it in unlimited time. Break away, take a couple ofwing and allowed to pivot as before. Once again, models deep breaths and try on the next circle! =.with critical trim may spin off the line if you do not use
,
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JNNEWSand VIEWS (itor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL© the Symposium, and the price will be $3.50 per copy forya : et | AMA members or $4.50 for non-AMA members.sete NAL INDOOR MOvEL AIRPLANEsOCcTETY#see eee von ae

NATIONAL INDOOR Medal AIRPLANE SOCIETY
i...
The Report contains 14 papers by recognized fliers ofNew Members!

— FF and Indoor. Tom Vallee contributed a paper "Hall Mete-ee a ce nan orology, Geometry and Low Ceiling Endurance" which castsPAUL H. ALLEN, JR., 18821E.Leandora Ave., Glendora, cal, | & lot of light on the problems of flying indoor under lessmoe

oe OTTHQ than ideal conditions,
oe

;

CHARLES BRAZZEL, 3616 Hester Lane, Fantav tee Al
If you nissed the pe eeert At can be had alongMMERT, 300 Davey Glen RaoA Boo Cal. with the 1969 Report for

» Sale beginning at the Nats.
FRED ENMERT, 300 D vey Glen Ra » Apt. 35095 eougnt, Cad Advance orders for either the 1969 Report by itself orHOWARD HAUPT, 5714 ‘Bakewell’St,,“san Diego, Cal. 92117 the combo offer (request the 1968-1969 Combo) by sending,NILLIAN NAKASHDMR, MaBeo S170 Webop Mee Atenssde see, Gone M feat Ergrey, MmOURE tODick LYoneyTH ThomasWI NAKAS M.D., 21707 Me e@., Riverside, Cal rey Teta a

" o Ju or to
LLIAM HIMA, , "7 uM Coy Av ve Rogers , ° Annie Gieskieng, 1333 8. Franklin St., Denver, Colo. 80210VIRGIL A. SANDBORN, 917° Cheyenne Dr., Ft, collins, Colo. after July 15, 1969.

-. 0521
'

<a
ys Loa Honorary Members. ee * FF/IndoorBallot:

IPPO, Av. Mitz ’ 2028, Florida Prov. BasAS. _

Subseribers to AMA's Competition Newsletter and NFFS
EDUARDO GRIPPO, Mitre

» F or ° Argentina members received a ballot (the AMA ballotcovers all model we
. .

categories, while the NFFS ballot covers only FF/Indoor) v7Family Memberships which should be acted upon immediately. These really are
: o aamand_Semperships

7 ce, not ballots, but are opinion polls, Speaking as a formerRA. SANDBORN 7 Cheyenne Dr., Ft. Collins,’Colo. CB member and Chairman, it is highly frustrating to try to me

PETER ANDBOR » 917 y Dr., Rr 80524 °

determine membership attitudes toward proposed rules; and
.

ec . this "ballot" is an attempt to get inputs from more of the _a Indoor Nats « Reminder : membership. Rather than gripe about rules changes after: QT
Loos, the fact, express your opinions through these ballots!The deadline for advance entry in the 1969 Nats is

yr dune 15, 1969. After this date you must enter in person The indoor portions of the rules proposalsdeal with
"

at Willow Grove NAS, near Philapelphia, Pa., and pay a indoor cabin definitions and a proposed change in defini-
an

substantial late entry fee. However you enter, you must tion of indoor official flight. 1 hope that the presenta-register at Willow Grove NAS before you fly indoor events tion below comes out - it is reproduced from Competitionat Lakehurst, N. J. Registration at Willow Grove opens Newsletter.It is a shame that AMA HQ has not seen fit toat 8 am on July 14, 1969, ana the Indoor Rubberevents publicize these in the official publication (AAM)! On thebegin at noon the same day, This calls for prompt regis- basis of the info presented below, express youropinion
ee

tration and an Aammediate trip to Lakehurst. A special - to the FFCB member of your district (listing in each AAM)line will be set up to facilitate indoor registration, and or to Joe Boyle, FFCB Chairman, 219 Shenandoah Rd.,Pete Sotich has made available maps showing the fastest Hampton, Va., 23361 immediately!route from Willow Grove to Lakehurst,
vp eiseeeOL ieiad Might, Mottysit Iuduer Cabin. CI member eouments on

.

Meanwhile, Senior and ‘Open indoor contestants will :

Propowt to tevin Hite book para raph: vate providinebor tie ma im risehave to share the timing load by the time-a-flight-fly- nh OER rie enn tela whichcontains tie Cantteta-flight system. Also, volunteer help is needed to help Lestat atl be al teed a letab oot tive At the same Lime, twe Feist pproporsa beofficiate and time Juniorflights. A few people have of- Hantsean ane shal, te pated Tan, ethwetefered their services, but quite a few more are needed. TEiRBie are not reenprid, Wathe one Beetion ta he taken at ae point 174 thVolunteer by sending your name to Box 545, Richardson, wie ay pant ieotvapeetneay tee MT ee he ree pat te teTexas 75080. Be sure to specify when you can help if you eneidered an olfierad Charht wate an Hor chaupia cute pera. Ma Guten heenn’t help with Rubber on July 14 and HLG or Scale in July SateOnatE tebal Mieht, Aw unettacnal wee, wal , hoo nae an m4

15.
oo Ii twnor teties a ae SIE the crantetoetion amtst necutalcamepent oy.

:
oe

who da attempting tu retrieve amoled, Ap on Eat pert ion of Hhe ba ede Gy wthIndoorScale At Nate
ieriafonnstewhi ema Retea teOo :

,

Seontinue uptid the Clipht i. complet. houses The moter cd BATT have ae hoes
. .

.

Besides the regular AMA sponsored Indoor Seale event Mace EL ameUbe fe Lanett tee ee te(monoplane and multiplane combined with trophies to 3rd in Aeeision immediately aud camel tev tan Pon bate tet vse tadeach age group), there will be two other scale events 7 ATS Thine et Rights. Revise tha

eeSponsored by NFFS. The first is the Navy Event ~ for any paragraph by ster teniny ae bat liae mh
,prop driven navy (any nationality) airplane’ - flown to AMA the 10 aceon etton er, ee geet aerules and Judged by Navy personnel - all ages combined he stopped, 10 seconds sted tel fyandPe Peart See eet a, rophies by NFFS. The second event finoatutiatis Peanut Scale, using official Peanut rules and with oe

trophies by Bill Hannan.
.

vunior NIMAS Awards
a |“ mo

a
”

oa

wy eves meade .

:
.

: - ‘ pe pone tyes tne se
a

Se tee 7 yScale registration? For the AMA event you must regis- CAT, II RUBBER AWARD- 20:52, Terry Buddinghter at Willow Grove. For the Navy Scale and Peanut Scale
; a

. .

event you can register:
: FAL INDOOR REPORT

= be eee a1. By mail with Jim Hanst or Paul Kastory prior to July
_

ualifier Notifica Soe e
: «50

.

o
Los

.

1, 1969 (re & Sr. $1; Open #145 )
Very y te has been said about it this year (not even2. t Lakehurst NAS, before 12 noon on July 15 by AMA HQ), but it 1s very important for any qualifier who19600 care he cr. $1.50; Open $2) ,; y _* finds himself unable to advance to the next round to letSr pee De eho ened de nce PE a Re this be known. No matter why you can't fly in the next

|

‘ : Jim Hanst. oe, * Paul Kastory
= ,

* round = you must notify the first runner-up from the Quar-Box 421, Re D. 2
_ 37 Tanglewood Dr., R.D.'3 7° °° 3 ter+Final that you qualified in, You reall should tellValencia, Pa. 16059 ‘Valencia, Pa. 16059

/ ,
AMA HQ and Clarence Mather (Program Managery. This used5

PO, oo to apply to the complete indoor program, but it applies toNFFS Symposium Q-F and Semi qualifiers only now. So, if your namie is ‘

listed in any of the resulta from Quarter-Final Trials be-' The 1969 NFFS Symposium will be held Tuesday evening low and you can't make it to any of the Semi-Finals listed,July 15, 1969 at the Chapel of Willow Grove NAS. The Sym- let this be known as soon as you decide! If you don'tposium Report will be published in time for delivery at know who the runner-up 13, contact the CD of your Q-F and

:
nitseiasti ian aman ta aN ti cSerenceestherero NPRRTNERNbren nS ntnltt



have him notify the runner-up. Clarence Mather's address
.

0 is: 3880 Ecochee Ave., San Diego, Cal. 92117. FAL Finals
:

Semi-Finals Schedule Although no final announcement has been made, it has
. ”

7

been indicated by the program manager (Clarence Mather)WEST COAST - June 14-15, 1969, Cow Palace in San Francis- that the Team Selection Finals will be heldat Lakehurst | veeco, 98' ceiling. Tentative schedule ~- 2 flights 6/14; in the time following the Nats events. That is, from 8 pm4 flights 6/15. Joe Bilgri, 1255 Blackfield Dr., to midnight’on July’ 14, 1969 and from 5 pm to midnight onSanta Clara, Cal. 95051. July 15, 1969. The site isfirm, but possible alternative
L flying times are being considered, po

NORTH CENTRAL ~ June 21-22, 1969, Michigan State Fair ~ - ,

.Coliseum in Detroit, 65! cellings ? flights on 6/21; So RECORDS? MAYBE}
.22. Paul Crowle 2604 Tecla, Warrenmantente 6/ whe 3132205 002e8" , , ST, LOUIS INDOOR MEET, Apr. 20, 1969 cat. I tit

.

,
East St. Louis Armory CC

SOUTH CENTRAL- June 214 1969. John Mabee Gym at Tulsa "Open Cabin = 133:44,4, Bob Randolph
.,. University, 32' ceiling. flights 8 am to 5:30 pm

oe
.

on 6/21. GD Bill Salnikov, 9906 S. Yale, Tulsa, Okla, VIRGINIA AREA QUARTER FINALS, May 17-18, 1969 Cat. I
74135. ‘ Co , Willis School, 20'6" ceiling

Open AMA Cat. I FAI - 18:17.8, Tom Vallee we

EAST COAST - June 29, 1969. Hangar #5 at Lakehurst, N. J. a

,

150+" ceiling. “Chester Wrzos, 184 Oak St., E. Orange, CONTEST CALENDAR
N. J. 07018, ph. 201-673-7951.

Sy ILLINOIS - Chicago. Weekly indoor sessions at the Wash-
“ 7 ington Park Armory, contingent upon National Guard driliualification Trial Results

schedules. pe 9 am to noon and 4 pm to 5 pm; indoor rub-
REA : 1 ber noon to pm. Call Armory at 312-752-9006 or %12~eT hematorte WA ae? aoe te” 1969, Peake 1ing

752-9795 to check drill schedules before leaving, home.

Poe Brenenstein #0359 oor iota MARYLAND = Silver Spring. Indoor session at JFK fihra Stoll 18:26 21:05 39331 School, June 13, 1969.° Bill Saunders, 11612 Le Baron
Paul Crowley 17:21 18:19 35:40 Terrace, Silver Spring, Md. 20902, ph, 201-593-7196.

. rout Sumon sen teiee tetas 33:08 OKLAHOMA - Tulsa. Tulsa Glue Dobbers 20th Annual (AAA)ar % berts. 12:48 16:39 29:27 a Model Airplane Championships will have a full slate ofDon Roberts ; ; ; outdoor events (FF, CL & RC) plus: IHLG (Jr. & Sr.-Op);
CHICAGO AREA QUARTER FINALS, May 4, 1969, 90' ceiling Easy B (Jr. & Sr.-Op.); Scale (Jr. & Sr.-Op.); Paper StickErwin Rodemsky 23329 22306 45 335 and Indoor Stick. 4 pm to 10 pm, July 4 and July 5, 1969.

. a De(Charlie Sotich
|

21:24 21303 42327 | STATE OF THE ART
re Rn OARTER FINALS, May 9, 1969, 37 Ce oecg Bobby Dunham won Indoor Cabin at the 1968 Nats and

Bobby Dunham
: : placed 2nd in Indoor Stick with the dual design featured

Sim  ardnen this month, It was designed his dad, and thé destin is
Bobby Hanford . excellent for Juniors. The cabin design has two unique

.

obby
|

:

: features which make it especially adaptable for Juniors -

’ the fuselage is based upon a rolled tube which has light-st. Poul trecn QUARTER toe 20 ise 8
2356 ening holes cut in it; while the thrust betring ins similar

Dick Hardcastle 10:55 11224 22:19 to normal indoor stick practice. Winding is done from the —,

Tony Schott 9:04 9:30 18334 rear with prop in place, which leaves only tai] hook-up
Nan Tryon

.

4233 6:47 11:20 7° after winding. ==.) - 45 7.25... er pe
. :

DETROIT AREA QUARTER FINALS, May 10, 1969, 65' ceiling INDOORWORLDCHAMPIONSHIP © .

Paul Crowley 18:4 12:37 31321Dick Kowalskd 12:53 17:25 30:18 The May '69 INAV announced that the 1970 W/Ch was to
Pat Green

,

19:27 B:47 28:14 be relocated to Slanic Prahova - that fabulous salt mine
- Ball Hulbert — 12:38 12231 ». 25309 in Romania. The sketch below was copied from info furn=- |Bob Blenenstein 11220 11205 "99305 ished by Rudolf Cerny of Czechoslovakia. The site 1s outCarl Jaeger 7:08 8355 16:03 in the middle of a football-shaped salt dome which is 165

:

miles long, with oval cross section about 1/2 mile x 1/4
VIRGINIA AREA QUARTER FINALS, May 17-18, 1969, 20' ceiling Mile in size. Air temperature in the mine 1s constant at

__i champine 17104 18:10" ana
35:14. 90 to 10° C, or 480 to 50° F, Humidity 1s normally just

Hal Crane 16:11 18:16 34327 under 50% except in the summer, when it rises appreciably.
Tom Vallee 1450 18317 33:07 Therefore, the W/Ch will be scheduledin March, April or

|May. The drawback of low temperatureis mostly offset bySs THERN CALIF. UARTER FINALS Ma 18 1 6 7 ' sable complete absence of drift, so the 100° width {Ss not a bonoou Bob Randolph” 24324
, 35240 909% 7Bton problem. Cerny has said this 1s probably the best indoor

Bill Gibbs 20:57 18:11 39:08 site in the world, ani it sounds like it?
Bob Gibbs 19334 18309 37343 ,00%
Warren Williams 18:29 18:08 36337 povsansoL~22l gisLinda Randolph 18:16 17:32 35348 ?

usa seePaul Allen 18:26 16:36 35302 tna 1 es
NORTHERN CALIF. QUARTER FINALS, May 25, 1969, 98' ceiling ~

Bud Romak 29:04 29:00 58:04 ,

x vayy ONIAT SYJoe Bilgri 19:37 221235 42:12
A °Lew Gitlow 20:55 16:20 37215
'Carl Rambo 17:00 16308 33:08 | _ a ‘ 3

/

!
| Pee we ~LAKEHURST AREA QUARTER FINALS, May 25, 1969, 150+' ceiling !
' | . t >C. V. Russo 27:07 332211 59:19 ry ' OoPete Andrews 27:07 31:49 58:56 eee epee ee dayne Jy °John Triolo 26:42 25 345 52:27 ELIIARLi= iiting +8 as

. Julius Rudy 24:18 23:46 48 204
; 1g \Jim Vale 20335 19:00 39235

' |
.

. 1 |
NORTH TEXAS AREA QUARTER FINALS, May 25, 1969, 30' ceiling 1 |

oo.

Stan Chilton 14357 15345 30:32 Neen
Bud Tenny 12:15 11341 23356 Mini = INAV?Dick Ganslen 12:06 - 10324 22330

— oe
a as , bb .Jim Clem 11:27 9311

, (20:237> This issue 1s somewhat abbreviated ~ the alternativeKristi Tenny 7:41 8:43 16324 was to make up a full issue later, after the models were
—

7
a re ready for the Semi. I chose this route to insure that theCLEVELAND AREA QUARTER FINALS, May 25, 1969, .33' ceiling more important flying schedules, rules matters, ete. couldRon Ganser 5355 - 10331 16326 go in time to help where needed. So, whatever was onhandRonnie Ganser 6322 7243 14205 and ready is what you get!

.
Dr. Vernon Hacker 6:44 5:53 12337 |

‘Lou Willis| 5:42 6:12 11:54
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas: 75080
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THE 1969 INDOOR NATS
Indoor Stick Paper Stick indoor Cabin Indoor HLG

Junior Junior Junior
. Junior

1. Ronny Ganser 22:55.6 1. Ronnie Ganser 10:20.1 1. Ronnie Ganser 1533722 1. Mark Kerr” 105.02. Michael Keuhne 12:03.2 2. Michael Kuehne 8:58.2 2. Michael Kuehne 8322.9 2. David Belieff 99.03. William Schlarb 7:56.0 3. Brian Webster 8247.0 3. Barry Pailet 4312.0 3. Donald Ganser 97 54. Michael Porykaza 6:12.2 4, James Haught 733965 4. Bruce Pailet 3356.0 4. Warren Carter 95.25. Bruce Pailet 7339.4 5. William Schlarb 3355.5 5+ David Pfeiffer 90.86. William Schlarb 6:59.0_ 6. James Mills 2255.0 6. Brian Pardue 89.07. Barry Pailet 5:57.62 7. Justin Mills 2310.8 Te William Schlarb 84.68. Phill Lawry 5315.2
; Lo

8. Richard Sherman 84.6
9. Justin Mills 3231.0

~
.

9. Justin Mills 84.510. Jason Tryon 33:14,2 10, Matthew Mills 83.2
Senior Senior Senior Senior

1. Dale Hacker 1635161 1. Dan Domina 14349,4 1. DanDomina 9343.0 1. M. Thompson 123.62. Dan Domina 14:51.8 2. Jan Serviates 14:00.0 2. Jan Serviates 9228.0 2. Jan Serviates 122.1
,

3. Jan Sefviates 13354.4 3 Susan Weisenbachi3354.5 3, Terry Kuehne 7208.0 3. Gary Myers 112.94. Terry Kuehne 9254.0 4, Terry Kuehne 10312.9 4, pale Hacker 6:50.28 4. George Brown 111.75+ Susan Weisenbach 9:09.5 5+« Francis Donnely 9:55.0 5. Susan Weisenbach 5:11,.0 5. Ken Fitch, Jr. 108.86. Ken Fitch, Jr. 4353.6 6. Paul Andrews $$5:06.2 6. Ken Fitch, Jr. 1:10,2 6. Henry Nixon 106.07» Ken Fitch, Jr. 4325.8 7. Denny Dock 103.38. Dale Hacker 4303.0 8. Susan Weisenbach103.0
9. Lewis Cleveland 98.5

10. Terry Kuehne 95.8

ouu , .
6Open Open Open - -

Open
,

1. Ron Plotzke—  42353.0 1. Jim Richmond 26:56.0 1. Jim Richmond 22243.2 1. Rudy Kluiber 152.22. Joe Bilgri 38:21.4 2. Ed Stoll 2121763 2. Bucky Serviates 22:42,.6 2. Bucky Serviates 135.13. John Triolo 37 356.6 3. Al Rohrbaugh 20:54.1 *3. Bob Randolph 213:12.8 3. Donald Reed 134.614, Jim Richmond 37300.5 4, Charlie Sotich 18:15.0 4. Al Rohrbaugh 21307.5 4, Larry Miller 131.0
- 5. Pete Andrews 3530922 5. Dan Belieff 18:08.7 5. Ron Ganser 15:05.0 5. Ron Higgs

~

127.566 Ce Ve Russo 33245 o4 6. Pete Andrews 17:09.0 66 Warren Williams 14319.0 6. Jim Kutkuhn 127 17. Al Rohrbaugh 33:20.0 7. Bob Randolph 16:47.0 7. Hal Crane 12:33.6 7. Robert Gutai 124.68. Bud Romak 30:46.0 8. Phil Klintworth 16:45,2 8. Charlie Sotich  5:43;2 8. Dan Belieff 123.99. Ron Ganser 29:24.8 9. Tom Vallee 1633.6 9. Tom Vallee 0241.2 9. James Mills 121.910. Bob Randolph 29:01.0 10, Bob Clemens 1620.0 10. John Pfeiffer 111.0
*Once again, Randolph's cabin model (reworked from Worth directed that trophies be awarded and to note on —

last year) was under consideration for legality by the the published results that a Contest Board ruling was pen-
FFCB. He was allowed to fly, pending a ruling by the CB. ding. If the ruling went against Randolph, the trophies
Now, it gets more complicated. Frank Ehling (rechnical were to be shuffled to reflectthisplacing: Rohrbaugh -

Director of AMA) had also polled the entire Contest Board 3rd; Ganser - 4th; Williams - 5th. Meanwhile, the FFCB
on the legality of the model and did not have the results ruled (in Nats meeting) that the model was illegal and
back yet. Nats Tabulation officials felt that trophies Ehling was notified. Fresumably, no further action was
should be held up pending a ruling of the FFCB, but John taken pending results cf the poll of the whole CB.

1969 NATS COMMENTARY
The very first event of the Indoor Nats occurred the Their solution was to require on-base registration for

day before at the FAI Finals. Thanks to a special effort all indoor contestants. This was quite reasonable in it-by AMA HQ, both late Nats entry and Nats registration was self. However, all registration opened only four hours
possible for all Semi-Final qualifiers; this was conducted before official flying began at Lakehurst - about two
at the hangar during the Finals, Very commendably, HQ hours away unless you were intimately familiar with the
waived late entry fees and made the. on-site registration route. In effect, indoor rubberentrants were limited to
available when it was realized that FAI participantshad two hours to register. Those who lived near Lakehurst had
been unavoidably shortchanged. The problem was that none two alternatives - drive to the vicinity of Willow Grove
of the FAI participantsknew exactly when the Finals would the day before and spend the night in a motel, or to leave
be held. The announcement of Sunday, July 13 for the time home that morning, drive to Willow Grove and register,of the Finals came two weeks after deadline for Nats entry then drive to Lakehurst - 4 hours of driving in all,
and this was the first inkling qualifiers had that the Those who were not FAI participants simply didn't enter,
Finals would not conflictwith the Nats. Thanks to the
special HQ effort, several FAI fliers entered the Nats Anyone who tried tc express these problems or suggestwhen they could not have done so otherwise. an alternate procedure (many such procedures having been

proved satisfactory in past Nats) met with a stone wall of
On the other side of the coin, HQ adopted a very in-~ indifference, lack of communication and/or outright re-flexible attitude about regular Indoor Nats registration jection. It 14s extremely unfortunate that the situation

which caused entrant hardship and outright boycott by came up, and even more unfortunate that there was no pos~
oo, some Eastern fliers. HQ had a very real and vexing prob- sible recourse and no discussion permitted.lem regarding registration - in times past registration

had been conducted simultaneously at the indoor site and
.

The meet itself went smoothly. CD Chet Wrzos, who wasat the Navy base, Not only did this create the need for recruited the day before, kept on top of everything and
dual records for about 20% of the total Nats entry, but ran an excellent meet. Joyce Jaeger and Jody Tenny did an
for dual crews - both Navy (housing and mess) and AMA. In excellent job of running the desk and recording times as
the case of limited housing, 1t was impossible to be fair they came in, while Bob Champine processed cabin models
in allotting housing priorities with two simultaneous reg- and paper stick models. A limited number of Navy timersistration operations.

a - were on hand, and were supplemented by volunteer timer

. ;
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gathered from spectators and contestants. Flying condi- Meanwhile, Richmond won paperstick with one flight, ~

tions were almost uniformly good during the 8 hour flying then won Cabin with his second flight. Incidentally, thattime, and people took their flights without causing such time was nearly beaten when Bucky Serviates made the last
@ big pile-up in final hours of the meet as had been the official flight of the day - just .6 second short!
case in past years,

HLG was ably CD'ed by Jim Purdue with assistance from —
In Indoor Stick, Richmond was working with @ handicap, Bob Champine and Marty Schindler from NIMAS ranks, and :since his 41:45 model had collapsed when wound with a others from NFFS ranks. I was unable to spend enough timelarger motor. Joe Bilgri and a few others were flying there to get a report, but I'll gladly print a report ofwith D ships, but John Triolo and Pete Andrews flew FAI HLG happenings if anyone will send it}models and did quite well. Suddenly word was passed that

Ron Plotzke was making a real good flight. The first All in all, this was a very successful Nats, and muchreaction was "Ron who?" But then people began to remember of the success is due to a NIMAS member still in the Navy.that Ron Plotzke wasanactive and very competent member He is LCDR "Stan" Stanwick, who is one of the pioneers ofof the Detroit Balsa Bugs prior to 1961. Just how good modern indoor flying and is well known to Eastern fliers.Ron 1s became clear as his "300" landed at 42:43 on the Stan coordinatedthe Indoor Nats from the Navy end, andfirst full wind-up. The model combined some new parts and Was responsible for all the logistics and the crew of Navy
some parts Ron had flown in the same hangar at the 1961 timers. Stan will soon retire from the Navy, and he willNats - I sure wish my models kept that well! be back flying in his "old haunts" ~ the Lakehurst hangars.There were numerous volunteer timers on both days - too

Richmond didn't make another "40", but his Nats flight many to mention ~ but all who flew certainly owe them a
was his second longest flight ever. John Triolo set a new big vote of thanks. Things would not have been as smooth
personal record with his FAI which may be the third Long as they were without all this dedicated help which supple-est 65 om flight ever: Richmond's 41:45; Kalina's 39:1 mented the Navy timers.
and then John's 37:56. ‘

.

FAI INDOOR FINALS
-

I It III IV Vv VI Total
1. Jim Richmona 26:53 34:32 041345, 33323' 13325 33:24 76317
2. Pete Andrews 26350 - 17:50 32239 8 =933:08° = 34315 67323
3. Clarence Mather 32:03 22341 32334 19335 28:16 22:15 643374. John Triolo 25:10 22:37 27:04 28:53 20:21 35300 63353
5. C. Ve Russo 31:01 31:30 28:46 7241 32:06 §=16:05 633366. Joe Bilgri 24342 26:16 31301 32329 8=928:57 27:14 63:30
7» Erwin Rodemsky 53:26 28:46 25:37. 24344 =33334 13325 62:178. Bud Romak 29322 30319 31304 16:20 27:03 11:27 61323
9. Al Rohrbaugh 15314 25:09 29:04 25313 32:08 28:59 61:07
10. Dick Kowalski 0:14 30:57 0:27 11:06 28:59 0328 59353-11. Bob Randolph 27:51 30:13 4 8©627:36 11:32 26:04 - 58 304
12. Bill Hulbert 0:27 26:29 22:34 24309 26:47 28:37 55324
13. Paul Tryon 17:28 8619314 89621336 9333 13354 23330 45 306
14. Bud Tenny 14:57 15:57 20:38 22319 - 16354 42:57 ’

15. Stan Chilton 12:51 - - ~ - - 12351
Fifteen men, calm but humid air in Hangar #5 at Lake- Russo, Bilgri, Romak, Kowalski and Randolph.

hurst, and a crew of dedicated timers under the direction
of CD Chet Wrzos - that's what it took to stage the 1969 In Round IV, Bilgri pushed a lot closer (3rd), while —

: ' Team Selection Finals, Jim Richmond, Clarence Mather and Pete Andrews began the push that moved him into 2nd in
Al Rohrbaugh were the 1968 Indoor Team, and had a "bye" Round V. At the end of Round IV, it was Richmond, Mather,into the Finals, while the other 12 entrants qualified by Bilgri, Russo and Romak,.
Winning at their respective Semi-Finals.

;

In Round V, Pete Andrews and Russo moved up, puttingMonday morning quarter-backing of an event such as the Bligri in 5th and Mather in 3rd. Rodemsky's model showed
Finals always includes a discussion of "the best time to its potential, moving him from 9th to 6th, and Rohrbaugh ~fly". It seems safe to say that 1t made very little dif- moved from 10th to 8th and within striking distance if he
ference at this meet. No matter how you look at it, each could get another good flight,round had a share of the high times, Each round had at
least one flight longer than 32 minutes, The ten longest Round VI held few surprises, because of the sudden

,

flights were pretty evenly spread out. The first came in storm. The air began to "boil" - models did everythingRound II; III through V had two apiece and Round VI had except turn upside down. Pete Andrews and John Triolo gotthree of the 10 longest. That score seems to give an edge their best flights of the meet this round, landing beforeto Round VI, but that round was cut short by a heavy rain the turbulence built up. Suddenly, the meet was over andwhich ruined the calm air and cut short flights by several word was passed to pack the models quickly so they could‘contestants, including Richmond and Rohrbaugh. open the door and wheel airplanes in out of the storm,

First round times were not unusually high, with Mather, Hal Crane, Bob Champine, Carl and Joyce Jaeger, MannyRusso and Romak leading. Russo moved into ist in Round II Radoff and Ernie Kopecky helped to time, and perhaps otherfollowed by Richmond, Romak, Randolph and Mather. Round people helped also. The entire meet moved smoothly underIII ~ Richmond's 41:45 flight drew good wishes as it was the guidance of Chet Wrzos; the schedule was necessarilyapparent that it would be good, then cheers as it landed. tight because of the one-day availability of the hangar,Jim was clearly the leader, and Clarence Mather's second but a strict draw rotation prevented pile-up and lost
good flight put him in second by about two minutes. Five flights. It was truly a memorable meet!
fliers appeared to be able to beat that 2 minute margin -

HHHENATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY i+ ‘

NFFS Symposium
New Members! ,

SYMPO II, the 1969 NFFS Symposium Report, is available
for $3.50 per copy to AMA members or $4.50 for non-AMABOB BIENENSTEIN, 9821 Colwell, Allen Park, Mich. 48101 members, The 1968 Report is available with SYMPO II; $6J. G,. PAILET, 30 Emerson Rd., Brookville, Glen Head, for both. The 1969 report has a paper on hall metrology

- Ne Ye. 11545 and indoorflying strategy by Tom Vallee, and a discussion
RON J. PLOTZKE, 36659 Ledgestone, Mt. Clemens, Mich. 48043 of neutral point location by Hal Crane. Crane's paper

,
:

gives a slightly different approach to margin of stability
Family Memberships than the Cole method (Jan. '69 INAV - C.M.0.S.). Many

: other excellent papers on FF are included; it's a bargain!BRUCE & BARRY PAILET, 30 Emerson Rd., Brookville, ,

Glen Head, N.Y.11545 NIMASAwards
MichaelB.DesJardins SILVER CAT, I HLG AWARD - 0:21.3, Bobby Dunham

It is sad to announcethatMike DesJardins was killed GOLD CAT, I HLG AWARD - 0:26.6, Bobby Dunham —_™

June 15 when @ Formula A racing car spun into the pit area
where Mike was helping some friends. Mike was avidly in- DIAMOND CAT. I_HLG AWARD - 0:27.5, Bobby Dunhamterested in many activities, and gave much of himself to :

:

each activity. FF modelers will remember Mike's very ef- DIAMOND CAT, I RUBBER AWARD ~ 15:20, Bobby Dunhamfective term as "benevolent dictator" (Executive Director)
of NFFS, and his work withthe TeamSelection Program. | SILVER CAT. JT RUBBERAWARD - 11:19.0, Bob Dunham
Mike 1s sorely missed, especially in his “home club", the
Magnificent Mountain Men of Denver.

. GOLD CAT, I RUBBER AWARD - 12:54, Bob Dunham
~

Ie



— oom ae .

UBBER AWARD - 15:09, Bob Dunham amount of the Fund coming out of the team's personal pock-DIAMORD SAT. 1 RUBE 3409,
Rob Dunnan. etbooks. Some of the pressure has been removed by the FAI

SILVER CAT ~ 0:26.7, Bob Dunham Benefit meets held last spring, and these meets can stillA 2_HEG AWARD~ © T
be held right up to the last minute before the team leaves

— GOLD CAT, I HLG AWARD ~- 0:30.0, Bob Dunham for Europe.
,

_ - ,

RECORDS? MAYBE!SILVER CAT, IIT RUBBER AWARD ~ 28:00.6, Hal Crane

06 7

.

TULSA FAI SEMI-FINALS, June 21, 1969, Cat. I AMANIMAS Aces John Mabee Gyn, Tulsa University, 34' 11" ceiling.,

; Jr. AMA Cat. I FAI ~ 15:20, Robert Dunham ITBob Dunham won his Cat. I Rubber Ace awardwith three Jr. Indoor Stick - 15:20, Robert Dunham II
.of his flights at the Tulsa Semi-Finals while his son Jr. Paper Stick - 9:52.0, Robert DunhamII” ~~

Bobby "polished off" his Cat. I Rubber Ace as he became
_ Jr. Cabin - 6:24.0, Robest Dunham Ti

the runner-up for the Finals. Then, Bobby became the
first Triple Ace by adding Cat. I HLG Ace to his laurels 1969 INDOOR NATS, July 14, 1969, Cat. III
as he logged his flights at the Tulsa Glue Dobber Annual. Lakehurst #6, 154' ceiling. (This flight exceedsThis is one father-son team that really flies to win! existing times and may have been filed on.)

|

1te? Open Paper Stick - 26:56.0, Jim RichmondSealeResults? . INTERNATIONAL CONTESTS
=

We already have pictures on hand from the three Indoor
.

Scale events at the 69 Nats, but wedo nothavethe pees ¢zech IndoorNationals
results from the Navy Scale event an eanu cale.

Walter Erbach reports: "
. ports: The Czechoslovakian Indoorlikely these results will be on-hand for the Sept. issue

Nationals, held July 5-6 in the pavilion at Brno, was open
t ll builders and was a major European indoor contest.FAI INDOOR REP. oa ‘ P

:

There were 19 of the best builders from six countries;Semi-Final Results Czechoslovakia, Austria, Hungary, Italy, Romania and Yugo-
t en Slavia. Since the competition was very serious, test fly-WesternSemi-Finals Cow Palace - 99! 6" ceiling ing was permitted only before and after official flying.

Three rounds, with no intermission, were flown eachdayBud Romak 26:01 27337 53338 under standard FAI rules. This arrangement means that a*Carl Rambo 22:38 28:00 50338 modeler must know his model and be sure of its abilities.Joe Bilgri ' 25:11 24345 49:56 —

os
Paul Allen 21:07 24316 45 323 . High time of the contest was Eduard Chlubny's 33:52,Bob Randolph 19311 20:02 39315 done near the end of the first round. Heavy rains killed

.Linda Randolph 18:12 19352 38304 flying conditions for portions of each day. The remark-Warren Williams 18:50 18:00 36150 able quality of flying was demonstrated when 5 of the topBob Gibbs 12:07 = 14233 25 6 fliers had at least 3 of their 6 official flights overBill Gibbs 8349 14:16 23:05 25:50.
*Carl Rambo resigned his position, and Paul Allen The prohibition against test flying during the contestwaived the chance to step up, leaving Bob Randolph as develops builders who are very precise, keeping notes onthe third representative for this Semi-Finals. everything. Some builders have complete books;one had a

log of all the properties of every piece of woo n 8Detroit Area Semi-Fina State Fair Coliseum ~ 65' stock." The results: :

ery

las Dick Kowalski © 25:40 25307 147 1. Jiri Kalina Czech 31:20 30:56 62:16Erwin Rodemsky 23319 23302 46:21 2° ‘airesRes Hungary 34701
~ Sp i3e 6F336Bill Hulbert 24317 21:49 46306 ;

oe 1 Be 602343 Vilim Kmoch Yugo 235 31256 +)Paul Crowley 21310 20309 42:12 4, Ee Chlubny Czech 33352 36:38 60:30LouWillis iei08 aa 3yite -

«5. AL Popa Romania 27:46 27:32 55218ar aeger : : 3
. 4 83 25: 4256Pat Green 20:16 5328 25244 6. Weigert Czech 25159 9857 5435

Finland's Indoor NationalsTulsa Semi-Finals John Mabee Gym; U of T - 34111"
.

— ne . -
Esko Hamalainen sent the following report of Finland'sStan Chilton 13311 18:35 31346 Indoor Nats: "As you see, times were quite good in thisBud Tenny 14:00 16234 30234 | hall of 13 m height, and my 20:57 is a new Finnish recordPaul Tryon 14:29 14:01

|

28 230 for halls less than 15 m. Conditions were good, only someBob Dunham IT 13306 15220 28:26
. drift that caused 3 or 4 hangups in aloudspeaker in theBob Dunham 12354 15309 28 303 middle of the hall. Practically all ofus set new person-Jim Clem 12:18 15:43 28:01. al records! On Aug. 9-10 we will have the elims to pickDick Ganslen 10:30 13:02 23332 our team for the 1970 World Champs in this same site. "

Nan Tryon 9:57 10:35 20:32
.

; Jim Gardner 10:09 9:08 19317 1. Esko Hamalainen oe 20157 Sigg2. Harro Erofejeff 18:47 1931 7359Eastern Semi-Finals Lakehurst #5 ~- 154' ceiling 3, Esko Tirronen
_

18:58 18:44 37:42
4, Harri Raulio 17306 18:25 35331Pete Andrews 34234 32:27 67:01 5. Ralf Ekholm 15:04 18:52 33256John Triolo 29:41 32310 61351 6. Pentti Nore 15:38 16:32 32310Ce V. Russo 30:18 27 353 58:11 7. Leif Englund 13324 13:20 26344

Ron Ganser 26:03 31:08 57311 8. Olof Nordlund 16311 3301 19:12Hal Crane 26250 26105 2e teeBob Champine 26335 2630 3
Julius Rudy 19:06 21:06 40:12 CONTESTCALENDAR

.

gram Summary MARYLAND - College Park. Class AA Eastérn’ Indoor Champion-FAI Program
ships, Sept. 7, 1969, 8:30 am to 4:30 pm. Cole Field

We have chosen a very strong team to represent the House, University of Maryland. HLG, Easy B, Indoor Stick,U. S. in Romania next spring, and these fliers had their Paper Stick, Indoor Scale and Unorthodox Aircraft. The
"Daptism of fire" in the challenging Lakehurst Finals. As unorthodox aircraft event is described thus: Judged on the
usual, the hangar was humid, but with otherwise good con-~ basis of originality, duration and craftsmanship (equal
ditions until the last. We can rest assured that Jin, emphasis). Power optional, but must be suitable for safe
‘Pete and Clarence will do their very best at the '70 World indoor operation. CD - George T, Buck 4215 Howard Rd.,
Championship, judging from their past performances. Beltsville, Md. 20705 ph. 301-937-7794,

The sad part is that we may have let them down ina NEW YORK - Hicksville, 1. I, Cat. II indoor contest at
very real sense, Most of you know that the money from the Cantiague Park, Hicksville, Le I., Ne. XY. Sept. 28, 1969.
program entry fees is used to help cover team travel ex-_ Site is 190' dia. dome, 50° high. HLG, Easy B, Indoor

“—. pense from home to the port of embarkation. In past years Stick, Paper Stick, Scale. CD - Bill Dunwoody, 985 Ft.
the program participation has been much higher thenthis Salonga Rd., Northport, L. I. N. Y.
ear, with the resulting increase in the Inboard Trave

.Fund, The participation in past years has been: 1962 - TENTATIVE + Record Trials by Bob Randolph, 25145 Lawton
91; 1963 - 85; 1965 - 71; 1967 - 89. This year a grand Ave., Loma Linda, Cal. 92354 (check with Bob in advance!)
total of 59 people entered the local Qual. Trials - nearly Edwards AFB, Calif. (Cat. II) - Aug. 24, 1969 and Bolling20% fewer than the previous low ebb. The Inboard Travel AFB (Cat. 15 Sept. 16, 1969.

,

Fund will be pro-rated between the team members according
to how far they have to travel, with expenses beyond the

"+sserenereaometaeuanantneapnnerte nnn ttinn—arnnegnietmentamen hRRRARER AO RIersinnthhtt epmitanineemetres erie rneisameeneitiliinypnerent nS prep n—ftnetnimnnrteansansanginits nied



THE PICTURE STORY
- a

MODEL STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION
Thanks to Bob Clemens, his son Chris, and Tom Vallee

,

Part II - Ready-Made Boxes
for these photos of the Indoor Nats. Pictures numbered
from top to bottom: Many industrial firms receive shipments of material in

—,

poxes which turn out to be ideal for indoor boxes. Quartz
Left Column rod and tubing comes in boxes which are usually 8" deep,

= up to 17" wide and up to 40" long, with a lid which slips
1. Ron Plotzke just after his 42:53 flight. over the top like the 11d of a shoe box. Acoustic ceiling2. Joe Bilgri after wind-up by Bud Romak, panels come in a variety of box sizes which can be easily
3. Richmond preparing for Nats official. The model is adapted to models. Florists make shipments in a similar

from same series he won with at West Baden and Rome. box, approximately 48" x 18" x 9", also with a slip-off4, Wally Mumper winds Charlie Sotich's cabin. lid. This "shoe box" type lid is preferable for cardboard
boxes, and is not much trouble to make in case the box has

Center Column flaps. Finally, it is not very expensive to have special
boxes custom-made at a firm which specializes in this type

1. Ball Bigge (r.) helps Dan Belieff ready his cabin. of work.
2. Randolph's controversial cabin model. Note retracting

landing gear. Sears and similar stores sell storage boxes which are
3. Dan Belieff launches his cabin on Nats official. about 30" long, 13" wide and 15" deep, for prices up to
4, Bilgri "Dp" (Vallee photo). $2.50 apiece, depending upon how sturdy and decorative the

boxes are, Such a box (Fig. { below) will hold two 65 em
Right Column models if packed in the manner shown in Fig. 2. Note that

the wings are mounted on the same vertical slide, which
1. Hal Crane steers (?) or beats (?) his cabin model. necessitates removal of both wings to get the lower one.2. Deep discussion! Bud Tenny (1.) and Erwin Rodemsky. With care, either fuselage can be removed separately, and
3. Randolph gets wind from unidentified helper. all the props are mounted on a single slide.
4, Unidentified HLG flier ponders his models. (vact£e)

Hal Crane reports that Acushnet Titlist golf balls
LIGHTWEIGHT GLUE? are shipped in a box of 24 dozen. This box is double
Oe

, thickness, with an inner box and an outer box. Make the
From the weight standpoint, I always thought that glue following modifications: 1. Cut three of the four top

is glue is glue, and you only saved weight by careful app- flaps down to 35" wide. 2. Glue inner box to outer box,
lication of the glue and by careful fitting of the pieces using white glue (white ee is ideal for all box work).
to reduce the amount of glue needed. 3e Leave the outer flap (hinged at rear) 94" wide, and the

inner remaining flap is left full width. These changes
However, Curtis Janke suggested that very high viscos- are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, and arrangement for 2 65 em

ity nitrocellulose should make a glue to do the job with models is shown in Fig. 5.
less weight involved. After some experimentation, a for-
mula based on 2500 sec. N/C evolved which seemed to be
strong enough. The test for strength was made by glueing
two 1/16" sq. pieces at right angles in a simple lap joint
and then loading the end of one piece (see sketch). Test
results indicated that similar application methods between
the test material and thinned Duco cement gave joints with
75% as much strength in the new material as with Duco.

|

A weight test was made by weighing balsa pieces before etm,
; and after 1/8 cc of glue was added and allowed to dry.

The test glue weighed .000185 oz., while the same amount
of Duco weighed .00044 oz. - 2.4 times as much. Evenif I

a ™used twice as much of thenew material, the weight would —_
still be less!
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545+ Richardson, Texas» 75080

|: MHHTATIONAL INDOOR MODEL ATRELANE SOCTERPNRRPO, Rex Powell 395/31! 1,06 420nnereCrere cee coca ~ "9, Ry Jd. Dunham 453/41! 292 448
Dick Black Memorials 10. Fudo Takagi 352/25" 1.18 °° 416

Tn Jan. ‘69 1t was announced that two Dick Black Me- TopJuniors
oo .

morial Lectures were ready for circulation. Since that
'

:

time numerous clubs and individuals have viewed them and 1. Re. J. Dunham II 467/41" 292 ABt
expressed satisfaction with the content.Both lectures 2e Kim Mather 255/25" 1.18 302 :

are available on this basis: Schedule your showing as far 3. Neal Rozelle 287/35 1.0 287
.in advance as possible and reserve the lecturesby sending
your request to Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080. -In most FAI_INDOORREPORT

:
cases it is possibleto meet your schedule and they will
be sent in time for the meeting. In return, the user must Team ManagerNamed

mo,tb I r postage sand ret he lectube Pinot Clasemailer” Be costs and return the lectures Joe Bilgri has been chosen as Manager for the 1970
,

U. S. Indoor Team. Joe has ample experience in this Job,
These first two lectures deal with pouring microfilm having been @ team member in 1961 and 1966 and manager in

and cutting and selection of balsa wood. Numerous others 1962.
are planned on topics such as covering and patching with

mg nope

microfilm and condenser paper, indoor construction tech~ 1970 IndoorWorldChampionship
niques, model boxes, rubber stripping, winding rubber, use
of torque meters and wire bending. Any colorslides you Romania has announced that They "agree in principle to
may have on any of these topics will help getmore lecture organize thenextWorld Indoor Aeromodelling Championships
packets on the road!

,

at the beginning of April 1970 in the salt mineofSalanic
~ ;

7 os Don, me Prahova." This early date was doubtless chosen because
These lectures were established as a fitting memorial humidity builds to high levels in the mine later in the

in remembrance of Dick Black, Dick was anearly member of Ye&re
.

NIMAS and co-founder of NFFS, and contributed mightily to Lon co

both organizations and to model building in general. His CONTEST CALENDAR
time was spent in helping others to learnhowto build or we

to improve their building and flying skills, so these lec- MARYLAND - Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at JFK High
tures carry on his work in his name.

‘ eee School, 1901 Randolph Rd., Silver Spring. Sept. 26; Oct.
- ceo 10, 313 Nov. 7, 21; Dec. 5, 12, 1969 and Jan. 9, 16, 30;

FAI Benefit Meets! Feb. 20, 1970. Times 7 pm to 11 pm.
Co

™~ “Clarence Mather (team selectionprogram manager) had NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst, Indoor flying at Hangar #3 on
|

the liea that indoor meets could award nominal prizes and Sept. 21 and Oct. 5, 1969. Check with C. V. Russo, 143
donate extra entry fees to the Inboard Travel Fund which Willow Way, Clark, N. J. 07066 for times and details.helps the team pay stateside travel expenses. This idea

. Leg Do ume pee es
-

was taken one step further by Murray Frank (Contest Coor~. NEW YORK - Hicksville, L. I. Cat. II indoor contest at
dinator for Dist, VIII) and Sam Casey of Wichita Falls, Cantiague Park, Hicksville, L. I., N. ¥. Sept. 28, 1969,
Texas. They held two outdoor FF meets last summer and Site is 190° dia. dome, 50° high. HLG, Easy B, Indoor
donated a total of $61 to the Indoor travel fund. Thanks Stick, Paper Stick, Scale. CD - Bill Dunwoody, 985 Ft.
for the effort.and the thought, Murray and Sam!

_

Salonga Rds, Northport, L. I., N. ¥.
7

Meanwhile, it is not too late if ou wish to hold an VIRGINIA - Hampton. Record Trials/FAI Benefit meet. CD
FAI benefit meet of your own - right ap until the team is Hal Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr., Hampton, 23369 ph. 723-0861.
ready to leave early in April (see FAI Report). Prizes Call Hal to confirmschedule.
for these meets have varied from NIMAS Certificatesto
homemade trophies, and a few of the special NIMAS trophy NATSINDOORSCALE RESULTS
"makings" (see Jan. '69 INAV) are available for this pur-' NFFS sponsored events:

a —pose at 55% each plus postage costs. Navy Scale Jr-Sr. Peanut Scale Open Peanut Scale
: Top Ten Eas B 1. Dave Stott 1. Paul Stott (Jr.) 1. Ralph Kuenz=Op_“en 2a6y

2
, 2. Bob Thompson 2. Dale Hacker (Sr.) 2. Me. Richardson

Bob Putman, manager of the annual NIMAS Postal Meets, R: pon caroretowhas suggested thattheresults of the 1969 Postal be used 5, Fred Weitzelto establish the Top Ten Easy B fliers. The list would :

be started all over again with each Postal, but fliers AMA Seale:could submit new times during the year and “bump” their Junior Senicr Open.way to a higher place on the listing.
7 1. Brian Webster 1. Terry Kuehne

—

je Walter, EggertPY 4

chmonThis sounds like a fine idea, so here 1s how it will 5 recta Mitte” 5. Denny book 3° Dave Stottwork: The rules will be the same as for the Postal, except 4° Bruce Pailet
°

4. Andrew MacIsaacall flights will be "fudged" to 45' ceiling for the sake 5. Barry Pailet 5. Don Garofalowof uniformity. Send times to: Bob Putman, 507 Darlene, °

artengton, nex 70012 A monthly announcement wilt be made Walt Eggert's Pletenpol was awarded the highest scale
1. All pertinent AMA rules shall apply, excent that FAT Doe ont orate weea eaubiful, with sprayed dope finish,

iling measure shall be used PPlY, except th excellent engine details complete with spark plugs and
5 kas 3 odelsshail r UseC.

les
| ignition wiring and permanent interior details - pedals,° ited to paper covering only to AMA rules, except lim~- stick, seats, etc. The rubber motor passed through a

3. No entry fee required, open to all fliers.
|

hole in the back of the seat.
4» Include ceiling height with flight time. | Second place winner Jim Richmond had a well made Pil-

,

. :

atus Porter (an excellent model but very little scale de-TopTen (taken from '69 Postal times and fudgedto35") tail) that kept the old controversy alive - scale vs. fly-on S a ny Ang’= Jim's model scored low in scale points but tops in,

4. «Clarence Mather panescetiing prdge | er Time flying. Walt Eggert's model made only 59 seconds in fly-2, Joe Pontecorvo 516/24! 1024 623 ing, but this was still a darn good flight. (Comments by

ze Pete Patterson 492/24' 1.21 594 Paul Kastory.)
.

1
.5. Howard henot 33e ee 14 qed Pictures from all three events are on page 5, as taken6. Phil Hainer 383/25! 1.18 453

“-- by Tom Vallee and Bob Clemens, They are numbered verti-
7. Joe Deady 367/24" 1.24 443 cally in columns; captions below the pix.



STATEOFTHEART
. MODEL STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION -

,

The model of the month 1s Bob Champine's FAI which set Part Ij) = Model Arrangement And Mountingthe FAT Cat. 1 FAI record of 18:27 on March 2} 1969 at the
~

,Willis School in Hampton, Va. The site is 20 high with a It is also important that your mounting fixtures holdsmooth ceiling (lights almost flush) and high times make
_
the model parts firmly without damaging them; but if theceiling scrubbing necessary. The model has a built-up fixtures are so tight that you have to force the parts out,boom, removable monowire fuselage brace and adjustable ine you may break them. I once made the mistake of using ali

“~

Cldence stabilizer, Note also that although the general balsa fuselage holddowns (Fig. 1) with rubber bands across
_

design layout resembles Richmond's models, wing offset has the top. In high humidity, the balsa block sweiled up andbeen increased and stab 1s offset, all to improve the off- the motor stick softeried, thus giving a permanent creasethe-wall recovery ability which helps a lot when the site in the top of the stick.is a8 small and narrow as Willis is. The graph below is
. ce

,

a margin of stability plot for this model; this service The best material noted so far for mounting model
—

will be presented whefever possible for stick models in '

is ‘fcam rubber of the type sold for packing and for seatthis column. cushions. It can be cut with a sharp knife by successive
k 14 Z slicing motions, or on a bandsaw if you cut slowly to“ avoid heat build-up or snagging. Large chinks can be cutQ CHAMPINE FAT

a into blocks, and the material is often available in thin
we 13 +5.5 % NNARGIN , a - ~ - sheets that cut nicely with scissors.
<

4 Za Motor sticks can be mounted in a foam tlock cf the’ ’

x
12 type shown in Fig. 2, wherea narrow slot is expanded to

0 a fit the stick. An alternate arrangement is shown in Fig.KR
Y 3, where a plece of balsa and a small foam block holds the

yW us ae stick in a wider slot. Fig. 5 is a balsa and foam bracketa aoe soe

for mounting on the side of a box; it takes a little bit”9 x of experimentation to get the dimensions right to hold the2
10 stick firmly, but not too tight. Fig. 6 shows an idealZZ way to hold props, using foam blocks with slits cut in at~ the proper spacing.
+2 q 10 1 12 13 Wings are a special problem to mount, since they are

X= Nose To C.C so long and especially fragile compared to their size.o C.G. The best way to support the wing is by the posts, just as
on the model, since the wing is designed to transfer allstress to those wing posts. This calls for a fixture like

.

7

:

—
the one in Fig. 7 made from baisa and standard tissue(* vBBER Band

- So ae: sockets, If you brace the wing on demountable jigs (see
pa a co so Oct. '66 INAV) as I do, the wing stays with the same jigpaves () vets

oh ee TP from the time of bracing until its demise.

MS Now that you have fixtures to mount the model, plan‘4 ee the arrangement within the box, Fig. 8 18 reprinted from
Fic. 1

°
:

: :

last month, with sway braces added; while Fig. 9 shows howa
Fig. 2 Doxwidth Leste need to rt in a Plas Ben box, withmo Clee ox w mite y sta ength. ZGe are scale,

drawings of Richmond's model (chosen because of its longoe stab and long fuselage) in two “minimum size” boxes. Fie8 is a 30" x 13" x 15" ready-made storage box such as can —TT mo a Pe oo be obtained from Sears, and Fig. 9 is a "sceratch-butlt"ta (Cee fy mo box 9" x 17" x 30". The width can be reduced to about roFs ae an
.

more than the stab length, down to a 12" stab. Note thatea ee Co Soe the models in Fig. 9 are mounted with wings high cn theTo me Sty center web, with the fuselages low so the stabs clear they ee wing tips.Yex V2 BALSA o oe wt! :
‘

,7 -
___ —

Sway braces, shown in Fig. 8, are a good idea anytime
Fic. 3 a part can rotate or swing to hit another part. In Fig. 8

a—SiDE OF Box a

they serve to prevent fuselage rotation which could put a
5 : stab tip through the wing. Sway braces are most oftenFis.9 needed at wing tips, since wings tend to move more than

.

other parts.
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MODEL STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION Clarence Mather designed a box using cardboard with
eee wood reinforcing strips, as shown in Fig. 4. Clarence got

_

Part TV ~ Box Constrmction his cardboard from refrigerator cartons, while the wood
oO ot reinforcing strips were cut from 1" x i" stock on a bench

Part I of this series (Apr. '69 INAV) dealt with basic saw. The wood should be left at least 3/8" thick to pre~
tex construction factors such as finish, seal and water~ vent warps. The cardboard is tacked and glued all along ao

proofing, so these will not be repeated.
| its length during assembly, then the entire box can be :

-

; finished in the usual manner. ,

Three basic materials are usually used for indoor box-
es ~ styrofoam, cardboard and wood; these materials may be The remaining box material is wood, and numerous hints
‘combined in some cases, Fig. 1 below is reprinted from for this construction will be found in Part V, where Al
Jan '66 INAV ~ a styrofoam box built by George Bucic of Rohrbaugh's box design will be covered. This box carrled

_

the Chicago Aeronuts. This box has two minor disadvan- 10 complete FAI models to Rome, yet it is only 284" tall,
_ tages « 1t Ls light enough to be tumbled by a wind (but 32s" long and 17" wide.

oh-se-easy to carry!), and is white inside. If you can proc
rc tt err cer ee ee, Two S)0ES

find dark colored material, 1t weuld be ideal. George cut a4 ey 1
4" x 8' sheets of 1/2” styrofoam with a razor knife and a 4324——-» ASSEMBLED

straishtedge to form the box: tt was assembled with white A} 1A
glue. The box was assembled, finished on the outside with ftet
water soluble wood filler and topped with water=base paint.

. h '
The jsors were then cut loose and seal strips, drawers and FLAPS INSIDE Box BOTTOM)
model hangers installed inside;fastening hardware and a OvTS!1OE ON THE LID.
handle finished off the outside,

. ‘ ‘16 6h; DIMENSIONS FoR Lid '
Perhaps the most common box material is cardboard <= | '

it is easy to work and readily available. Cardboard boxes
:

'
have an inherent advantage if you plan ahead = limit their

Je .-..--2
:

contents to two medels cf similar size such as two FAI's A
eon

ur two paper stick meiels. "Specialty" models such as A
2

A
a *B%

ROG, helicorter or ornithopter should be planned one to a
3

_

box, but if you have several of cne type like FAI, you may
—

—

+4
be better off with a larger multiple box like the one to

. .

, “

be presented in Part V. The advantage of limiting models LayouT for 8 x /¢€ x 32" Box
to tw. per box 1s that the boxes remain reasonably small, 2thus easy to store and carry. You seldom need more than Fig,& ,

two models for small contests, so this may be your best Cchoice unless you do a lot of flying. ALTERNATE CORNER
The best design for a cardboard hox 1s to have the lid REINFORCEMENT- PINE

glip over the bottom, with the lid full depth. Both the |lid and bottom are made the same way, in the style shown Beock GLveED IN PLACE
-.dn Fig. 2. The corner reinforcement flaps {A) are bent to
fit inside the bottom, and outside the top piece. These
flaps can be omitted for the bottom plece, if the corners.
are reinforced with wood as shown in Fig. 36 You can also FE 3omit. them on the lid by substituting a strong cloth-based

|

Fig.9 _—a
tape at the ccrners, but this arrangement tends to loosen

_ ee eowith age. ~~ -

“—

,

Two precautions are mandatory with this construction. a
The first 18 to use extreme care in layout, paying close
attention to making exact right angles and correct dimen=
slonr. The second is to increase the size of the lid by ; 7

exactly two thicknesses of cardboard, as it will slip over *
.

the bottom "just right". I+ is also important to make ac- ;
enurate cuts with a sharp knife, using a straightedge for a c

,

Buide. Make two cuts - a light one just through the sur- *Ro 6
face of the cardboard, and then finish the cut. Seore the 4m
cardboard along the folded lines to insure that the eard- SS SA 4

Seyboard bends on the iines. tise a rounded object to srore
. <¢s

along the lines, and try to avoid cutting the top surface
of the cardboard, It is often helpful to use 4 straight-

a

edge to assist in making the bends - added insurance!
—™

wooo I’ xl
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itor:
‘Box 545: Richardson, Texas: 79080NEWS and VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny: Box 545+ Richardson, Texas- 75

| ##HHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCTETTYH##¥ ~~ ~~ SO “NIMAS Services =

- New Members! ,

The following forms are’ available at cost (approx.5¢
ne oe

per sheet): layout sheets for Velocity Focusing prop des-
ROBERT A. NELSON, 483 Manchester Rd., Yorktown Hts., N.Y. ign (See Mar. & May '68 INAV) and calculation sheets for

-

“40598 stability margin design (see Jan. '69 INAV). In addition
there 1s a prop design packet which summarizes prop info

Change of Address
co

in general from past issues of INAV. Request info from
. Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080.

Please note the following address changes: NIMAS Member Honored
Bill Hannan (GRAPHICS) Chester Wrzos

_ Dre Richard Ganslen, better known as Dick to all hisP. 0. Box A neoe 6,
BOX 517, Rt. B modeling friends, was recently named to the Helms Ha!l ofEscondido, Cal. 92025 Madison Hts., Va. 24572 Fame. This honor normally applies “to track and field

. Lo, oa a athletes,butDick was honored for his scientific researchJust a reminder: Any NIMAS members who move and want in track and field athletics. His book on pole vaultingtheir new address to appear in INAV need only ask when is a classic text on the subject, and his otherresearchthey notify us of their new address, includes wind tunnel tests and computer analysis of discua
oe d javelin flight.

,

Special Action Committee and javelin flig Sites!
Roger Schroeder, S.A.C, Chairman, has announced that Several years ago Richard Miller started collectinghelp is now availableto beginners who wishto learn to info about various big hangars, and bemoaning the loss ofbuild indoor models. Those who know of such youngsters

. hangars which were no longer available. In the same vein,should help them contact Roger at 4111 W. 98 St., Overland John Thornhill sent me an advertisement showing how Beth~Park, Kan. 66207. Anyone wishing to help as an instructor ehem Steel helped install a roof insidethe190' hangarin the effort should also contact Roger. at Elizabeth City, N. Jd. This left 300,000 sq» ft. of “
. r

oo,
7 oe space with 24' ceiling below the "roof" and a maze of ”

.
Top Ten Faby Bo hundreds of cables above the 24' deck, Instant Cat. 1! re

No times have beensubmittedthis month to vary the .
ne har :Top Ten standings. Oneflier noted that the model specs Tulsa = 112"ceilingand 156,000 eqn rte et eeey andShould be better defined regarding solid constructionand 411 b af int Of Boeing 747? This make

.
pa“ ™ "bracin, So be it! The basic Easy B concept has always W @ use iets erabhaibe oeing 47 8. § mares “F/ Ss .

©

aE
y ep y -4t unlikely that it will be available for model flying - :been solid motor stick and boom, with unbraced surfaces. but it is a nice pipe dream!Let your conscience be your guide, and we'll hold the meet ain

-according to that concept - it's all for fun anyway! On the other side of the coin, members of the D.C. ~

Who Is Flying Where? Maxecutors credit John Sites with obtaining the use of
_ano 28 Fiyeng sheret Cole Fieldhouse at the University of Maryland for their

,

Sept. 7 contest. The building was excellent, with low .Gene Meneghini, 1214 E. 169th St., Cleveland, O» 44110 anift and high times. Better yet, things worked out g0 -asks “Where is anyone flying in the Cleveland area? If well that the meet may become an annual affair!you have a site near Gene, drop him a line! ‘
=

.

a POSSIBLE WORLD RECORD
It would be a "good turn" for any groups in NIMASland oc gg ccaguttyeyinsie ghee te tine! co Senga toeete egy eet e ae .to make known their flying schedules - just drop a line Word” has been received that Jiri Kalina has submitted

to Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080 and the infowill be
|

his recent 21:06 flight for consideration as a new Cat, I
listed in Contest Calendar, This offer is not restricted World Record, No informationisavailable at present on
to NIMAS members!

|

his model or site.

‘New NIMAS Chart
|

ANTERNATIONAL CONTESTS | Ss

. On Aug. 2-3, the Hadju-Cup contest was held inDebre-available for 657, Thechact, ehoweboron aeeeyi iene” cen, Hungary. This was an international contest for in-
end just over 1" tide. For higher RPM's, double the tine  Gtvidualentryonly (no teane), 28contestantscamefronmeasured for ten revolutions, and double the RPM figure.

_meet also served as the final round of team selection for
. SECONDSFORTENREVOLUTIONS the Hungarian 1970 Indoor Team. The team will consist of

10 iW I 13 14° 1S 16 7 1B” 19-20 Andras Ree, G, Buzady and Antol Egri. The results:Loptpplhd 1Pedete 1. E, Chlubny Czech 32:02 33:29 65:3160 55 50 45 40 35 30 2. J. Kalina Czech 28:52 30:23 59315
RPM 2 A. Ree Hungary atts 28:53 38 208- Go Varszegi Hungary 28:09 27309 5531New Materials} 5. G. Buzady Hungary 28:11 26:57 55:08

Several fliers have used Micro-Lite covering material, e. he Powe Reoeh a pe tae BTiS vo 23 fae@ plastic film lighter than condenser paper and sold by 8° A. Eeri Hungar 25328 26410 57:38Micro-X. The same manufacturer has produced an even thin- 9. J. Zoleer Czech y 24343 he 14 48:57ner film. Their brand name is Kimfol, and the new thick- 10. A. Soltesz Hunear 22:36 25:36 4842ness is .00008" ~ only 8 times as thick as blue microfilm. soe mngary cet ° a
The weight of this film is about half the weightof stan- Chlubny's 33:29 was a new site record (beating Hansdard condenser paper ~ .0056 02/100 sq. in. They also Beck's 32:42 during the '66 W. Champs with a 90 cm model)make an aluminized film which weighs just over .008 o2./ and a new Czech Cat. TII record :

.100 sq. in. The plain Kimfol shows obvious static probe °
oS

°

.omen lems not shared by the aluminized version. For more info
.

‘

. , contact Mr. M. J. Becker, Peter J. Schweitzer Div., Kine
, their 13 site.’ erote timeee Indoor Team wag chosen in

beriy~Clark Corporation, 261 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. ° °

1001
PO zy”

°

1. Esko Hamalainen 21323 19337 41:00Contest Board Action 2. Pentti Nore 19326 19330 38 256
« Harri Raulio 18:2 20:16 . 38:40 :All the paperwork has caught up, and AMA HQ has an-~

;
: BFPO UPROAR

4 OC0R 0 RE

nounced the FFCB action (during the Nats) which ruled Bob 4. Harro Erofejeff 17420 19720 36240
Randolph's cabin model ineligible. The trophy entangle-
ment is being straightened out and Warren Williams has krofejetf will he thelr nenaeer Pe ne 21:23 beHewat eenbeen acknowledged as 5th place winner in Open Cabin. 4g a new Finnish Cat. II record. °



STATE OF THE ART
HINTSAND KINKS —The plan of the month 1s of Bobby Hanford's Cat. I Jr.

HLG record model. In true modeling tradition, he bought Microfilm Patching
the recordwithte ent me oe bon thes med Fane nee

tb Randolph ts that sil film can be. used toWw ° 8 ppened on e same day as Dick Bo ando suggests that silver
>. useCMathis’ 1:14.5 Cat. I record, and the site was the ball~- patch with if the patches are made using very soft tissues

room in Texas Woman's Univ. in Denton, Texas. such as Lady Scott brand. Put the film between two layers «™~
: of tissue to cut it to size, peel off one side and apply

CONTESTCALENDAR the patch dry, then peel off the second tissue. By using
such soft tissue, the film is not damaged, and the s+:::°4

CALIFORNIA - Edwards AFB. Cat. II Record Trials, Nov. 9, porous grain of the paper keeps the film from adhering to
1969, Site either the C5A hangar or Weights & Balance the paper.
hangar, depending upon availability. No special clearance

.tet. o0e30 entry. Bob Gibbs, 5005 Halifax Circle, Cypress, Bob Dunham, used to have trouble gettingpatching ratenaie to release from @ paper carrier, ° oO

-
at arm's length and sprays a short burst of Krylon sprayMARYLAND Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at JFK High adhesive toward it. Only a few tiny droplets of adhesiveSchool, 1901 Randolph Rd., Silver Spring. Oct. 31; Nov.

7, 21; Dec. 5, 12, 1969 and Jan. 9, 16, 30; Feb. 20 1970 are needed on the patch to insure that the patch stays on

Time:7 pm to'11 ¢ aaa , ° °
on the model instead of on the paper, and the weight added

+f pm to Pm. is negligible. A caution from Jody: Be sure that none of

WISCONSIN - Milwaukee. Indoor sessions each Thursday from ‘he spray adhesive drifts onto other objects like the fur-
° niture orother. valuable things -~ it remains sticky! Let7230 pm to 9330 pm at ShermanSocial Center, North 51st

me hasten to add that it hasn't happened here; she theightSt. and W. Locust Bt Ken Bene 94s N. 41st St., Mil- of it in advance!
; .oren

waukee, Wise. 5321 ph. 414-442-5864, °
" ,

After Bob made the suggestion above, I tried the same
THE EASTERN INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS thing, except I used tiny drops of water put in place with

a. a

a soft brush.- This also works well. In most cases, filmThis contest was held early enough to insure good air, that is not sticky will require that the edges of the
in what proved to be an excellent site. It was the result patch be sealed down with water. In this case, the best
of a lot of hard workby the D. C. Maxecutors, backed up type of paper carrier is a paper which is rough textured
“by president John Sites’ efforts to get the site and to like newspaper, but it should not be as porous as news=get excellent publicity for the event. If they are able paper. Thus, after the water droplets are put on the —

to make this an annual affair, it could work inte one of pateh and the patch is placed on the model, water brushed
the major indoor contests in the country. Good Work! along the edge of the patch does two things. It runs un-

der the edge of the patch and adheres it to the model, and
Junior HLG Sr.-Open HLG it also causes the paper to "pucker" and pull away from
1. David Oickle 66.8 1. Dan Belieff 122.0 the patch so you can lift it off. Newspaper is porous so
2. Richard Persch 5702 2. Bob Sifleet 102.0. that the water soaks through the paper so quickly that the3. Bruce Pailet 53.1 ‘3. John Sites 94.0 paper is stuck tightly to the patch - instant panic!

Jre-Sr. Paper Stick Open Paper Stick The process of making and storing patching material is
1. Bruce Pailet 7300 1. Bob Platt 14:37.5 speeded up by using rubber cement. Cut pieces of good
2. Barry Pailet 5:09 2. Hal Crane 14320.4 bond paper to the largest size that will fit between the

edges of the hoop (see sketch below), brush rubber cement
Jr. Easy B

,

Sr.-Open Easy B along the edges of each piece, and lay the hoop on top of
1. Bruce Pailet 5347 1. Bob Platt 11:37 the paper. Make sure the film adheres to each piece of2. Barry Pailet 5:20 2. Tom Vallee 10:32.5 paper, then cut the sheets loose and store in a box. Use

sharp scissors to cut patches to proper size and patch the ia
Indoor Stick Indoor Scale model as discussed above.
1. Dan Belieff 24:07.6 1. 8S. Rolpe Gregory 964 ooo
2. Hal Crane 21:43.2 2. R. Aubschun 874
Unorthodox Aircraft
1. Tom Vallee 77 pts. “RUBBER CEMENT
2. Jerry Weir 7T2 pts. |

A NICE TOUCH PS ll

When one looks back at a World Championship, the big Film PouringSpoutshow and excitement is not all that comes to mind. With-
out fail, European hosts make a special effort at small Numerous pouring spouts have been designed to pour

|

special touches. A sterling exampleis shown below-it microfilm, and some sort of self-regulating spout is a big
was the place marker for Jim Richmond's plate at the Vie- help in getting uniform sheets. Most spouts are used to
tory Banquet at the Rome Champs. Each flier received one, merely distribute the film, and are therefore filled each
and some also received a cartoon depicting some facet of time a sheet is poured. This exposes the film supply to
the contest activity. The cartoonist was one of the host evaporation and agitation several times during a pouring
group, and obviously enjoyed his sketching. session. The spout below, designed by Erwin Rodemsky, is

both pouring spout and storage container. To use it, you
invert it while covering the spout with a finger. Move

THREE the finger during the pour, while the second tube servesFOUL. ‘ as the vent. Cover the spout again with the finger to
...-TWo.. stop the pour. Rinse the spout with acetone after the

: pouring session and stopper both tubes to prevent evapor~-
ation of the solvents.
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MICROFILM TECHNIQUES Consequently, it was with great delight that I saw the
sketeh for Al Rohrbaugh's model box which holds 10 models

Barometric Pressure - Follow-Up and offers good access to all of them. Figure 1 below
shows the basic arrangement, with some models eliminated

The Feb. '69 INAV introduced the concept that baromet- from the end view. Two major features of this box make
ric pressure exerts a powerful influence on the results we the big difference in packing and accessibility: the cen-

get when we pour microfilm, while the March '69 issue fol- ter web which serves to mount everything except props {the ~ ™

lowed up on this theme and clarified one method of judging props can be mounted on the bottom), and the two sliding
when to plan to pour.

|

doors which give access to both sides of the box.

When these two articles are considered together, they After his return from Europe, Al had the following re-

discourage those who live at higher altitudes and imply marks about the box: "The enclosed construction details
that successful pouring is difficult or impossible if you show that the box is relatively airtight. In spite of
live under lower pressure. Recent experiments show that that, it started to rain as I left Ft. Wayne airport and
this need not be true; all you have to do is to modify the I lost my nerve and taped the edges of the box. On the
solvent balance of your formula. The principle is shown way back from Rome I didn't tape it and experienced no
below in the two formulas given. Formula I "quits" about damage due to air leakage. I conducted an experiment by
29.50 in. hg. pressure, while Formula II has worked well allowing airport personnel to handle the box with no su-
Gown to about 29.00 and shows signs of going lower. pervision on five different airplanes on the return trip.

.

Some wings were damaged by rotating slightly and hitting
Formula I Formula IT the stabs. A simple but tedious solution is to place sway

braces at the dihedral joints, but the real solution is to
34 ce SIG Lite-Cote Dope 34 ec SIG Lite-Gote Dope handle the box yourself."
2 ce N/C 2500% 2 ce N/C 2500%

'1% ec Methyl Ethyl Keytone 10 ce M.E.K. The box was constructed of 1/4" thick brown paneling
4.5 ce Butyl Acetate 6 ce Butyl Acetate finished on the outside. A single 4' x 8' piece furnishes
1 ce Amyl Acetate

_

ce Amyl Acetate sufficient material for one box of the size shown. Al's
_

pox is shellacked inside (two coats, sanded between), and
#N/C 2500 is my code for 2500 sec. viscosity nitrocellu- this darkens the color of the material to provide the dark
lose dissolved in 100% M.E.K. I did nct keep a record of packground so helpful for visibility as you pack and un-

,

the ratio of solvent to solids, so the next batch of N/C pack the models.
2500 will iikely differ somewhat!

Fig. 2 shows a side view of the box with one sliding
A note on the characteristics of the films made from door partially open. This also shows the wood molding

the fornulas above: This film is an offshoot of one used which serves to seal the edges of the box. Note that. the
for come time, based on SIG Lite-Cote dope. The original molding fastens to the box except for one edge, where it
mix proved to be somewhat fragile, and N/C 2500 was added fastens to the door. The basic box has an internal frame
to improve the strength. This film is ultra-dry - so much which shows up in the sectional views; and other details
so that it is difficult to patch using the same material. of the construction are shown also.
it is also the most stable film I have used, and is almost

; .

completely static-free. I have not made tests to prove it, This concept can be applied to designing boxes for
but film from this formula gives the impression of being any reasonable number of models by varying the 284" di
lighter, color for color, than other formulas. mension. My own box was 144" in this dimension and held

MODEL STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION four models and seven props comfortably.

Part V - High Density Packing
|

Whether your're enroute to the World Champs or to the wf |" : Sty! “en

local flying site, it 18 nice to be able to carry every- | a
:

thing in one load. In fact, when you travel, it is almost
A "1

mandatory that the models occupy only one hand! After tfall, there is 8 limit to how much “extra” the Team Mana-
SHEET Mera Screws !' S5L1DING Door

ger can rry py ANCHOR DoeR*& DuRiNG!! PARTIALLY OPEN

+—Open (Door A—— TRAVEL 7
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545-Richardson, Texas- 75080
#HHHNATIONALINDOORMODELAIRPLANESOCTETY####

— year amounted to $709.50 and total expenses for postage,
ge eee

eb et BUN pete et gaat che etd ge
a office supplies and other supplies came to $682.38. Dir-oo es NW Membelk t ect INAV costs break down as follows: ~~

SPEEDIE N, MeDOWELL,205N.4thSt.,Champaign, I11. 61820 Printing INAV $253 56—

ee aye ee et no ... INAV Postage = - 205.13 Ce
oo,

_

| FamilyMemberships _ ae LoS Correspondence postage 99.10 =~7 Eg abc eye cet cu, Supplies’ - “WelTHOMAS J. SOVA, 977 E. Philadelphia Ave., Youngstown, 0.
_

Other expenses oo el coe

_

|. Telephone Numbers? 9 7
| Each issue takes about 65“hours oftime per month,re nsEvaueyea Peteaahake TEE acgpita,  OOUMting‘thehelp of the whole familyonmailing nightsANIMAS” member who’ travelsa f8if amounthas suggested and all help donated bydraftsmenandother contributorsthata list of telephone ‘numbers be compiled and furnished to the newsletter contents. Time spent inanswering cor-

upon request to other NIMAS members. This could be a good respondence is in excess of the 65 hours, and outgoinidea, if enough people cared to participate to make a 11st mail totalled1094 pieces. Incomingmail totalled 798of useful size. “How about sdomé commentsonthis? Most... items. ua et Se ee ay

members manage to find out my number (235-4035) if they . So ,

moe

need to call me namés- How about therestof you? World Championship Dates Set
/

: SpecialActionCommittee oe In a recent letter, Otto Hints of Tirgu-Mures, RomaniaBy pTGurnee a oo said that the 1970 World Champs has been scheduled forRoger Schroeder, 4111 W. 98 St., Overland Park, Kan., April 2-6, 1969. The site, as has beén announced before,66207, announces that eleven local instmictorsfrom dif- is the huge salt mine - Salanic Prahova.Asketch of theferent parts of the country have agreed to help beginners site appeared in the Jine '69 INAV. a
in Indoor. If you' need help or know someonewhodoes, get ,

the complete address of the nearest instructorfromRoger. SPECIAL INTERNATIONAL ISSUE
:

/ it wo, “pace me WAPATO Se ly Pe RReerie Se TRESSee we ts .

Donald Sump = Lewiston, Idaho This issue 18 dedicated to indoor modelers all overOrval Stewart
=

 —«s-: Nashville, Tennessee . the world, At the present time, INAVgoes to Canada andCharlie Sotich Chicago, Illinois '
..

Mexico and to 18 other countries, and we usually get someJim Richmond Bensenville, Illinois| o sort of report from each country periodically. I reallyChester Wrzos
. Lynchburg, Virginia appreciate this correspondence, and look forward eagerlyorm. Phill Lawry

_

_ Auburndale, Massachusetts _ to receiving each bit of news about indoor flying else-Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080 where in the world. Thanks to all of you!
_

John Thornhill Mt. Airy, Maryland
; re aDave Linstrum St. Louis, Missouri

,

oo. . TOP TEN EASYB-- ;

Cy Baucke Fullerton, California
De

eee ne
lu eeweRoger W. Schroeder Holbrook, Nebraska . During the month of October, Bob Platt and Hal Crane

ag: ;

~ + “pumped" their way into the Top Ten. This is justice of a aThe rest of you look on the list and ask yourself if sort - they would have been there already, except for ill-
your name shouldappear there!_ . A ness of the CD they flew under last spring. Their entryNe ees BM arrived late -unknown to them, and they thought they had

oo T_Apologizet : ve tk placed. Anyone else who wishes to submit new times (even
ae

" 1
acc

2). 6Af they didn't enter originally) may do so between now and_Lastmonth'sissueannounced a "new" and thinner ver~ the next Annual NIMAS Postal, Deadline for listing in anysion of the polycarbonate film which Micro-X sells as issue is the last day of the previous month (deadline forMicrolite. Due to a mixup on my part, and confusing info Dec. '69 INAV is Nov. 30, 1969). In order to submit newfurnished by the manufacturer, I really was talking about times, fly your Easy B under AMA rules and send the flightMicrolite. Thus, the thinnest film available is Microlite time to Bob Putman, 507 Darlene, Arlington, Tex. 76012 bee .and it has found good use in scale models and ornithopter fone the end of the month. Please restrict model design
_ wing flappers,to name two uses. Jerry Skrjane (Micro-X) to solid motor stick and boom with unbraced surfaces, andStates tne ere static problem I mentioned nents a be sure to include the ceiling height (FAI measure) of

most complete y exposing the sheet to movin re. He .

es. Current Top Ten:also says (I agree) that this is the lightest covering your sitewhen you send in the times ee TOP
|material available besides microfilm, with a weight about

gete Time/ceiling Fudge Scorehalf-way between condenser paper and microfilm.
ne ee wt om (to 35%)

.
.

1. Bob Platt 575/20' 1,32 760.6
MoreInfoSheets 2. Clarence Mather 590/30' .. 1,08 637

3. Joe Pontecorvo 516/24! 1.21 623
Some information sheets have been prepared on the con-.

_
4, Pete Patterson 492/24!' 1.21 . 594stant margin of stability balance method, They summarize

.« 5, Hal Crane 415/20" 1.32 549the CMOS method presented in the Jan. '69 INAV, in step- 6. Jim Walters 392/24! 1.21 473
by-step example form. (The CMOS method of model balance Te. Howard Haupt 384/25' 1.18 454enables flight characteristicstobeduplicated more ex= . 8, Phil Hainer 383/25! 1.18

|
453_

actly from model to model than if a specified CG location ©  °9.° "Soe Deady 367/24! 1.21 443
is used.) These sheets are available by sendinga stamped

tary AOeo, Rex Powell 395/31" .

1606
|

420
self addressed envelopé with your request to: Box 545, FIRE GE *Richardson, Tex. 75080. Top Juniors

eo

, le Re de Dunham,Jr.467/41' o Fa
.

431
Bilgri Reprints 2. Kim Mather 255/25! 1.18 302

- i 3. Neal Rozelle 287/35' — 1.00 287
Reprints of the three-part Bilgri indoor article from

.Model Airplane News are still available for 60¢ per set. CONTEST CALENDAR
yom,

These articles present a fairly complete picture of indoor :
oeconstruction and flying techniques and should be requested ARIZONA - Phoenix. Indoor sessions in Arcadia High School

. from Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080. Gym, 7 pm to 10 pm the second Tuesday edch month. Contact
: Terry Thorkildsen, 3103 W. Willow Ave., Phoenix, ArizonaFinancial Report 85029 for further details. Cat. I site. ,

This issue is the first one ofINAV's ninth year of CALIFORNIA+San Francisco, Cat. II indoor contest, Dec.
publication. The average circulation for last year was

. 13-14, 1969, 10 am to 4 pm each day; site is Cow Palace280 issues per month, which makes the second year that
.

(96' ceiling). HLG, Paper Stick, Cabin, Indoor Stick (allgrowth has amotnted to’a°12% increase. Income for the with Jr.-Sr. comb and Opén) FAI Stick - all ages combined.

_ _ ee hoa ee tenn nner



All events flown both days. Bud Romak, 85 Sullivan Dr., ian models. “All thé charts were computed for 0% marginofMoraga, Cal. 94556 ph. 376-4624,
.

.
stability tosimplifythecomputation. Only Raulio sent

GEORGIA - Atlanta area. The Decatur Flying 8-Balls“MAC balance info, and his modelwasflown at +10% margin.
end Annual IndodrContest Nov. 23 1969.

_
Site is the

ue.
sng att aint “. oo ae. Be Siew sy) ee Sa teeny

Cumming High School Gym, a reasonably.oleat dome about 30! _ MODEL STORAGEAND TRANSPORTAT ee osusable, Easy Band HLG (Jr. & Sr.-Op.)j Paper Stick and_ ae eS — ct ;Indoor Scale’ (all ages combined). Warren Lawrence, Box’ - _ Partvi" =MiscellaneousTopics ne5 Foote . ee cage tee ?

mn wt eh
/

Meege Setoneat “Esa eg von gh : we.
.

” ‘eeSEO9 Doostur, Gas 50031
| |

Onhie trip to thé 1966World Champs, Joe Bilgri's box}ULINOIS ~ Chicago. Cat. I indoor sessions at Girl's Gym held four completemodelsandparts of ‘several more. Theof Forest View High School, 2121 Goebbert Rd., Arlington spare flightsiirfaceswerestorédin a false bottom to theHts., Ill. Sessions each Sunday from 9 am to 5 pm, except box - covered flat and ready for use if needed. Fig. 1
. Dec. 7, Dec, 14, 1969 and Feb. 8, 1970. ‘Call Al. Sortwell »j,, DeLOw shows the” general afran¥ément; the surfates were ~

“at 312-439-1497 for directions to’gym. 9
fucth' *'" +" govered on’ tHe’box lid and then covered over with a false

bottom until needed. All the spare parts needed to braceMARYLAND - Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at JFK: High a wing (pickets, posts, cabane, ete.) were packed away inSchool, 1901 Randolph Rd., SilverSpring., Nove 7, 213° another box, and Joe bracedtwowings while he was there.Dec. 5, 12, 1969 and Jan. 9, 16, 30; Feb. 20, 1970. Time: ‘ es

7 pm to tipm.
_,.

One of the problemsAl Rohrbaugh had with his box (see
ee ee Oct. '69 INAV) was that’wingmount posts tended to rotateMASSACHUSETTS - M. I. T. Cat. II indoor sessions at MIT and permit the wings to hit other model parts. When IArmory, Mass, Ave.& Vassar St., Cambridge, Mass., 3:30 pm mounted my wings, I deviséd a’ mount that couldn't rotate,to 6:50 pm, Nov. 15, Dec. 13, Jan. 31, Mar..7. Indoor asshowninFig. 2. The basic design consists of two

...contest April 11, 1970, 1:30 pm to 8:30 pm. Ray Harlan, 1/16" dia, misic wires sticking thru the center web and’1D Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. ph. 358-4013, long ‘enough to hold one wing mount block on each side of
: Kw the web. On the front side of the web the wires were re-bletya holding intodW Bosetereee engineeringModel So- inforced with epoxy and blocks built up around the wires.
days of each wonth, and wefcomé any and'all indoorfliers. _Tese, blocks also helped PrePort.png grontmountby being
For more’ info, ‘contact dsctee Myers "70 Froelich Fara Ha. “made to fit tightly overthemount block. “NS such supportHicksville: y. Y. 11081.°) an OL EEO ESR Aes wag used on the | back ‘molints, with “ho 411 etfacts “Hoticss..

> av

. coe “aco . * be Ce, ya AUGBES Laiegig Ka tas ane ae SM eeGare wees .. oe . . oeOKLAHOMA = Tulsa. Tulsa Glue Dobbers indoor session, Nov. °: This installment cor¢ludes the material’ “on box ‘design23, noon to 6 pm, at the 15th St. Armory. Bob Dunham, ~ and‘construction. “Thanks to’all you who made favcrabie —~4730 Se Yorktown Ave., Tulsa 74105 ph. 918-RI 3-5424, comments on the ‘series,and if you come up with some bet-
he PB OEtttyee ter ideas, ‘share “them with us! ~~

TEXAS ~ Garland, ClassA indoor contest, Dec. 7, 1969,
veginning 2 pm. Garland.Community Center, Garland Rd. & er >

Ave. F.. 3 age classes in each event: Paper Stick, HLG, . Cc.»IndoorScale, Matchbox. (Matchbox event modelsmust fit. ay
—in, standard kitchen match box while ready to fly except

for winding; can be glider or any kind ofrubber. powered ay

.
<model.) Paul Cardwell, ph. 214-279-0516. oo |

my

ee K

WISCONSIN ~ Milwaukee. Indoor sessions each Thursday from
. «©7230 pm to 9:30 pm at Sherman SocialCenter, North Sist —

ge uSt. and W. LocustSt. KenKraemer, 3945 N. 41st St., Mil- vewaukee, Wise, 53216, ph. 414-442-5864, 2 0) ns cena. “8
/ aga re rE

i eee

- ‘
SATEOFTHE ART Hess TUR

-° —
Po a ee AMS Dede Swot Tk go cpa cua ¥ Lega ons

{ —— ——— a Te U..This month we feature five models from Europe, each. ‘

. oe

one a high-ranking model in the country of its owner. The ae Ifirst one is Andras Ree's latest FAI. This model holds rn Fic. i. eothese Hungarian records: Cat. II (24:10) and Cat. III eR ee
.

oe(29:22) and has the highest-Hungarian Cat. TV time(31201) 6
:

‘This time would be a record except that it did:not. excee
/ ye" Oe werthe previous record by the required 2%... conth om ERE - /a TUBINS) he we Eo

pets,
: ee Sse gs: Re eae fo TLS FO Paget SS: —

' ManfredKoller's "Bastard Mk I11/2" was the model he
vo

agespme \flew to 5th place at.the '68 World Champs. His single MORES i oO
high time at that meet (33:06) is the Austrian Cat. IV

. . ia
record, and in-addition the modelsetthe AustrianCat.I ESSEES | ESrecord at 15:01. 287 VBI HT Dy rar ans ad amead

a.

eweS oO a Ba et oes ke
|g ce MEFRONT OF Box

; Harr4 Raulio set the second.high time at the Finnish eg
Team Selection Finals with model #3, His Cat. II time of ©(28% ha ee ey BACH

eRe20:16. was only 1:05 lower than the new Finnish record set NYS . rer - ee SD bie esby Esko Hamalainen at the same meet. -

Lota os be eee Sane ste of w . G ENTERWEB
Pe hae eg EA Lab ee we

ete os een ad uae SAC aeteoure yi veTwo more models appear on page 4; these were the top. ne ee ee
oe |

,

a itwo winners from the Romanian Indoor Nats. Popa Aurel is
Co pet a td17. years old, and won the Junior event with PAM 969. Note wae “ So =

that his model has a lighter wing loading than HOZ-969 by na
Otto Hints. Otto won the Open event and set the Romanian

. CeesCat. IV record at 27:42. :

wig . : Bue, we “Le

oMOS charts for the first. three models appear below, me Ge aed wis owFieBow Te,and similar charts are available on request forthe. Roman- ema wt Mads © meh
we,
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= ae Cthatigrin, Atty babes WY ae Saw ocalaaname Sareeibbbvias ule REQ MLL kal obits i

itor: ‘Box 545:Richardson,Texas:75080NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas’ 75
ees — speaw oe ea Gilead Gohata wba omMidde Sfx. yey crea.Leh ate wae Gh AONar ACR ABBE yh QPS NTE he :

*###NATIONAL INDOOR MODELAIRPLANE SOC¢TETYAeA ~~ ™ OS” Spread The Word! 0h ce ee

New Members! oo Ken Kraemer's weekly indoor activity (see Contest Cal-
een us: ,

oe
aaa endar) was called to the attention6f a local paper, and

HARRY R. COOK, 6319 Marty, Overland Park, Kan. 66202 this resulted in an excellently written article, complete
Te G. CUNNINGHAM, 5740 North tith Way, Phoenix, Arize with goodpictures. Let this be a reminder ~.1t costs you

ge. 85014 nothing to try for publicity, and it often‘paysoffveryGEORGE J. FLYNN, 3 Ames St,, Cambridge, Mass. 02139 well. .The only caution you should observe.is to have a
FRANK L. HAYNES, 992 Findley, Bronx, N.Y. 10456 knowledgeable person accompany the reporterto explain.in
WARREN G. LAWRENCE, 2210 TilsonCircle, Decatur, Ga.30032 detail (and logical sequence) just what 18 goingons ~.

- MARK WRIGLEY, 70 Valentine St., New Bedford, Mass. 02744 ”

Dae tne ag try satin bea BST
oe oe Skea 4 Volunteer Needed

oo Honorary Members
, Sen ba Ce rlind tue, RARE aeaee

. .
.

7 ob, Oe oa Two long overdue NIMAS forms for future surveys have|BRUCE EDWARDS, 170 Ladbroke Grove, London, W10, England now been designed, but théy néed tobe typedinfinal form
a .

a!
po ‘for printingin quantity. So, we-needorie volunteer with

FamilyMemberships Te a typewriter to make one ‘copyof‘each form - tw6 pages of
oe ee. ay Se typing total. If the typewriterhas‘one“of‘the newer

T. G. CUNNINGHAM, Jr., 5740 North 11th Way, Phoenix, ~~ type fonts, this is preferable. Volunteer to Box 545,
oo se Arde 85014 Richardson, Tex. 75080. Ct Bekoe

Special Action Committee ce

,

.. Site Survey Form": °° >: Ca

The following indoor fliers have volunteered to act as Years ago it was proposed that a surveybe made of the
local instructors for the NIMAS Special Action program (in sites in regular use around the country and that this info
addition to those listed last month): be published in a booklet for NIMAS members. ‘A préjimin-

.
oe

:

. we
- ary version of the form is now being sent out, but the

Jim Noonan, 7454 W. Thurston Cir., Milwaukee, Wise. 53218 collection of the information will be speeded if intérest-
Vern & Dale Hacker, 25100 Euclid Ave., kuclid, Ohio

~

ed fliers will send a stamped envelope for their form. it
Harry Cook, 6319 Marty, Overland Park, Kan. 66202 will also ease the workload here - so send your’ envelope to
Robert Underwood, 4109 Concord Oaks Dr., St. Louta,s Mow Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080. _ arnt nas

;

ce

_ 03128 ce aay TEMES pe bea watt ghey Te, :
Bob Dunham, 4730 S. Yorktown Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74165 ~

oeues ot). Winders? re? pees
ae John English, 4233 E. 52nd Place, Tulsa, Oklahoma”

—

:
~

Co , ec eeer :
Bob Hanford, 3838 S. 88th E. Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74145 It has been called to our attention that the Wiis»
Tom Vallee, 444 Henryton So., Laurel, Md. 20810 16:1 ratio winder ig.caut of production. Thiswinder has—

ct been the "old faithful" for so many years, but now it is
What do local instructorsdo, and howdo they get the gone. Does anyone know of anyexisting supplies.of these

attention of the youngsters? Here is the storyofone of winders or of another low cost winder to fill the gap?.
the present crop of volunteers, relating his’ own methods: cp ai aage

"My technique for starting indoor model flying clubs
oe beep ets es ugafupemtaedstteacat ie atu ,

4s this: As a school teacher, I have a ready-made "door The National FreeFlight Society andAMAaré” co-spon-
opener", I bring a simple model to school (paper pusher soring a design competition for'a-small field rubberpow-
or Easy B), and fly it for the boys. “I usually find at ered model. EntrydeadlineisApril 1, 1970, and an entry
least one who is interested enough to try building one, blank and set of rules can be obtained from Annie Gies-
using material I furnish. Afterthis one succeeds, some kieng, 1333 S. Franklin St., Denver, Colo. 80210.
of his friends usually give ita try. I haveaveraged 12 an

CO

boys per school year who were getting 3-5 minutes with. NIMAS Awards
= es

paper stick and usually 2 who achieve5-7minuteswith a. Fa 2 Bee,
microfilmmodel (17' ceiling; these boys had no previous. CAT. I HLG AWARD ~°0:24.5, Patty Jo Thornhill”~ a
building experience and learned’in a 6 month period). The geetwane cate
3 factors required for success are: ee

World Championship Datés™ “"- ©"
®

0 oN

1. Someone interested enough to take time to work _: It was erroneously reported last ‘month that the 71970
with young boys and girls. ve

-
S Indoor World Champs would be held April”2-6, 1976. The |.‘2. Hold flying sessions’at least once a'week.e. report from the November CIAM meetingplaces the dates as.‘3. A goal. (This can be a simple perpetual high time april 9-12, 1970. ‘Thegeographicallocationof thesalt’*

trophy; give the more experienced fliers a handicap to mine is 60 miles north of Bucharést; Romania. This site {sprovide a better chance for the newer ones.) reputed to be one of the best sites in the world bécause
of its combination of virtually zero drift and a 200'+

The above was written by Chester Wrzos, who founded a ceiling height. Co as

very active group in New Jersey and now has moved down to oo oe rra
teach in Lynchburg, Virginia. FAI Finalists and 1969 Nats

woe ~ese PAI Decals Cag
contestants will remember Chet as CD’of both the Finals and woe ————— PitES
the Indoor Rubber portion of the 1969 Nats at Lakehurst. Team Selection Manager Clarence Mather has attempted

Merry Christmas! to distribute special decals (donated byNFFS)toall—
.Quarter-Final and Semi-Final qualifiers.” Qualifiers “who -

Lack of time and finances prevents us from sending have not received their decals should contactClarence at
each of you a card, but we enjoy all the many cards we get 3880 Ecochee Ave., San Diego, Cal. 92117 and hewill send
each Christmas. So, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year the decals promptly. uO

,

to each of you?
‘

UE SSE
ee,

.

a INDOOR RULES ee .

Rubber Strippers Available eh tae da CaERE aE ak ub SES PSOE

ro
: me WEES The following rules changes will apply to indoor fiy-

” Bob Dunham has offered to open up his production line ing beginning Jan. 1, 1970: | ee
on Bilgri-type strippers once again. These are very nice . ; Jone te Sed Tw wr
units made from plexiglas, and work very well with either Add to Sec. 8.5 (Indoor Cabin Definition):“Themaximum
a single blade or multiple blades (See Jan. '67 INAV). cross-section must be taken at some point on the fuselage
The price is $5 per unit, with deadlineon ordering set | which contains the rubber motor.
for Jan. 20, 1970. All units will be producedatthe same

Co re Dee ce sseco #8
time, according to orders on hand Jan. 20. Send orders to Change theindicated paragraphs asnoted:..00ene os. cheese!
Bob Dunham, 4730 S. Yorktown Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74105. ss»8 13—-«Off ficial’ Flight. Eachcontestantshallbeallowed

mos
;

oe "7. ss total of five flights.All flightsareofficial regard- —

4
Lo



less of duration. Delayed flights are not recognized, STATE OF THE ART
with one exception (see 8.14). Flights during which any

—
ses met

part is dropped shall be considered an official flight The model of the month is Tom Vallee's record holding
with no time recorded. helicopter. Note that the plan sheet shows three records—
8.14 Unofficial Flight. An unofficial flight occurs when in less thana year, with a longer motorstick for the
a model strikes the balloon or tetherof another contest- last record.Thismodelwould beexceptionally easy to
ant who is attempting to retrieve a model. At this point build, since the rotor blades wouldnotrequire a special  —=»

the contestant can make a decision as to allowing the time jig for the lower rotor. Try a helicopter - they are fun
to continue until the flight is completed or call it a no anda challenge. They also make fine crowd pleasers for

flight (no time or no attempt is recorded). He must make demonstrations. °

the decision immediately and cannot reverse it later. RECORDS? MAYBE}

8.15 Timing of Flights. Shorten the paragraph as follows: These records should have been listed in the November

eenee oeten nee be seedTe eosecenteeg —iaaue, and have already been homologated, The marks wore,° ’ 8 e peda, ° Be at. I, 20' ce n
from the time indicated, and the results recorded. (Delete set at Willis School in Hampton, Va. (C ’ 6

the balance of the paragraph.) Open Helicopter - 7:44.4, Tom Vallee

A check with AMA HQ gave the answer that present rec
Open FAI Cat. I FAT - 18248, Tom vasiee-

.
- 243, om Vallee .

ords will stand, which is reasonable in that no actual Open AMA Cat 1. FAL. 19 ; 9s ,
change was made in how the flights are qualified. Ona POSTAL CHALLENGES
historical note, this action is the final part of a pack~ eT

age of recommendations generated by an indoor advisory Several fliers have been talking about the concept of
committee set up in 1963. NIMAS members participated in postal competitions on flights which do not touch the top
the recommendation also, in the form of a rules question- of the site. The usual NIMAS fudge factor would apply to
aire which was circulated as a part of INAV. the flights, and the concept should provide an interesting

contrast to current flights which rafter-bang or ceiling-CONTEST CALENDAR scrub for @ considerable portion of the flights. It canith certainty that all present Cat. I recordsARIZONA - Phoenix. Indoor sessions in Arcadia High School tacleding World Recorse, were sen with the models in con-
Gym, 7 pm to 10 pm the second Tuesday each month. Contact tinuous or intermittent contact with the ceiling for about
Terry Thorkildsen, 3103 W. Willow Ave., Phoenix, Arizona 55% of the flight. Those who are interested in this idea65029 for further details. Cat, I site. send in your times, listing the flight time, FAI cen ae
ILLINOIS - Chicago. Cat. I indoor sessions at Girl's Gym attain. of the rates Rton TenColling Dodger" isting! a

of Forest View High School, 2121 Goebbert Rd., Arlington
— °

Hts., Ill. Sessions each Sunday from 9 am to 5 pm, except TOP TEN EASY B
Dec. 14, 1969 and Feb. 8, 1970. Call Al Sortwell at 312-
439-1497 for directions to gym. Time/ceiling feces ty

‘Score
to 35

MARYLAND ~ Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at JFK High 1. Bob Platt 575/20! 1.32 760
School, 1901 Randolph Rd., Silver Spring, Dec. 12, 1969 2. Jim Walters 675/37' 972 656
and Jan. 9, 16, 30; Feb. 20, 1970. 7 pm to 11 pm. 3. Clarence Mather 590/30' 1.08 637

a 4. doe Pontecorvo 516/24! 1.21 623
MASSACHUSETTS - M. I. T. Cat. II indoor sessions at MIT 5. Joe Deady 636/37' 972 618
Armory, Mass. Ave. & Vassar St., Cambridge, Mass., 3:30 pm 6, Pete Patterson 492/24! 1.21 594
to 6:30 pm, Dec. 13, Jan. 31, Mar. 7. Indoor contest Apr. 7. Hal Crane 415/20! 1.32 549
11, 1970, 13:30 pm to 8:30 pm. Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow 8. Howard Haupt 384.25' 1.18 454 ~—
Rd., Wayland, Mass. ph. 358-4013, 9 Phil Hainer 383/25' 1.18 453

10. Rex Powell. 395/31" 1.06 420
WISCONSIN - Milwaukee. Indoor sessionseachThursday from
7:30 pm to 9:30 pm at Sherman Social Center, North 5ist Top Juniors
St. and W. Locust St. Ken Kraemer, 3945 N. 41st St., Mil- 1. David Sandelius 460/37' 2972 AAT
waukee, Wisc. 53216 ph. 414-442-5864, 2. R. J. Dunhan, Jr. sea “92 ae3. Kim Mather 55/25 1o1 3BUROPEAN CONTESTS! hi Neal Rozelle 287/35" 1.00 287

The Championship of Budapest, Hungary was held in
September, with these three winners: HINTS AND KINKS

1. Andras Ree 24310 23335 47245 arin

2. Antal Egri 20:08 20:31 40:39
.

NovelThrustBearing
3. Geza Varszegi 19344 17324 37308 Egizio joreeze of Italy cent in the following thrust

;
bearing design (see sketch below). He says The frontThis was the final indoor meet for the Hungarians for part oF the aural bearing is bent and bored’in the usual1969, and their last opportunity to train for the World way; the rear part is bored and then cut from the end toChamps, unless they can manage to get to the salt mine in the hole. The two ends are twistedand filedslightlyRomania sometime before the meet.

_

with a thin knife file, so the prop shaft, first passed
through the front hole, may fit into the rear hole throughOn October 26, 1969, Coppa Urbe (an annual indoor meet the Blot. The fit should be tight enough that only the

6
in Rome) was held and the Italian team for the 1970 World part marked ‘'A' will pass through the slot; thus when theChamps was selected from the winners. Two sets of results shaft is pushed to the rear, the straight part won't come
are noted below; the first is for FAI models and the sec~ out and is held firmly.ond for a new "sport category" which has a minimum weight -

of three grams. A ~~,
FAI Models | re .

1. Egizio Corazza 29:29 30:31 60:00 »
2.. Gennaro Masciullo 22309 23310 45319 Q' hel
3e Luigi Chiarottini 20 336 21332 42308 <<4, Carlo Cotugno 20:43 20:59 41342 \\

' §. M. Ludovica Corazza 20:11 20326 40:37
6. Loris Kanneworff 16319 19:03 35322
7. Bruon Militd 15308 16326 31334 DihedralHint
8. Fernando Migani 13359 12321 26320
9. Alberto Frioli 11207 13309 24216 Before he covers his wings, Bob Randolph glues a short

length of dacron monofilament on top the spar at each di-
Sport Category hedral joint. If the spar breaks completely as he puts in
1. Armando Seghetti 7339 8:55 16234 dihedral, the monofilament holds and prevents a rip in the
2. Paolo Vittori 8:18 7:50 16:08 film. —

3. Paolo Martini 6:57 6:50 13:47
4. Go Carlo Domenict 6336 6314 12:50 End

_Lube Mess
5. Lueiano Covaro 5353 5358 11351
6. Walter Ricco 6:24 5:24 11:48 Wayne Zink stores his rubber lube in a 15 ce nasal

,

mist spray bottle (Dristan), and is able to squeeze out
the exact amount required. This type of bettle has to be

As noted above, the Italian team will be Corazza, disassembled to clean it, and Wayne removes the siphonMasciullo and Chiarottini. Except for Corazza, who flew tube at the same time. Similar bottles without the tube
in several other European meets this year, the contest- (just a removable dropper top) are available from W. H.
ants had not had an opportunity to test fly their models. Curtin and E. H. Sargent scientific supply houses.
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THE LAB .

,

Both the above tests are experimental, and neither is
Two Rubber Tests likely to be the final answer. A summary of advantages

: and disadvantages would include the following factors:
Jim Richmond, who obviously has good rubber to go with meme8good models, has developed the following rating system for Richmond test: It is sensitive to ambient temperature

‘

his rubber: :

.

and to personal judgement of maximum torque allowable. It
is slightly sensitive to the length of time it takes to

Rating =
Joraue ae : spe & Maximum Turns back down to 50% max turns. Thefact that Jim's test useseight of Loop made-up motors can be good or bad, depending upon yourJim says: "In my testing of rubber, I wind to a pre- viewpoint. On the plus side, Jim gets good results with

determined torque - found to be the maximum safe torque
—

the test, and it is directly related to the "real world",
for that size rubber, and the corresponding number of
turns is ‘maximum turns'. I then back off turns to 50% My modification of the Hindes test is also sensitive
of the maximum and take the torque reading. The back-off to temperature, and is very sensitive to accurate measure-is done rather slowly (not at any set speed), while the ment of cross section. An improvement would be to use
distance between hooks is maintained at 14" (or whatever welgnt per unit length, but this would partially nullifyit will be on the model). This method doesn't tell you the advantage of spot-checking on a complete skein. Also
anything about the shape of the torque curve, but it does my test 1s not properly defined according to what ratingprovide a pretty accurate evaluation of the loop at the number 1s ideal. On the plus side, the test can be done
mid-point which can be compared with any other loop." quickly, on rubber skeins before they have been stripped

into indoor sizes. Rubber which tests between 4.5 and 5.2The Sept. '68 INAV presented a sorting test for new seems to be very good for most indoor uses, but the test
rubber, as developed by Joe Hindes. I have worked with really only checks for relative torque/cross section.
this concept until the following test method has evolved:

If anyone tries any of these tests, please relate your1. A clamp and ruler are arranged in a vertioal plane as findings and opinions, It is clear that accurate andshown below. meaningful testing of rubber will require much work!2. A loop is formed from the rubber to be tested, and in-~
serted in the clamp so that a 10" loop is formed. The A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR
loop is measured with 5% of the test weight hanging on it.
32 The test wee is hung on the loop (replacing the The plan reprinted below came from Model Airplanemeasuring weight), and the loop length is measured after News of May 1938. The article by Charles Belsky was en-60 seconds. If the loop stretches down to the 5" mark, an titled "A Low Aspect Ratio Tractor", and Mr. Belsky put.
arbitrary rating of 5.0 is assigned to the rubber. The forth the observation that low aspect ratio models were
test weight is figured on this basis: becoming more popular then. The chief advantage cited was

:

more efficient structure due to shorter spars. Hal Crane
Weight =

Area of 2O8R cross section Sqein.) x 11 oz please note the above! (Hal is now well aware of the ad-~
° de °

vantages of the planform, and has been using it for someFor example, a loop from rubber .124" x .041" has a time. He has even developed theoretical calculations to
cross section of .0051 sq. in. and the test weight is 11 ' ‘show that optimum chord for 65 cm FAI is about 6}".)ounces, :

3s "5 4" l "QQ
a neve eeereromen ALGa X06 (2 CYoq. OH CLAMP cae

1) : 4. ,

| | “<.020"

4" 020x|.030, osa a
. 54

‘

. 48 .

:

{

/.

2 32

n —
~ 3, a xX 5/6 SS

. "
+2 — 4 ES ae % x iy X13

po SS Hair " J
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